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Abstract 
This study explored the process of learning to become a community choir 
director. While numbers of community choirs continue to grow in 
Australia, limited training and literature relevant to directing community 
choirs in Australia makes it difficult for novice community choir directors 
to learn their craft.  
A design-based research methodology guided the investigation into the 
approaches and strategies used by experienced community choir directors 
in their practice and the interrogation into how a novice community choir 
director (the researcher) could apply the approaches and strategies to her 
own practice through iterative cycles of design, implementation and 
evaluation. Nine experienced community choir directors were observed in 
their practice with their community choirs and/or choir workshops in 
Australia (most in the greater Sydney region, and one in Melbourne) and 
ten were interviewed in professional conversations about their practice 
between 2013 and 2014. This has documented the tacit knowledge of 
community choir directors in Australia in order to make it available for 
experienced and novice community choir directors to learn from.  Three 
main approaches were identified in the directors’ teaching: aural 
transmission, visual transmission and physical transmission. Within each 
of these approaches, specific strategies used by the directors were 
identified. Classifying the practice in this way was useful for shaping 
discussion of what the director was doing in each circumstance, and 
 xix 
therefore what the learning director could try to do in her own practice. 
The novice community choir director applied the approaches, strategies 
and philosophies gleaned from the observation and interview using the 
structured process of the design-based research model. In each iteration of 
the design-based research cycle the effectiveness of each strategy’s 
application was evaluated through reflective practice and reflexivity.  
The study found that through learning by observing and speaking to 
experienced community choir directors and applying the knowledge to 
one’s own practice in a structured way, a novice community choir director 
can learn skills for directing community choirs. These skills include: aural 
transmission (singing, instruments, recordings, speech); visual 
transmission (visual reference, teaching gestures, visual modelling, 
movement); and physical transmission (rhythm, embodied singing, breath 
support, tone, pitch, vocal placement and technique, feel, movement). Also 
learned are: repertoire selection; composing and arranging for community 
choirs; director’s preparation for teaching; warming-up; teaching parts; 
female director teaching men or male director teaching women; teaching 
songs in foreign languages; rehearsing; pitch; tone; balance; blend; diction; 
conducting; teaching musicianship; the role of the director; and director 
style. From the study issues of: working with low energy of the choir 
and/or director; troubleshooting; maintaining interest throughout the 
rehearsal; single-gender choirs compared to mixed-gender choirs; teaching 
workshops compared to rehearsing regularly with a choir; and managing 
and organising were also drawn.  The study also noted that the novice 
 xx 
community choir director moved beyond the novice level to competency 
through this learning, over three years.  
This research is of interest and use to individuals aspiring to become 
community choir directors, as well as to practising community choir 
directors. It also has the potential to shape training or professional 
development for community choir directors. 
 
  
 1 
Chapter 1 – Introduction: Research aims 
and scope of the study 
Introduction 
This study seeks to explore and document the process of learning to 
become a community choir director. It involved applying approaches and 
strategies used by professional community choir directors to my own 
practice. 
Problem statement 
There is limited formal training for community choir directors in 
Australia1. In spite of this, community choirs continue to burgeon across 
the country, which means there is a demand for community choir directors 
(Cooper, 2013b). Tertiary courses in conducting tend to focus on 
instrumental conducting or classical choral conducting in keeping with the 
British choir tradition2, both of which require a skill set different to those 
of a community choir director, who primarily works with untrained 
singers rather than trained musicians (Cooper). Choral direction 
                                            
1 The University of Queensland offers a subject, ‘Choral conducting and 
pedagogy MUSC7620’ as part of a Master’s degree, but this is only 
available if 10 or more students enrol in it. 
http://www.uq.edu.au/study/course.html?course_code=MUSC7620 
(accessed 16/02/2015). 
Australian Choral Conductor’s Education and Training Inc. run an annual 
summer school for choral conductors and “is in the process of setting up a 
Certificate, Diploma and Advanced Diploma in Choral Conducting”: 
http://www.choralconductors.org.au/about-accet/ (accessed 16/02/2015). 
2 An example of this is the Sydney Conservatorium of Music’s Master of 
Music Studies (Conducting): 
http://sydney.edu.au/handbooks/conservatorium/postgraduate/coursework/
m_music_studies_conducting.shtml (accessed 24/12/2015). 
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literature similarly tends to focus on choral conducting technique for 
notation-reading choirs (Cooper, 2013b, 2014) and/or conducting children’s 
choirs (Brinson, 1996; Collins, 1993; DiFrances, 2006; J. B. Hylton, 1995; 
McGill & Volk, 2007; McRae, 1991; Roe, 1994). The majority of this 
literature is published in the United States or United Kingdom, with few 
Australian publications (Cooper, 2013b)3. While there are hundreds of 
practising community choir directors across Australia, their practice 
remains largely undocumented (Cooper, in press). This means there is a 
wealth of practical professional knowledge being used by choir directors on 
a daily basis that remains inaccessible to current and aspiring choir 
directors. It is therefore difficult for beginning choir directors to learn the 
skills necessary for directing community choirs in Australia, and for 
practising choir directors to access the experience and expertise of their 
colleagues. 
Aims 
This research, then, will explore the skill acquisition of a novice choir 
director (the researcher) seeking to apply knowledge imparted by choir 
director colleagues to her own developing practice, presenting a possible 
template for other learning choir directors. Through doing so, this project 
will also document the practice of community choir directors in Australia 
and contribute to the professional development of novice and experienced 
                                            
3 Tony Backhouse’s books including Acappella: Rehearsing for Heaven - An 
a Cappella Choral Workbook (1995) and Freeing the Song: an approach to 
directing vocal groups (2010) are two of the only books about directing 
choirs written by a choir director of Australian choirs and published in 
Australia.  
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community choir directors in Australia and beyond. Levels of skill 
acquisition developed by Dreyfus (1982) describe the novice as 
“decomposing the task environment into objective attributes which the 
beginner can recognize without benefit of experience” (p. 141) and the 
level of competence “sees the performer recognising and becoming 
consciously aware of the relevance of a whole situation to a long-term 
goal” (Blom & Poole, 2015, p. 159). The study aims to make tangible the 
tacit knowledge used by community choir directors in their practice so 
that other practitioners can access it.  
Research questions 
These aims will be addressed by responding to the following research 
questions: 
1. What approaches and strategies do community choir directors 
employ? 
2. How can a learning choir director put these approaches and 
strategies into practice with community choirs? 
Background to the study: My past choral 
experience 
The impetus for this research was deeply embedded in my personal career 
history. It was an unexpected path that led to this project, and an account 
of this background will contextualise the origins of this doctoral study. In 
the final year of my undergraduate music degree, someone dragged me 
along to take part in a choir rehearsal. I didn’t really know what I was in 
 4 
for, and I definitely didn’t know that the choir, VOX, Sydney 
Philharmonia’s youth choir, was rapidly becoming one of Sydney’s most 
well-respected choirs. I was a classical guitarist who had not done a lot of 
choir singing before. I had sung harmonies in pop bands, and a little bit at 
school and at home with Dad and I always loved the sound and feeling of 
human voices harmonising together. A whirlwind of four two-hour choir 
workshops at the end of the first year of my music degree opened my ears 
to choral sounds from all around the world and that was my first 
experience of singing four-part harmony in a large group. It was 
exhilarating and joyful and I didn’t think much more of it for several 
years. While singing in VOX I worked under the fantastic choral conductor 
and singer Elizabeth Scott but I also was conducted by an array of other 
professional conductors in various concerts. These conductors included 
Brett Weymark, Maestro Vladimir Ashkenazy, Maestro Ludwig Wicki, 
Eric Whitacre, Paul Holley OAM, and Roland Peelman. VOX performed 
regularly with the Sydney Symphony Orchestra at the Sydney Opera 
House and I performed in programs including Grieg’s Peer Gynt, 
Tchaikovsky’s Queen of Spades, Beethoven’s 9th Symphony and Howard 
Shore’s The Lord of The Rings (music performed live to the film 
screening). VOX also performed concerts in their own right, with exciting 
repertoire selected by Liz Scott for the young voices in the group. This 
included many contemporary choral works (with pieces by Eric Whitacre, 
Samuel Barber, Morten Lauridsen, Dan Walker, Ben Van Tienen, Stephen 
Adams, Vincent Perischetti, Sid Ribinovitch, Ross Edwards, Astor 
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Piazzolla, John Tavener, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Francis Poulenc, Paul 
Stanhope and Iain Grandage) as well as traditional choral classics and a 
smattering of arrangements of popular songs for choir. It is safe to say 
that participating in this rich choral experience with peers in my age 
group was what nurtured a love of choral singing and choral music in me. 
It was definitely serendipitous that the first choir I ever sang in was a 
high level classical choir that performed with a professional orchestra and 
was led by a fantastic conductor. It was this chance encounter that led me 
to a passion for choirs which has turned into my career. 
Part way through this final year of my undergraduate degree (the same 
year I joined the choir) I began to consider the possibility conducting a 
choir and started to think about the kinds of things a choir director does. I 
reflected that I had for some time often been a leader amongst my student 
peers in various capacities and recalled a university music subject in the 
second year of my music degree.  
In this class I was one of 20 guitarists in a group learning and performing 
Steve Reich’s Electric Counterpoint. Within a couple of weeks, I realised 
that if someone didn’t take charge of the rehearsals the piece was never 
going to get learned, so I took on the role of leading the ensemble. People 
didn’t seem to mind. In fact, most of them were glad that someone was 
doing it and that it didn’t have to be them.  
Throughout this process I realised that I knew what needed to be done in 
order for the ensemble to learn, rehearse and perform the music. Members 
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of the ensemble appeared to like the approach I took to guiding them 
through the music, and I really enjoyed the process of being responsible 
for putting the whole thing together. This experience made me think that 
perhaps I had some of the necessary skills to lead an ensemble and that 
my personality traits were well suited to the role. I later read information 
on role of the director such as motivator (Neuen & Bonamico, 2002) and 
the importance of attributes such as a cheerful businesslike manner (Roe, 
1994) in the choir directing literature.  
In the final semester of my three-year undergraduate degree, I took a 
professional practice capstone subject which required me to design and 
execute a music project out in the community. This was an opportunity to 
take a leap and try to start a choir to see what directing a choir would be 
like. I had no idea what skills I needed to learn. Borrowing every single 
book I could find about directing and conducting choirs, I pored over them, 
not understanding the relevance or applications of half of it because I did 
not have any experience to apply the concepts to. In spite of trawling 
through an expanse of literature I still felt overwhelmingly unequipped to 
stand in front of an ensemble and attempt to direct and conduct it. It also 
struck me that many of the strategies seemed to assume the singers could 
read music. I convinced some generous peers to come along to rehearsals 
at lunchtime on a Friday so I could attempt to teach them some choral 
arrangements, but I was pretty sure none of them were confident sight-
singers. I mentioned to Liz Scott that I was going to start a choir and 
asked her for some suggestions of pieces I might teach them. She helpfully 
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and generously made some suggestions. Luckily for me these were good 
accessible suggestions, as I could easily have unknowingly chosen difficult 
arrangements, not yet knowing what can make a choral arrangement 
difficult. My lecturer, Associate Professor Diana Blom directed me to the 
pile of choir scores on her shelf. A music teacher friend of mine gave me 
some scores she had used with her school choir. I chose a few songs from 
these piles, mostly at random and probably because I thought the songs 
looked interesting. I honestly didn’t have a clue what I was doing, but my 
forgiving peers were supportive and encouraging and I did learn a lot by 
throwing myself in the deep end. I practiced conducting beat patterns in 
front of a mirror and struggled to coordinate both my hands at the same 
time. What I learned most of all was that there was a lot that I didn’t 
know! I had skimmed the surface of what the role entailed and was eager 
to learn more. 
The following year I undertook an Honours year and designed a project to 
help me learn more about choir directing. Having read a large amount of 
choral directing literature, I found the practical task of conducting 
technique, as described in written language, to be unclear and often 
confusing, even when accompanied by photographs. It felt very similar to 
my experience of trying to learn various guitar techniques from books (I 
once tried to learn flamenco strumming from a book and found there were 
some details missing about the hand position, the finger angle and so forth 
that were not described but were clearly important to the practice). There 
are important elements of the dynamic activity that do not translate well 
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to text or static image. This prompted me to decide the best way to learn 
about directing choirs was from observing others and doing it myself. I 
designed a research project with an action research methodology which 
was structured so that I tried out different elements of choir directing with 
a choir inspired by observation and interview of professional choir 
directors. I worked with a small group of students at the university who 
came along to a choir I ran and was also asked to direct a community 
choir. A friend had been asked to direct it but did not have enough time so 
she recommended me for the job. I was very hesitant to accept the role as I 
did not feel qualified or experienced enough to direct a choir. The choir 
were in desperate need of a director, though, and begged me to take them 
on. It was actually perfect timing as it allowed me to have a community 
choir to try things out on as part of my research. I learned a lot that year, 
mostly through making many mistakes. 
One of the major findings of my Honours research (Cooper, 2011) was that 
community choirs where singers do not necessarily know how to read 
music are very different to choirs, like VOX, where many singers can 
sight-sing to quite a high level and the others have very strong score 
reading skills. Two participants in my Honours project worked with choirs 
where singers were expected to be able to read music and two worked with 
choirs where they were not. It became apparent to me that although choirs 
that do not expect singers to be able to read are abundant in Australia, I 
had only encountered one book that described the process of teaching this 
type of choir, Freeing the song: an approach to directing vocal groups by 
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Tony Backhouse (2010) who has directed community choirs (mostly in 
Australia but also overseas) for three decades. This doctoral study 
therefore was born out of a desire to uncover the teaching and learning 
practices of the choir directors working with community choirs in 
Australia and to apply them to my own practice. 
Looking back, from my development so far as a choir director, a love of 
harmony singing, high level choral performance experience, leadership 
skills, ensemble leadership experience and the decision to self-learn choir 
direction by watching and asking experienced directors about their 
practice (as a result of the uselessness of books and the unavailability of 
training) have emerged as strong influences on my choir directing 
trajectory. 
Research design 
The study comprises two main parts, each of which responds to one of the 
two research questions. Design-based research is the overarching 
methodology that encapsulates both parts of the research. Part 1 draws on 
observation and professional conversation data to address the question, 
“what approaches and strategies do community choir directors employ?” 
Part 2 uses the cyclical process of design-based research to apply the 
approaches and strategies found in Part 1 to my own choir directing 
practice through reflective practice and reflexivity. The outcomes of this 
part respond to the second research question, “how can a learning choir 
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director put these approaches and strategies into practice with community 
choirs?” 
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Significance of the research 
Through an investigation of the learning process of a novice choir director 
and the practice of community choir directors in Australia, it is envisaged 
that the documentation of the practice of community choir directors will be 
of use to community choir directors of all experience levels. Community 
choir directors often work in isolation as the sole director of their 
ensemble and lack frequent opportunities to collaborate and share 
professional knowledge with colleagues. By documenting the approaches 
and strategies used by community choir directors in Australia, other choir 
directors will be able to learn from their colleagues’ experience and 
develop their own practice. Likewise, novice community choir directors 
will gain important insights into the practical knowledge being used by 
their colleagues. The self-learning choir director model may provide a 
useful template for other novice community choir directors. It also has the 
potential to inform the development of formal training for community 
choir directors in the future. As the number and diversity of choirs in 
Australia continue to increase, skilled community choir directors will be in 
higher demand. Community choir directors outside of Australia may also 
benefit from the research, as I have met community choir director 
colleagues internationally who have said community choirs in their 
countries face similar challenges (lack of training and relevant literature). 
Members of community choirs will benefit from the professional 
development this research will provide their directors, enabling them to 
teach, rehearse and conduct more effectively. The ramifications of 
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developing skilled choir directors reaches far beyond the musical 
experiences the directors facilitate, particularly in respect to the positive 
effect choral singing has on the wellbeing, mental health, physical health 
and social inclusion of participants (B. A. Bailey & Davidson, 2005; Beck, 
Cesario, Yousefi, & Enamoto, 2000; Bungay, Clift, & Skingley, 2010; Clift 
& Hancox, 2010; Clift, Hancox, et al., 2010; Clift, Nicol, Raisbeck, 
Whitmore, & Morrison, 2010; Gridley, 2010; Kreutz, Bongard, Rohrmann, 
Hodapp, & Grebe, 2004; Riley & Gridley; Slottje, 2010; Unwin, Kenny, & 
Davis, 2002). 
Defining community choirs 
In this section, I am working towards a definition of “community choirs”. 
There are very few choirs in Australia considered to be professional in the 
sense of individual members receiving financial remuneration for their 
work. Professional choirs include The Song Company, Cantillation and, 
previously, the Sydney Philharmonia Choirs.4 The vast majority of 
Australian choirs are considered to be amateur (etymologically referring to 
doing something for the love of it rather than being paid to do so) or 
“community” choirs of some sort. The term “community choir” is a broad 
one, encapsulating a wide variety of choirs with different types of singers 
(trained, untrained, experienced, inexperienced, different cultural and 
musical backgrounds, men, women, children, homeless people, prisoners), 
leadership styles (conductor, director, member of the group acting as a 
                                            
4 Sydney Philharmonia choristers used to be paid a small amount to cover 
expenses, some decades ago, but now choristers are all unpaid volunteers who 
contribute membership fees to the choir. 
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leader, democratic, autocratic), repertoire (western art music, world 
music, protest songs, pop/rock, church music, original music, music of a 
culture, for example Welsh, Balkan), standards of entry (auditioned, non-
auditioned), goals (performance-oriented, participation-focused, inclusive, 
elitist) and experience (whether the choir have been together for a long or 
short time and whether membership and leadership have been static or 
changing). All of these factors are inextricably linked and the varying 
combinations of these constitute the unique qualities and characteristics 
of any given choir. This diversity makes defining community choirs 
challenging.  
Bell (2008) problematised the definition of “community choir” within an 
American context, concluding that there is no common understanding of 
what is meant by the term. Her review of sources found various studies 
citing the number of members, frequency of rehearsals, length of 
rehearsals, age of members and performance outcomes as defining factors 
of community choirs. However, these seem to fall short of a definition that 
encapsulates all the community choirs described above. In addition, Bell 
argued that “many community-based choirs evolve into mini musical 
cultures that are exclusive, and far removed from the original twentieth 
century vision of community music organizations” (p. 237). She also felt 
that “there are too few community choirs available to the general public of 
singers” and suggested that what is required is more choirs available to 
inexperienced singers wishing to partake in the joy of singing (p. 237).  
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While there are choirs in Australia (both professional and amateur) that 
require auditions and are selective about their membership, there is also a 
wealth of choirs that continue to embrace the concept of community music 
and have an inclusive ethos aimed at being accessible to the “general 
public” (Bell, 2008, p. 237). From the listing of choirs on the Australian 
National Choral Association (ANCA) website5, only a small percentage has 
an audition requirement. In keeping with this, a survey of over 200 choirs 
conducted by the Music In Communities Network indicated that only one 
in five Australian choirs audition members (Masso, 2013, p. 8). The survey 
also revealed that “only 1% of non-auditioned choirs require singers to be 
able to read music” (p. 8). This said, the issue of a non-auditioned choir of 
inexperienced singers developing their skills and eventually becoming 
more exclusive, to use Bell’s term (requiring auditions, not allowing all 
members of the public to join), takes place in Australia also. Choirs may 
also become reticent towards welcoming new members for social reasons. 
As Slottje (2004) found, “some anxiety was reflected in responses 
regarding new applicants who could potentially upset the balance of the 
pre-existing choir structure regardless of singing ability” (p. 41). 
This study focuses on a specifically selected community choir demographic 
rather than on all community choirs, examining those that are open to the 
general public and are non-auditioned, do not require singers to be able to 
read music or to sight-read. They are community choirs in the sense that 
they are a group of singers who adopt an ethos of inclusion and serve the 
                                            
5 www.anca.org.au 
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broader community to which they belong. Choir directors of these groups 
may teach songs through a variety of means accessible to singers with no 
previous musical or singing experience. This may include learning by ear 
(what is called “aural transmission”) and some reference to scores 
(Chadwick, 2011; Kennedy, 2009; Townsend, 1996). There are also 
physical and visual dimensions to the teaching of the music (Backhouse, 
2010; Smith & Sataloff, 2006). Although there may be individual singers 
in the group with some musical and singing experience (there may even be 
professional musicians in the group), this is not a requirement and music 
is therefore not taught on the presumption of existing musical skills. 
Scores therefore are not used as the primary teaching tool. 
I am not examining choirs where: members are paid; singers are 
auditioned; singers are expected to read music and encouraged to learn to 
sight-sing; the primary teaching method is from musical notation; the 
British tradition which focuses on Western Art music repertoire underpins 
the structure. The community choirs that are left in Figure 1.1, where 
those features are excluded, are the choirs that are the focus of this study. 
Community)
choirs!in#
this%study 
British'
choir&
tradition(!
Scores'are'
the$primary$
teaching)
tool 
Sight"
reading(
choirs 
Choirs'with'
score&
reading(
skills 
Auditioned)
choirs Paid%choirs 
Figure 1.1: Community choirs in this study (greyed out boxes are those 
excluded from the study) 
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Scope and limitations of the study 
The above discussion of how community choirs have been defined for the 
purpose of this study largely identifies the scope of the study. It is worth 
noting, however, that the community choirs within even that definition 
are very diverse. The study did not seek to specifically include choirs for 
particular purposes, such as the community choirs of various cultural or 
language groups, or choirs targeted at a specific membership (such as 
prison choirs or choirs for homeless people). It instead sought to provide a 
snapshot of choirs where any member of the community was welcome to 
join. Within that categorisation there is still a large range of choir 
structures, teaching approaches, repertoire and membership and it is not 
possible for a study of this size to represent each of these. Instead, this 
research seeks to begin a discussion of teaching and learning practices 
within some of these community choirs. 
In both chorister questionnaires and professional conversations with the 
participant directors, the significance of singing in a choir for choristers 
arose on many occasions. Although this is an interesting and important 
issue, and it is worth noting the prevalence of this concept in the data, this 
has been discussed elsewhere in the literature (B. A. Bailey & Davidson, 
2005; Bungay et al., 2010; Clift & Hancox, 2010; Gridley, 2010) and a 
discussion of this is beyond the scope of this study.  
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Structure of the thesis 
This chapter has outlined the impetus for the study, the research aims, 
the research questions, the significance of the research, a definition of 
community choirs included in the study, and the scope of the study. 
Chapter Two reviews the literature relevant to directing community choirs 
including literature on directing choirs, literature on approaches for 
directing non-notation reading choirs, definitions of aural transmission, 
the importance of aural transmission, the use of aural transmission with 
notation-reading choirs, definitions of visual transmission and physical 
transmission, and literature on self-learning to direct choirs. The chapter 
concludes with a summary identifying the gap in the literature, which this 
study seeks to address and presents a theoretical frame which will be used 
to do so. 
In Chapter Three, the methods and research design used for the research 
are discussed. It begins by discussing the overall research design where a 
design-based research methodology forms an overarching umbrella 
encapsulating other methods used in the research. The research takes 
place in two parts, each addressing one of the research questions. The 
data collection methods for each of the two parts of the research are 
described including ethnography, observation, professional 
conversations/interviews, chorister questionnaires, reflective practice and 
reflexivity. The modes of analysis for each of the data sets are discussed 
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and the chapter concludes with details of participant recruitment, ethics 
and consent.  
Chapter Four presents contextual findings from the data. This includes 
findings that detail the history of community choirs in Australia by 
combining the scarce literature available on this with accounts from 
director participants of their experiences and recollections. Then findings 
relating to the participant choir directors’ musical backgrounds, training 
and paths to becoming choir directors are presented. These accounts are 
followed by summaries of the demographic of each choir based on 
information from director participants as well as observations at 
rehearsals. Finally, the findings of the chorister questionnaire are 
discussed including chorister experiences of singing and music, confidence 
in singing their part, preferred visual reference (such as scores and lyrics), 
music learning preferences (learning by ear or learning by reading a score) 
and strategies directors used to help singers learn their part. 
Chapter Five responds to the first research question, “what approaches 
and strategies do community choir directors employ?” by discussing 
approaches and strategies used by choir director participants through the 
lens of the key approaches identified in the literature review: aural 
transmission, visual transmission and physical transmission. 
Chapter Six continues to respond to the first research question, “what 
approaches and strategies do community choir directors employ?” by 
discussing an array of approaches and strategies used by the choir director 
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participants in the study, presenting the findings of observation and 
professional conversation data. Themes that arose included: repertoire; 
composing and arranging; preparation by the director; warming up; 
providing singers with background information about the song; teaching 
parts; implications of a woman teaching men or a man teaching women; 
pitch; tone; blend; teaching musicianship; the role of the director; director 
style; working with low energy of the director or choir; teaching songs in 
foreign languages; troubleshooting; maintaining interest in rehearsal; 
single- compared to mixed-gender choirs; managing and organising; and 
the significance of singing in a choir. 
Chapter Seven discusses the self-learning of choir direction by 
categorising the approaches and strategies from both the literature and 
participants in the study and discussing them in relation to how they were 
applied in my own practice. By doing so, the research questions are 
directly addressed. 
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review 
Introduction 
The review of literature relevant to this study began by examining 
literature available to choir directors on learning their craft. When a large 
proportion of this literature was found to not specifically address the types 
of community choirs involved in the research, or to concentrate on more 
advanced work than beginning to introduce songs and singing to a group 
of inexperienced singers, the focus turned to a term noted in three papers - 
aural transmission. While few sources used this term to describe the 
practice of choir directors, those that did were studied in-depth. This 
reviewing revealed that while aural transmission was identified as the key 
approach, directors in the studies discussed also used strategies that did 
not relate directly to the auditory sense. This led to the identification of 
two other key approaches used by directors: visual and physical 
transmission. The sources describing aural transmission approaches were 
then analysed through the lens of the aural, visual and physical 
transmission, along with other related literature, and this shaped the 
literature review chapter. Finally, literature relating to the self-learning 
of choir directing was reviewed.  
Literature on directing notation-reading choirs 
There is a significant volume of literature aimed at equipping choir 
directors with the skills necessary to successfully lead choirs. The primary 
concepts covered by these texts include conducting skills, the role of the 
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choir director, gesture and body language in conducting and vocal 
pedagogy, repertoire, score preparation, rehearsal strategies, the teaching 
of singing (vocal health, vocal pedagogy, warm-ups, posture, breathing, 
the voice at different ages, intonation, blend, balance, tone and diction) 
and administrative duties (Backhouse, 1995, 2010; Michael Brewer, 2004; 
Brinson, 1996; Busch, 1984; Collins, 1993; DiFrances, 2006; Durrant, 
2003; Fredrickson, 2004; Garretson, 1998; Gorelick, 2001; Gumm, 2010; 
Holst, 1973; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Jordan & Mehaffey, 2001; Kemp, 2009; 
McGill & Volk, 2007; McRae, 1991; Neuen & Bonamico, 2002; Roe, 1994).6 
The majority of this literature, however, is aimed at equipping choral 
conductors working with notation-reading choirs and therefore focuses on 
the skills required to direct this type of choir. These texts have placed a 
strong emphasis on teaching sight-singing and formal conducting skills, 
and the teaching approaches are based on an understanding that the 
singers will be using a score and have some notation-reading skills 
(Garretson, 1998; Holst, 1973; McGill & Volk, 2007; Roe, 1994). Much of 
the literature has been published in the United States, where choir has 
frequently been offered as an elective class during high school, college and 
university and may take place as often as every day, which facilitates the 
development of notation-reading and sight-reading skills. Hylton (1995) 
offered an explanation for this focus on music-reading ability saying it is 
                                            
6 To identify the context of this literature, Backhouse is from New Zealand 
but has worked in Australia for several decades; Brewer, Durrant and 
Holst are from the UK; Brinson, Busch, Collins, DiFrances, Fredrickson, 
Garretson, Gorelick, Gumm, Hylton, Jordan & Mehaffey, Kemp, McGill & 
Volk, McRae, Neuen & Bonamico and Roe are from the USA. 
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due to an overhaul of music education curricula in the United States 
throughout the 1960s—70s which called for “comprehensive musicianship” 
and established a debate between “the merits of rote versus note methods 
of teaching music reading” (pp. 260-261). Brinson (1996), for example, 
highlighted the importance of sight-singing, stating that if it is not 
practised, “you and your singers will be reduced to learning pieces by rote, 
with a limited understanding of the music to be performed. Sadly, singers 
in this situation will be forever dependent on a teacher to teach them their 
part” (p. 131). McGill and Volk (McGill & Volk, 2007) echoed this with 
even more fatalistic language: “commit to sight-reading during every 
rehearsal, every day without fail. The time you dedicate to sight-reading 
may vary from day to day but if it ever becomes an ‘if we have time’ part of 
your rehearsal, you are doomed” (p. 17). There are a few texts that have 
explored other approaches to a choir learning music that do not rely on 
score reading. Roe (1994) discussed an approach he called “songleading” 
where the director would: 
... follow the main accented beats and the main words, usually 
employing both hands with large motions. The directional beat 
pattern may be broken down when the conductor works with children 
or untrained adults while teaching by rote. A pitch pattern drawn in 
the air like this: 
  try           Thee 
My coun          of 
                    ’tis 
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will help the singers visualize the pitches they are learning by ear (p. 
6). 
While Roe provided a clear description of songleading (which is very 
similar to aural transmission), for him this is a side note to his main 
agenda of teaching a school choral program, where he teaches sight-
singing and frowns upon rote learning. For Roe, this type of songleading is 
useful for attracting “some members of the student body into the vocal 
groups; the conductor will be a good advertisement for excellent teaching 
abilities in music if students’ fathers or mothers can be inspired in a 
professional club Sing-Song” (p. 6). Roe did not condone learning music by 
rote because it “is an extremely slow and laborious process.” He believed 
“too many directors resort to pounding notes into the basses, then the 
tenors, then the altos, then the sopranos. Students cannot accumulate the 
necessary knowledge of music from such a teaching method, for it does not 
provide for learning with increasing perception in the future” (p. 127). 
Holst (1973) described an approach for teaching rounds and canons where 
the director would “Sing it to them straight through at the right speed, 
and then teach it phrase by phrase” (p. 34) but stated that “if you want 
your singers to do unaccompanied choral music, you will have to face the 
task of teaching them to read” (p. 56). 
What is lacking from most manuals is any section with recommendations 
on how to introduce repertoire to a group if sight-reading is unachievable. 
Roe said singers should listen to the piano playing the vocal parts and 
hum along, followed by having the choir “struggle through the number, if 
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it is not so technically difficult that it will be discouraging to them” (Roe, 
1994, p. 256). He does not, however, make any suggestion as to what 
approach may be appropriate if this is not possible for the group. 
Garretson’s approach is identical, stating that “if the singers have a fair 
amount of reading power, they should try to sing the entire number from 
beginning to end” (1998, p. 207). Similarly, Smith and Sataloff have a 
promising section titled, “How are notes and text taught to a choir?” which 
describes breaking the music down into small sections, singing on 
syllables rather than text, starting at a slow tempo, and creating exercises 
based on the vowels in the piece (2006, pp. 272-273). No indication is given 
as to how these small sections should be introduced – by singing, with a 
piano, one at a time or all together maybe?  
Hylton (1995) described a continuum of music literacy: 
“Note that the ability to read music is not an all-or-nothing 
proposition. For example, virtually any choral singer develops 
the understanding very quickly that a note’s position on the 
staff indicates its relative highness or lowness. Likewise, as 
singing experience is gained, the sensation of where a 
particular pitch lies and how it feels in one’s own voice can be 
helpful in reading music. This kind of rudimentary 
understanding is close to one end of a continuum that extends 
to a fine musician who can sing or play an unfamiliar passage 
at sight, complete with expression and style.” (p. 74) 
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Community choirs attract many choristers on the beginner end of the 
score-reading continuum Hylton describes. It is therefore important to 
address this issue and provide possible teaching strategies for these 
groups. The songleading techniques that Roe described for purposes of 
promoting the choir and recruiting singers are widely used by a range of 
choirs around the world as the primary teaching method, including choirs 
in this study (discussed in Chapters 4-7). Many choirs do not sight read 
and may not even use scores at all. This is unsurprising given the 
relatively short history and limited use of Western notation around the 
world in comparison to the history of communal singing across the world’s 
cultures. Jeffery identifies that “what we call ‘oral transmission’ is what 
most human beings throughout history have simply known as ‘music’ – 
something to play or hear rather than something to write or read” (1992, 
p. 124). These choirs nonetheless learn and perform a range of choral 
music. A paper on non-notation-reading choirs showed choirs did improve, 
demonstrating that strategies for non-notation reading choirs make a 
difference in chorister confidence and singing skill (Richards & Durrant, 
2003). There are, however, far fewer resources available for choir directors 
and aspiring choir directors working with low-level (let alone no-level) 
notation-reading skilled choirs.  
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Literature on directing non-notation reading 
choirs: definitions of aural transmission 
The term “aural transmission” has been applied by Townsend (1996, p. 9) 
to the teaching and learning practices of community choirs. He explained 
the term as meaning “that vocal parts were taught by a music leader 
through imitation” (p. 10). Townsend observed music leaders at one 
African-American Baptist church in Aurora, Illinois, USA where aural 
transmission was the primary teaching approach, with scores only used 
occasionally. The aural transmission process, for these choirs, included 
playing recordings of songs to the group and teaching a phrase or small 
section to each voice part by demonstrating and then combining them 
additively. The imitation of a recording or leader also facilitated the 
organic transmission of “other subtle nuances” (p. 88) such as diction and 
vocal tone. While in one sense aural transmission appears very similar to 
rote learning, which is often criticised for its failure to embed deep 
understanding for singers (Brinson, 1996; McGill & Volk, 2007), Townsend 
argued that “our definition of rote learning should be expanded to include 
the full array of strategies for teaching found in the aural transmission 
process” noting “it is a valid means of transmitting knowledge to students” 
(1996, p. 126). Other key authors who have subsequently adopted this 
term include Sheelagh Chadwick (2011) and Mary Copland Kennedy 
(2009).  
Kennedy’s (2009) case study of the Gettin’ Higher Choir in Victoria, 
British Columbia, Canada reported “the teaching process is almost 
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entirely by rote” (p. 192) and noted that directors used a “call-and-
response” approach to teach parts (p. 192). Choristers were encouraged to 
acquire basic notational literacy through the inclusion of a section on basic 
theory in their choir folders and distribution of scores arranged 
specifically for the choir by their director. Director participants spoke of 
the “chunking” method (pp. 193-194) where directors taught in 
manageable sections. This also referred to the pacing of the rehearsal so 
that material was not being taught too quickly (allowing singers to keep 
up) or too slowly (so that singers would not get bored). Another important 
part of the choir’s aural learning strategy was the “sourdough method” (p. 
193) which had an array of meanings deriving from a metaphor of “starter 
dough” (dough from a previous batch as the basis of a new batch) where 
old singers supported new singers to learn the singing techniques, 
repertoire, and culture of the choir. The choir’s focus on “off-book” 
rehearsing and performing highlighted their aural focus (p. 194). 
Kennedy’s definition of aural transmission is derived from descriptions of 
music teaching and learning practices from various cultures around the 
world where listening forms the overarching method, whether or not 
scores exist (Campbell, 1991).  
The University of Illinois Black Chorus (an African American choir) used 
aural transmission as the key approach for reasons of inclusion and so as 
not to intimidate singers, even though the director’s preference was to use 
scores (Chadwick, 2011). As with Townsend’s study, the approach 
encouraged the “almost immediate possibility for nuance and expression. 
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Even on the first hearing, the choir capture not just pitch and rhythm, but 
dynamics, intensity of tone, accents and aspects of the style. Musical 
expression is part of the music from the start, not something to be added 
on a week before the concert” (pp. 158-159).  
Veteran Sydney choir director Tony Backhouse has published two books 
about his choir directing method which reflect the aural transmission 
approach but he did not use this term (1995, 2010). Likewise, none of the 
directors interviewed in a study of four professional choir directors 
(Cooper, 2011) ever used the term. They spoke of “learning by ear”, “call-
and-response”, “part-by-part” and “phrase-by-phrase”, all potentially part 
of the aural transmission experience (Cooper, 2011). Townsend, Chadwick 
and Kennedy have all applied this term in their published papers, which 
suggests that it is being used in scholarly writing but not necessarily 
being used by choir directors. 
Twelve strategies used by choir directors teaching via aural transmission 
have been discussed in the literature and they help in answering research 
question 1. They are outlined below. 
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Twelve aural transmission strategies for teaching choirs 
i. When singers stand in a circle, they can hear each other well and it 
creates a sense of connectedness (Backhouse, 2010, p. 10). 
ii. Scores are unnecessary unless the music is very complex. If scores 
are used, it is best to use them for as short a time as possible, as 
they can become a crutch, and singers will listen better if they are 
not concentrating on scores. It is best to introduce a song aurally to 
get a sense of the feel and groove of a song even if scores will be 
used (Backhouse, 2010, p. 31; Heino, 2009). Even when scores are 
distributed, the learning process is largely aural. Despite this, 
singers still acquire notation-reading skills organically (Kennedy, 
2009, p. 192). 
iii. To begin with, don’t talk; just demonstrate through singing, facial 
expressions, gestures and movement (Backhouse, 2010, p. 5). 
iv. Teaching the melody first gives a sense of the structure as a whole, 
but if the melody is not strongly related to the other parts, it may be 
better to teach the bass part first to impart the structure 
(Backhouse, 2010, p. 32). 
v. Songs are taught by the director singing through each part using 
call and response to teach parts phrase by phrase, or by singing the 
part over and over until the other singers join in (Backhouse, 2010, 
pp. 4, 5, 31; Kennedy, 2009, p. 192). 
vi. Teach phrase by phrase or a whole section at a time depending on 
the complexity of the song (Townsend, 1996, p. 58). 
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vii. When teaching a song, sing what you want the choir to sing the way 
you want them to sing it (such as with dynamics, articulation and 
timbre) (Backhouse, 2010, p. 5). Nuance can be included 
immediately when learning aurally: include aspects of style, 
musical expression and tone right from the start (Chadwick, 2011, 
pp. 158-159). 
viii. Hand levels can be used to demonstrate the contour of the melody 
(Kennedy, 2009, p. 192). 
ix. Everyone should be singing when learning parts: either everyone 
learns all of the parts, or hums their own part while another part is 
being learned (Backhouse, 2010, pp. 33-34). 
x. An additive approach can be useful: after teaching one part, teach 
the next, then have both parts sing that section together, followed 
by teaching the third part and all three sections singing together 
(Townsend, 1996, p. 60). 
xi. It can be helpful to conduct words of the song and choral cues, 
rather than traditional beat patterns (Townsend, 1996, p. 76). 
xii. If a section starts to struggle, go back and sing their part with them 
until they feel secure again (Backhouse, 2010, p. 5). 
 
Drawing on this literature, therefore, the term aural transmission was 
used in this study to include anything the director did in a rehearsal that 
was audible. This included singing, speaking (instructions and verbal 
imagery), playing an instrument and body percussion. Verbal imagery has 
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been used in vocal pedagogy for centuries, though there is contention 
regarding when and how it should be used. It is regularly employed when 
teaching vocal technique and for achieving different vocal tones (Freed, 
2000). Choir directors also use imagery for “phrasing, style and 
interpretation” (Bartle, 2003, p. 42) as well as troubleshooting (Gonzo, 
1977). The power of a director’s metaphor “as a vehicle to transfer 
perceptual, cognitive, emotional and experiential information from a thing 
that is understood (his metaphorical choice) to that which is less 
understood (the meaning of the music)” was articulated by Gonzo (p. 10). 
He also identified the possibility for a metaphor failing if it is poorly 
chosen or not understood by the singers.  
Applications of aural transmission 
There are a number of reasons why aural transmission can play an 
important role in the teaching and learning processes of community 
choirs. These reasons include facilitating participation of non-notation 
readers, an inclusive philosophy, and teaching music from oral traditions 
in the spirit it has been passed down for generations. 
Non-notation readers 
The importance of aural transmission lies in its capacity to allow non-
notation-readers to sing and participate in music and to therefore learn 
and develop musical skills. Richards and Durrant (2003) studied the Can’t 
Sing Choir and discovered that non-singers are capable of learning to sing 
within a relatively short timeframe. Approaches used in their study 
included exercises intended to overcome “initial psychological barriers to 
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singing”, “pitch-matching exercises” where the director provided 
individual feedback “via hand signals, thus enabling them to match the 
note she was singing”, teaching new songs using call and response, one 
line at a time and making herself available to answer questions after 
rehearsal and assist singers with their individual problems (p. 83). 
Inclusive philosophy 
In addition to being a teaching approach, aural transmission is also “a 
philosophical and ideological position” (Chadwick, 2011, p. 152). It has an 
inclusive ethos and community-minded spirit. Directors choose to lead 
their choirs this way so they can be inclusive rather than exclusive 
(Chadwick, 2011). For some choir directors, it is important to foster a 
familial atmosphere and build the community through knowing each 
individual singer and encouraging singers to support each other. 
Associated with this is that the decision to learn by rote is a decision to 
make the choir “accessible to all who want to participate” (p. 158). This 
decision may even override a director’s preference to use notated scores 
because “some of you need aural method and I’m committed to you ... so 
we get it done” (p. 158). Despite directors choosing aural transmission for 
reasons of inclusivity, there are other ways that choirs, like all groups, can 
be exclusive including the social culture of the group or willingness to 
welcome new members. 
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Culturally appropriate 
Another reason aural transmission is often used is because many cultures 
transmit their music this way. Townsend identified the correlation 
between cultures that transmit their music orally and the aural 
transmission approach. Much of the African-American repertoire, as well 
as the repertoire of many other cultures around the world including 
indigenous cultures of the Americas, sub-Saharan Africa, Polynesia, 
Australia and Scottish Gaelic traditions (Nettl, 1976; Ross, 1986; 
Sheridan, MacDonald, & Byrne, 2011), have been transmitted orally, with 
community members learning through immersion. Ethnomusicologists 
have suggested that adopting teaching approaches from the tradition of a 
particular song may be more appropriate than Western approaches, and in 
many cases this involves aural learning (Campbell, 1991; Dunbar-Hall, 
2005). One example of this is African American gospel, which is an aural 
tradition, and learning the music this way is consistent with the music’s 
culture. One African American singer says about her culture, “we were 
always aural. We never really had a lot of things that were written down 
so I think that just carried through ‘cause I don’t really know too many 
choirs universally who really sit down and read music in terms of the 
gospel arena so I think that’s just part of our tradition and we just kinda 
go with the flow” (Chadwick, 2011, p. 153). Chadwick refers to Dyen’s 
(1977) study stating that black communities will often transmit music 
orally “even when written sources are available” and that “preference 
could be due in part to the lack of music reading skills in the community 
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but that it is more likely attributable to ‘the strong positive value attached 
within the musical culture to oral-recreation and performing style’” 
(Chadwick, 2011, p. 153). 
In the African musical tradition (on which gospel is based), members of 
the community are exposed to the music over time and can gradually 
absorb the songs by listening to others. Because choirs are “learning as a 
group, they rely on the conductor modelling each phrase, and singing their 
parts one by one rather than repeatedly hearing a complete version and 
joining when they feel ready” (Chadwick, 2011, p. 153). Shelemay 
describes how “Africans transmitted most of their musics orally, without 
indigenous forms of written representation” (2008, p. 24). A form of 
Ethiopian notation is described where “to read the notation, the singer 
must know all the notated signs plus the melodies of the portions from 
which they derive” (p. 27). As with many choirs using aural transmission, 
this notation is mostly used by students learning the music as a reference 
for what they learn orally. “The notational system therefore emanates 
from, and refers to, the processes of oral acquisition” (p. 27). In 
performance, the singers “sing from memory without referring to notated 
manuscripts” (p. 27). In this way the notation acts as a memory aid for 
learning. As will be discussed, choristers in this study used various visual 
references as memory aids to assist with their learning and this often 
consisted of a score which prompted the memory even if singers were not 
confident at reading musical notation. The author also described the 
method of “oral study” where “the teacher often chants...phrase by phrase; 
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students repeat” (p. 27). This oral learning is also a form of aural 
transmission. 
These oral traditions, and others, form the basis of a large repertoire of 
music that has been perpetuated through oral transmission. Although 
some of this repertoire has since been notated by people outside the 
cultures, Chadwick and Townsend argue that aural transmission is the 
most genuine way to teach this music and may be more true to the source 
than learning from a score (Chadwick, 2011; Townsend, 1996). However, 
Goetze (2000) has highlighted how changes often unintentionally take 
place when “diverse cultural music” is interpreted or translated for 
Western ensembles to perform. This means that in the arranging process, 
changes are made which make the new version an interpretation of the 
original. Groups may, for example, use a traditional Western instrumental 
ensemble rather than instruments of the culture, and sing with Western 
tone and vocal production regardless of the tone used by the culture to 
which the music belongs. Western notation focuses on pitch and duration 
but is clumsy when notating microtones or subtle tone changes that have 
significance in other cultures. Goetze (2000) identified that for trained 
musicians, using a score “often limits perception; that is, they hear only 
what they see on the page” (p. 25). For these reasons, aural transmission 
should have a valued place in music education and be identified as a 
legitimate approach to choral direction in the literature. Likewise, 
Dunbar-Hall calls for “the use of teaching resources from all cultures” 
(2005, p. 34). Music educators are now being encouraged to “adopt 
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teaching methods that correspond to the music being studied” (p. 37) 
because in many cases, if this is not done, methods used may “undermine 
the cultural autonomy and meanings of music” (p. 35). Teaching gospel 
music, African music and various other oral traditions through aural 
transmission honours the practice and traditions of the oral culture to 
which the music belongs while structuring it in a more formalised way. 
This aligns with Dunbar-Hall’s music education paradigm which “requires 
teachers to be aware of the social and political roles of music in various 
cultures” (p. 33). Dunbar-Hall’s own experience as an ethnomusicologist 
researching especially with Australian Aboriginal cultures has led him to 
this paradigm that involves being aware of ways of teaching as well as the 
content of teaching. The community choirs in this study all rehearse music 
from many cultures and it is important for this to inform choral teaching 
strategies. 
Notation-reading choirs: uses of aural 
transmission 
Aural transmission also plays an important role in the direction of choirs 
with notation-reading and/or sight-reading skills. For example aural 
transmission is usually used in the teaching of warm-ups. While many 
scored collections of warm-ups have been produced, these scores are rarely 
distributed to the choir to read in the warm-up; the director will usually 
demonstrate vocally, as encouraged by Robinson and Althouse who 
“strongly recommend that warm-ups be taught by rote and sung from 
memory” (1995, p. 4). Most choir directors demonstrate with their singing 
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voices to show pitch, rhythm, tone colour and how to sing various passages 
(Backhouse, 2010). Aural transmission is a good umbrella term under 
which to fit all of these approaches. Some choir directors working with 
notation-reading choirs encourage singers to get rid of their scores as 
quickly as possible, so they can go on to focus on developing ensemble 
skills through listening more closely and watching the conductor 
(Backhouse). Choir directors working with notation-reading choirs will 
occasionally teach songs aurally without scores to develop the listening 
skills of notation-reading singers. Aural transmission is, therefore, a key 
approach for choirs with low-level or no notation-reading skills but is also 
in integral approach for notation-reading choirs. 
Beyond aural transmission: visual transmission 
and physical transmission 
While the term “aural transmission” embraces a wide range of strategies 
employed by directors in rehearsal, there are other dimensions to the 
transmission of the music that are not initially “aural”. These include 
visual and physical approaches.  
Visual transmission 
Directors use many visual strategies to assist with the teaching and 
learning processes of their choirs. I will refer to this as “visual 
transmission”. It includes a set of visual strategies employed in the 
teaching of choral music in community choir settings but does not include 
traditional conducting gestures used in the conducting of a choral 
performance, for example, beat patterns, cues and cut-offs. One example is 
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the way directors use “hand levels to demonstrate the contour of song 
melodies” (Kennedy, 2009, p. 192), and how “words of the song and choral 
cues were conducted instead of the standard beat patterns” in rehearsal 
(Townsend, 1996, p. 76). Gesture is an important vocal pedagogy tool for 
technical, musical, physiological and sensation-related principles (Nafisi, 
2010) and is used in conjunction with or instead of verbal imagery. Other 
visual modelling has also been demonstrated to be effective such as the 
way choristers copied when directors’ rounded their lips and lifted their 
eyebrows (Manternach, 2012). This indicates that choristers are 
unconsciously responsive to directors’ modelling of vocal technique and 
this visual dimension is a powerful strategy for choir directors. 
Musical notation has been used as a way of visually transmitting choir 
music for centuries. Gregorian chants were first learned from text, and 
later had neumes written over the text. The earliest neumes were “used 
only as a general reminder to the singer of the course of a melody” 
(Parrish, 1978, pp. 8-9). An assortment of other notation systems have 
been used around the world also (Kwok-wai, 2011; Shelemay, 2008). 
Complete commercial arrangements in Western musical notation for choir 
are now readily available and widely used for music from many cultures 
and styles.  
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Physical transmission 
In addition to aural and visual strategies, Backhouse (1995, 2010) placed a 
strong emphasis on the importance of movement and feeling rhythm in 
the body. These kinaesthetic/corporeal/movement dimensions of the 
teaching approach are “physical transmission” and this term will be used 
in the thesis. Backhouse believed that when teaching a song, starting with 
the rhythm helped everyone get the feel of the song in their bodies (2010, 
p. 32) and letting singers dance while singing or listening to a recording of 
the song gave them a new appreciation of the rhythmic feel or groove 
(2010, p. 30). He highlighted the importance of keeping singers aware of 
where the rhythm is in their bodies by using side-to-side stepping groove 
and body percussion: claps, slapping thighs and tapping shoulders (pp. 17-
20). This approach has a lot in common with Émile Jacques-Dalcroze’s 
“Eurythmics” method which is “based largely on the idea that music – 
especially rhythm – should be internalized” (Gilbert, 1995, p. 18).  
Jaques-Dalcroze developed the system because he  
believed that music education had lost its connection to the key 
qualities of exceptional musicianship - qualities such as ease, 
flow, nuance, intuition and individuality. He noted this 
disparity amongst his students at the Geneva Conservatory. 
They were technically proficient, but lacked aural and physical 
awareness and expressivity. These faults in musicianship 
prevented their musical intentions from aligning with their 
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performance realizations and limited their emotional 
connection to the music. (Daley, 2012, p. 46)  
A Dalcroze Eurythmics approach to the “philosophical, pedagogical and 
musical outcomes of choral pedagogy and practice” has been successfully 
applied to the teaching of vocal, aural, kinaesthetic, ensemble, and music 
literacy skills as well as for non-musical outcomes that enhance choral 
performance (Daley, 2013a, pp. ii-iii). Similarly, Wis referred to “physical 
metaphor” as “any gesture or movement that is able to get at the essence 
of the musical idea and involve singers in a concrete, bodily way” (1999, p. 
25). This applied a bodily way of understanding musical concepts 
including vocal technique, intonation, phrasing, pulse, articulation and 
dynamics to support an intellectual understanding of the concepts. She 
used this term to refer to gestures used by the director, as well as gestures 
executed by the singers themselves.  
Self-learning to direct choirs 
In addition to investigating choir directing strategies, the study also 
focused on my own self-learning of community choir directing skills. While 
there are a number of texts designed to assist choir directors in learning 
the skills necessary for their practice, the training of choir directors 
remains unstructured in Australia. Specific degree programs are not 
widely available, and workshops occur sporadically. Directing community 
choirs is part of a larger community music practice both in Australia and 
overseas and while the practice is not new, scholarship in the area is. 
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Community music and choral conducting structures are more established 
in the United Kingdom and training programs have been explored to a 
greater extent. In the absence of formal training, skill acquisition, 
informal learning and autodidacticism have been used to inform the self-
learning theoretical framework for the project.  
Community music 
Community music is an emerging area of scholarship. Veblen and Olsson 
(2002) observed, 
Community Music is not new – we have always known rich fabrics of 
participatory music-making. Moreover, music educators, both 
individually and collectively, have always worked in many settings. 
What is new is the flourishing of scholarly interest in this area, as 
well as recent international initiatives. This broadening of vision for 
music educators promises many opportunities for research, such as 
investigating the variety of successful teaching and learning 
strategies found in Community Music settings (p. 743). 
The International Society for Music Education (ISME) established the 
Community Music Activity Commission (CMA), which has been 
facilitating dialogue and research in the area since it was established in 
1982 (ISME, 2016). Conversations at recent CMA seminars that the 
author has attended have revealed that the structures surrounding 
community music in the Asia-Pacific are often less formal than those in 
other parts of the world, such as the United Kingdom. The inaugural Asia-
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Pacific Community Music Network (APCMN) seminar in Brisbane in 2013 
and second seminar in Tokyo in 2015 have been working towards 
connecting community musicians in the region and sharing research and 
practice in the field. A key discussion area has been the lack of training 
and support for community musicians in the Asia-Pacific. 
Community music in Australia 
Community music takes many forms in Australia and it “has perhaps 
been less recognised than it deserves as a powerful player in the cultural 
arena because of one of its very strengths: strong local engagement and 
support, often leading to relative independence from external drivers and 
funding” (Bartleet, Dunbar-Hall, Letts, & Schippers, 2009, p. 137). The 
Sound Links: Community Music in Australia report was the first 
Australian national study of community music (Bartleet et al., 2009). One 
of the key recommendations of the study was to establish a community 
music network in Australia. It was also suggested that it would be worth 
investigating the viability of a tertiary training program for community 
music facilitators in Australia.  
Two reports have sought to explore the landscape of community orchestras 
and community choirs in Australia (Masso, 2012, 2013). These reports 
provided previously unknown statistics on participation rates, repertoire, 
contribution to community, leader profiles, finance and support. Further 
literature on the community choir movement will be discussed in Chapter 
4 alongside participant director perspectives. 
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Community music training in the United Kingdom 
As tertiary training for community musicians is unavailable in Australia 
and workshops are the main form of professional development for 
community musicians, it is useful to look at established training models 
elsewhere. Price (2010) discussed a training program for community music 
workers in the United Kingdom. He believed that “given the breadth of 
skills and qualities required, conventional western music training will 
neither attract nor equip musicians to meet community needs effectively” 
and recommended the development of new ways of training community 
musicians, as the role required many non-musical skills. He identified 
skills relevant to community music practitioners including:  
• “communication and interpersonal skills” (p. 332); 
• “social and political awareness” (p. 332); 
• “administrative and organisational skills” including grant 
applications (p. 333); 
• “animatory skills” such as encouraging people to participate and 
enthusing participants (p. 333); 
• “musical tastelessness”, that is, the ability “to see value and social 
worth in all forms of music” (p. 333); 
• “fluency in many musical languages” including the ability to 
arrange for community ensembles as well as communicating music 
with non-readers of notation (p. 333); 
• “facilitation skills” which “not only involves the passing of skills 
from professional to participant but requires the professional to be 
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the ‘invisible hand’ that allows the sharing of skills among the 
participants” and a capacity to work with people of different skill 
levels (p. 333); and 
• “technological skills” (p. 333).  
The training course Price worked on included a range of activities and 
skill development that would not usually be part of a formal qualification. 
These included practical sessions (games, exercises, workshop approaches 
and strategies, and group composition and improvisation), facilitation, 
recording, administration and organisation and theoretical analysis. He 
recommended running training programs where the content is determined 
by the needs of the participants rather than what the trainers believe they 
need to know. While community music is a very specific practice in the 
United Kingdom, many of these skills are applicable to community choir 
directors. In the same way that a community musician uses 
communication, social, facilitation and animatory skills in a community 
music workshop, community choir directors require these skills in order to 
run successful choral rehearsals and are identified in choral conducting 
texts (Neuen & Bonamico, 2002).  
A suggested framework for choral conductor training 
Varvarigou and Durrant (2011) presented a framework for the training of 
choral conductors, acknowledging that there is very little literature 
surrounding the training of choral conductors and most of the existent 
literature is from the United States. They also identify that in the USA, 
training of choral conductors is “more systematic and structured than in 
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the UK” (p. 325). Australia, like the UK has very little structured training. 
The authors corroborate my experience that the majority of the literature 
“focuses on technical issues” (p. 325). Several theories of learning 
(particularly in the workplace) are discussed in order to underpin the 
structure of the theoretical framework, including the notion of the 
“cognitive apprenticeship” (Price, 2010, p. 328). This is recognition that 
choir directors are often required to learn “on-the-job”. The apprenticeship 
format is ideal for the learning of choir directing: “the apprentice observes 
the master modelling the target process. The apprentice then attempts to 
execute the process with coaching from the master ... As the learner 
develops increasing skill, the master provides less help, eventually fading 
away completely” ("Cognitive Apprenticeship," 2009, p. 177). The 
framework has five main parts: the tutors, the learners, the repertoire and 
choir, the process of learning to be a choral conductor, and the learning 
outcomes. The framework is general enough to “be inclusive of all the 
parameters that could potentially affect the process of the education of 
choral conductors and to suggest methods and practices that can maximise 
learners’ development” (Varvarigou & Durrant, 2011, p. 330). While it is 
unclear how widely the model has been taken up, it provides a holistic 
overview of how formal training in the UK or elsewhere could be 
structured. It is useful to examine the structure of this framework in the 
development of a self-learning model, as the key concepts are relevant, 
however, formal tutoring is not part of the self-learning structure. 
Learning from experts was still central to the process, with observation of 
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and interview with professional choir directors in the place of direct 
coaching of the novice choir director. 
Skill acquisition, informal learning and autodidacticism 
In evaluating development within the apprenticeship model, Dreyfus’ 
categorisation of levels of skill acquisition is useful (1982). He refers to 
five skill levels: novice, advanced beginner, competence, proficiency and 
expertise. Each subsequent level, the apprentice becomes increasingly 
independent of the mentor. This model allows the learner to track her own 
development based on features of each learning stage. Carey and Harrison 
discuss a formal intern program that provides “very close supervision by a 
mentor in an apprenticeship-like relationship” (2007, p. 8). This is not the 
model that will be used in the research but it is noted here as a different 
kind of experience. The apprenticeship format tracked through Dreyfus’ 
(1982) levels of skill acquisition is ideal for the self-learning community 
choir director as it develops increasing skill across the length of the career. 
Informal learning is also a key approach that informs my study. If formal 
learning is taken to mean “a form of learning that takes place within the 
setting of an educational establishment” (Davidson, 2004, p. 161), informal 
learning refers to those learning practices and processes which take place 
outside these formal environments. As formal learning contexts for choir 
directing are limited in Australia, informal learning constitutes the 
primary way in which Australian choir directors acquire their skills. 
Further to this, an autodidactic or self-taught approach is often employed. 
Fisher and Fisher define an autodidact in the 21st century as “likely to be 
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an active communicant within a cyber community” (2007, p. 516). They 
stress the importance of this person having achieved extensive levels of 
expertise in their chosen area and while formal education may have 
contributed, learning was predominantly a “self-driven and highly 
accelerated learning process” (p. 516).  
The theoretical framework 
The self-learning aspects of this study were shaped by the theories of the 
cognitive apprenticeship, informal learning and autodidacticism. Together 
with a design-based research methodology which used an iterative cyclical 
process of designing, implementing and evaluating interventions in my 
own practice (Barab & Squire, 2004) which is detailed in Chapter 3, these 
theories construct the theoretical framework for this study.  Figure 2.1 
depicts this theoretical frame. The base of the stand is made up of the 
learning theories that shaped my learning processes (cognitive 
apprenticeship, informal learning and autodidacticism).  The skills 
involved in choir direction (aural transmission, visual transmission, 
physical transmission, role of the director, conducting skills, rehearsal 
strategies, vocal pedagogy, score preparation, repertoire, administration, 
gesture and body language) constitute the stand itself. These two areas 
are yoked together through my practice, depicted as the stem on the 
stand. 
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Figure 2.1: The theoretical frame   
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Summary and discussion  
The literature does provide a wealth of information about directing and 
conducting choirs and much of this can be applied to all types of choirs. 
There is, however, a lack of literature that specifically addresses ways to 
direct community choirs such as those in this study (where singers are not 
auditioned and not required to be able to read music). Although Townsend 
(1996), Kennedy (2009) and Chadwick (2011) have provided interesting 
case studies of three choirs using an aural transmission approach, I have 
contributed an Australian case study (Cooper 2013), and Backhouse (1995, 
2010) has discussed his own approach, no further studies engaging with 
definitions of aural transmission and strategies used by directors of non-
auditioned choirs have been encountered. Certainly no study of this kind 
has been conducted in Australia, where the choir culture continues to 
grow and diversify. Similarly the process of learning to direct community 
choirs in the absence of formal training processes has not been widely 
explored and has not been researched in Australia. This research, 
therefore, seeks to address this dearth in the literature by beginning a 
conversation about approaches to directing community choirs and learning 
to become a community choir director. 
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Chapter 3 – Methods and Research Design 
Introduction 
The theoretical frame for the research was presented in Chapter 2. As was 
shown in Figure 2.1, the literature has been important in helping the 
researcher make decisions about what to do and when to do it. Based on 
the literature underpinning this theoretical frame, a research design was 
sought which would investigate the practice of experienced choir directors, 
track knowledge from the directors into my own choir direction and then 
allow a possible template for learning choir directors to be developed. 
Design-based research is a cyclical methodology, where each iteration of 
the cycle is informed by previous iterations so that it “advances design, 
research and practice concurrently” (Wang & Hannafin, 2005, p. 5). This 
methodology was deemed to be able to incorporate the three dimensions of 
the research required to address the research aims. The design involved 
ethnography-informed observation of and professional conversations with 
experienced community choir directors. It also included my own reflective 
practice and reflexivity, which were evaluated through the data analysis 
process, and the results fed back into the next cycle, eventually leading to 
new theoretical and practical understandings. Self-learning and cognitive 
apprenticeship were other lenses for reflecting on the experience of the 
novice choir director that informed the design-based research cycles. 
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Research Design 
The architecture of the research design aimed to address the two research 
questions: 
1. What approaches and strategies do community choir directors 
employ? 
2. How can a learning choir director put these approaches and 
strategies into practice with community choirs? 
 
Design-based research formed the overarching methodology for this 
research. It acted as a wide umbrella encapsulating a range of methods 
used in each dimension of the research including self-learning, cognitive 
apprenticeship and ethnography. Design-based research successfully 
addressed both research questions by yoking them together through the 
design-based research methodology. Wang and Hannafin (2005) draw on 
the literature to “define design-based research as a systematic but flexible 
methodology aimed to improve educational practices through iterative 
analysis, design, development, and implementation, based on 
collaboration among researchers and practitioners in real-world settings, 
and leading to contextually-sensitive design principles and theories” (pp. 
6-7). They identified five main characteristics of design-based research: it 
is pragmatic; grounded; interactive, iterative and flexible; integrative; and 
contextual (p. 7). 
Design-based research is pragmatic because it addresses practical issues 
through being conducted in real-world contexts. Through close 
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collaboration between researchers and practitioners, this then directly 
impacts on practice (Wang & Hannafin, 2005). For design-based 
researchers, “the value of theory is appraised by the extent to which 
principles and concepts of the theory inform and improve practice” (p. 8). 
Design-based research is grounded in theory, using existing literature as a 
springboard to inform and contextualise new research. It is also grounded 
in real world contexts. In contrast with traditional education research 
where theories are tested in artificial controlled contexts and then applied 
to practice, design-based research seeks to develop theory and design 
simultaneously within practical contexts. 
The process of design-based research is necessarily interactive, due to the 
constant relations between researchers and practitioners. The design 
process is an iterative one (see Figure 3.1) where "cycles of development, 
implementation, and study allow the designer to gather information about 
how an intervention is or is not succeeding in ways that might lead to 
better design" (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003, p. 7). This 
iterative process facilitates a large amount of flexibility – much more so 
than controlled variable experiments. The flexibility allows researchers to 
respond and adapt to the real world context and to previous iterations of 
the design. The integration of a variety of research methods, including a 
combination of both qualitative and quantitative approaches serves to 
increase the “objectivity, validity and applicability” of design-based 
research (Wang & Hannafin, 2005, p. 10). 
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Figure 3.1: Iterative process of the design-based research cycle as depicted by 
http://www.lancasterphd.org.uk/dbr/whatisdbr.html  (accessed July 2012) 
 
Design-based research is considered to be contextualised because research 
results are “connected with both the design process through which results 
are generated and the setting where the research is conducted” (Wang & 
Hannafin, 2005, p. 11). Detailed and thorough notes of the design, 
interventions and evaluation of results are of critical importance to 
design-based research. These notes allow readers and fellow design-based 
researchers to evaluate the usefulness of a design to their own context. 
This can enable successful adaptation of designs across contexts (Chen, 
Fang, Lee, Oh, & Wong, 2006). 
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Design-based research principles applied to the self-
learning choir direction project 
The self-learning choir direction project was very pragmatic because I, as 
both researcher and practitioner, designed interventions within my own 
practice derived from observation and interview of professional choir 
directors, seeking to improve my practice. The interventions directly 
impacted on my practice, and have therefore contributed to solving the 
real-world problems I have experienced within my practice. This will 
hopefully subsequently impact on the practice of other practitioners 
through a “template” for self-learning choral direction.  
This research was grounded in the real world context of the choir 
rehearsal as well as in theories of self-learning and a theoretical frame 
built from research about choir direction. The written output of the work 
is contributing to both choral and educational discourses (Cooper, 2013a, 
2013b, 2014, in press; Hughes et. al., 2014). 
The concept of interaction occurred between me and the professional choir 
directors I observed and interviewed, between me and the choirs I direct, 
and between me and my own choir direction. I needed to successfully 
negotiate these differing roles through iterative processes, that is, cycles of 
observations, trials and evaluations each rehearsal. The methodology gave 
flexibility to the research project design, which allowed me to react to 
experiences within my practice. The research used a variety of research 
methods including observation, professional conversation, and reflective 
practice and reflexivity (aspects of autoethnography – me in the 
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conducting environment, through journalling and video analysis) in order 
to document the practice from a range of perspectives. As there was no 
external researcher (I was deeply involved in the practice, not an objective 
outsider), documentation of the design process needed to be very rigorous.  
The research was contextual because I documented the cyclic process of 
the design-based research. This showed progress through change and in 
doing so has created a template for other choral directors’ self-learning. 
Knowledge and understanding gained from observation and professional 
conversations (which responds to the first research question, “what 
approaches and strategies do community choir directors employ?”) was 
applied to my practice as a choir director through the design-based 
research strategy, which applied a cyclic process to create systematic 
interventions within my own practice (Barab & Squire, 2004). This 
structured the self-learning dimensions of my research to answer my 
second research question, “how can approaches and strategies used by 
community choir directors be put into practice by a learning choir 
director?” In this case, I was the “designed artefact” (Barab & Squire, 
2004, p. 5), that is, I designed interventions within my own choir direction 
practice to facilitate more effective self-learning of the practice. These 
designed interventions stemmed from the first part of my research 
(observation of and interview/professional conversations with experienced 
choir directors). They also stemmed from previous iterations of the design-
based research cycles as described by Joseph: “as theory and findings 
emerge from the research, they can shape not only the evolving design, 
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but also the evolving research apparatus” (2004, p. 236). I have as a result 
generated theory from this research pertaining to self-learning processes 
in the context of choir direction.  
Negotiating multiple roles of researcher as participant-
practitioner  
Wang and Hannafin (2005) highlighted the importance of balancing roles 
of the designer of the interventions and the researcher of the outcomes in 
design-based research, as these lines are often blurred. In the self-
learning choir direction research, however, I adopted the three roles of 
designer, researcher and participant practitioner (see Figure 3.2).  
 
Figure 3.2 My own multiple roles in the research project: designer, participant 
and researcher 
 
While these multiple roles posed difficulties and conflicts of interest (such 
as more recent experiences clouding my perspective on previous 
experiences) throughout the course of the research, these were negotiated 
Designer!designs!interventions!
Researcher!researches!the!outcomes!Participant!participates!in!the!research!
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partly through the design-based research process, which in turn was 
defined by each cycle. The design phase took place first (where I operated 
as research designer); followed by the trial phase (where I participated 
and documented); followed by the evaluation stage (where I acted as 
researcher) and this process was then repeated each rehearsal (see Figure 
3.3). These distinct phases of each cycle limited the overlap of roles to a 
certain extent. My supervisors also assisted in ensuring these roles were 
handled effectively by providing outsider perspectives on the research in 
progress. 
 
Figure 3.3: Roles in each phase of the design-based research process cycle 
 
Design-based research model for the self-learning choir 
director 
The design-based research methodology, as applied to the self-learning 
choir director, incorporating the multiple roles of designer, researcher and 
participant practitioner and operating across the three phases of design, 
trial and evaluation has structured the project. Figure 3.4 shows how the 
design-based research model has been applied to this study, its associated 
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timeline of phases, and the multiple roles adopted by the researcher 
throughout. 
 
Figure 3.4: Design-based research cycle with details of the self-learning choir 
direction project shown 
 
Tools for evaluation 
The design-based research cycles were conducted in a series of cycles for 
each rehearsal I directed, then in larger cycles linked to the observation 
and interview of professional choir directors whose insights fed into my 
practice. The tools for evaluation in the project included: interviews and 
observation of others, which were analysed by themes; scaffolding (Holton 
& Clarke, 2006) of my own learning for each choir rehearsal cycle based on 
the observation and interview data; journaling after each rehearsal, also 
analysed by emerging themes; and video analysis, analysed by emerging 
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themes and using elements of De Baets’ (2012) three dimensional model, 
which is discussed in greater detail in relation to the data analysis 
methods below. 
Data Collection Methods 
Ethnography-informed observation 
The methodology for the first component (profiling choir directors using a 
non-notation based approach) included elements of ethnography, 
examining the community choir tradition in Australia through observation 
of, and interviews with, choirs and their directors. An ethnographic 
approach was chosen for this project because it offered an “insider’s 
perspective” (Fetterman, 1989, p. 12) which can reveal a lot about the 
inner workings of non-notation-reading choirs and their directors and why 
they have adopted a non-notation approach. Choirs in many ways operate 
as a music education environment, particularly with non-notation reading 
choirs, where the members often have minimal music education, so this 
research displays features of educational ethnography, which provides 
“rich, descriptive data about the contexts, activities, and beliefs of 
participants in educational settings” (LeCompte, 1993, p. 8).  
Choir directors were observed in two or three sessions rehearsing with one 
or more choirs. Most directors were observed in several sessions with a 
choir that rehearsed weekly or fortnightly. One director was observed in 
workshops only because he does not currently have a regular choir 
rehearsing in Sydney. Similarly, three other directors were observed in a 
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combination of weekly choir rehearsals and workshops. One director is not 
currently directing a choir but has directed choirs for many years and was 
keen to contribute to the research. He therefore only participated in the 
interview component of the research.  
My observation was overt and I sat in the rehearsal space watching, 
listening, speaking with choristers and taking notes (Gillham, 2008). 
Rehearsals and workshops were also either audio or video recorded for 
later reference if required. 
Features of autoethnography informed my observations of myself in the 
choir directing environment. Documenting my practice through a 
reflective practice journal facilitated an exploration of my thought 
processes. Analysis of video recordings allowed me to be more objective 
about my practice than simply relying on my own recollections, but the 
“insider’s perspective” of knowing the motivation behind my own actions 
allowed me to evaluate their effectiveness. 
Interviews/Professional Conversations 
Professional choir director participants were interviewed about their 
musical background, training, experience and practice of directing 
community choirs. The interview guide was developed looking for specific 
information about choir directing that arose from the literature, my 
previous research (Cooper, 2011) and experience in my own practice. The 
data coding nodes were developed in a similar way, arising from issues in 
the literature, my own curiosity and the data itself and these are depicted 
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in Table 3.2 on p. 67 of this document. The interview guide consisted of the 
following areas: 
• Background: demographic information and score-reading skills of 
the choir; the director’s knowledge of the term aural transmission 
(which was used in the literature but I suspected not used by 
directors); and recollections of the history of community choirs in 
Australia. 
• Beginning: introducing new repertoire to the group including 
teaching parts, singing in foreign languages, teaching aurally, use 
of recordings, physical transmission and use of gesture 
• Refining: working on tone, balance, blend, articulation and 
dynamics; and whether use of gesture was different in this phase 
(this is, whether the “teaching gestures” were replaced by more 
formal “conducting gestures” 
• Working towards a deadline or performance: polishing songs and 
the use of conducting gestures in this phase 
• Holding the group together: maintaining interest in rehearsal and 
motivating the choir  
• Arranging and composing for community choirs 
• Director-specific questions: such as the experience of conductors 
that have worked with single-gendered choirs 
• Learning choir directing: how the director learnt and reflections on 
this process 
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Due to the nature of the relationship between the researcher and choir 
director participants being one of an experienced choir director speaking 
with a novice choir director, these interviews took on many of the qualities 
of “professional conversations” that are described in educational 
discourses. The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership 
defines professional conversations as “the formal and informal dialogue 
that occurs between education professionals including teachers, mentors, 
coaches and school leaders, which is focused on educational matters” 
(Timperley, 2015, p. 6). Stemming from the view of “knowledge as 
constructed in social acts and as situated and enacted in social 
communities of practice” (Orland-Barak, 2006, p. 15), professional 
conversations have been identified as having the potential for 
“articulating, analysing and framing dilemmas and for solving pedagogical 
problems” (p. 16). The concept of the professional conversation therefore 
informed the nature and structure of the interviews. An interview guide 
was prepared which covered a number of areas of choir directing practice 
including introducing new material, rehearsing, preparing for 
performance, group management, arranging and composing. Questions 
also asked directors about their musical background and training, as well 
as about community choirs in Australia more broadly. Several questions 
included prompts for if they were required, but questions were kept as 
open-ended as possible so as to not lead the director to a particular 
response. The interview guide was sent to directors in advance of the 
interview in order to inform their decision to participate (see Appendix A). 
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The interviews were conducted in a semi-structured way, so that the 
conversation could follow topics brought up by the participants, and 
concepts not covered in the interview guide that came up during the 
conversation could be followed. This semi-structured approach allowed the 
interview to feel more like a dialogue between two professionals rather 
than a researcher asking questions of a participant. This was important 
because the professional choir directors were more likely to have a sense of 
what was relevant to the practice than the novice choir director. The fact 
that the researcher was also a choir director meant that the directors 
could use terminology relevant to the profession and could discuss very 
specific technical matters and be clearly understood. If a researcher who 
was not a choir director conducted the interviews, it is likely that the 
resulting data would have been significantly different. Participants were 
interviewed for 1-2 hours depending on the detail directors chose to 
answer in and/or the time they had available and these conversations 
were audio recorded and transcribed. 
Reflective practice and reflexivity 
Reflective practice and reflexivity were used to address the second 
research question: “how can a learning choir director put director put 
these approaches and strategies into practice with community choirs?” 
Practitioners wishing to improve their practice across a range of 
professions use reflective practice. This has included medical, nursing, 
social work, counselling and education industries (Johns, 2009). It is 
especially useful for novices learning a practice, and choir directing is no 
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different. Bolton defined reflective practice as “a process of learning and 
developing through examining our own practice, opening our practice to 
scrutiny by others, and studying texts from the wider sphere” (2001, p. 4). 
Reflective practice often involves writing about one’s practice. While 
Bolton endorsed creative writing, many practitioners choose to keep a 
reflective journal. The learning possibilities of the reflective journal lie in 
the way that writing “taps the unconscious; it can make the implicit 
explicit, and therefore, open to analysis” (Holly, 1989, p. 71) and how 
“keeping a personal, professional journal enables the author to develop an 
educational archive which serves as an evolving database for gaining 
understanding and insights which inform and enrich professional 
judgement” (p. 71). In addition, “writing about experience enables the 
author to view his/her experiences within broader contexts: social, 
political, economic and educational” (p. 75). 
This ability to reveal tacit knowledge is of particular use to novices in 
developing their practice. While experts have a wealth of tacit knowledge 
from prior experience which they can draw on intuitively (rather than 
consciously), novices have not yet acquired this tacit knowledge. Schön’s 
(1983, 1987) concepts of “reflection-on-action” (reflecting after the event) 
and “reflection-in-action” (pausing within one’s practice to reconsider the 
situation and hopefully proceed towards the desired outcome) have had a 
significant impact on the processes of reflective practice. Creative 
practitioners have also found reflective practice and the reflective journal 
to be useful tools in shedding light on creative processes and how this can 
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reveal an “insider’s perspective” (McIntyre, 2006, p. 4). McIntyre argues 
that, “it is in revealing the understandings that lie behind a practitioner’s 
‘feel’ for their work that the possibility of practitioner-based research 
enquiry becomes a useful source of ‘truth’ about the creative process, 
especially if that process is theorised as being systemic by using the 
practitioner as an ‘agent-experient’” (p. 6). 
A reflective journal was used as the vehicle through which I explored my 
own choir direction practice. Journal entries were recorded after each 
rehearsal to document and reflect upon my practice. While initial entries 
consisted of recounts of what happened in my rehearsal, before long I was 
able to reflect on strategies I had tried in rehearsal and how effective they 
were, as well as beginning to analyse elements of my own practice. This 
also allowed me to track the design-based research process where I 
implemented interventions in my own practice by testing out approaches 
and strategies arising from the observation and interview of choir director 
participants. 
In addition to reflective practice, reflexivity was another process used in 
analysis of my own practice throughout the research. Bolton states, 
“reflexivity is making aspects of the self strange: focusing close attention 
upon one’s own actions, thoughts, feelings, values, identity and their effect 
upon others, situations, and professional social structures” (2001, p. 10). 
Aspects of reflexivity fed into my journaling as I considered my practice 
from different perspectives. This reflexivity was at times informed by 
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scholarly literature and at other times by considering alternative 
perspectives proposed by my supervisors at meetings. Thinking critically 
and reflexively about the effect of my own actions upon my choristers and 
the outcomes of my choir directing practice became an integral part of the 
research. The reflexive elements of my journal were analysed by referring 
to the observation and interview data and the coding that was developed 
from them. 
Chorister questionnaires 
A chorister questionnaire was developed to profile the choir in terms of 
basic demographic data (age, occupation), previous musical and singing 
experience and music learning preferences (see Appendix B) with specific 
information in mind. The first part of the questionnaire aimed to enquire 
into community choir choristers’ music learning preferences and began by 
asking how they liked to learn a song. Several prompts were given to 
make the meaning of the question clear. Choristers were asked which 
visual reference they preferred (full score, melody line with words, lyrics 
only or no reference) in an effort to determine how many singers used the 
musical score if it was provided. A question was developed to ascertain an 
understanding of choristers’ notation-reading skills. This question was 
initially intended as a spectrum from aural learners through to confident 
sight-singers, with several stages in between, however chorister responses 
showed that even confident sight-singers said they used aural learning 
and singers stating they were not confident reading a musical score 
preferred to use it as a visual reference. Choristers were also asked how 
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confident they were singing their part and to describe strategies their 
director used that helped them learn. Background information about 
choristers including their musical and singing experience was sought. This 
information was to triangulate accounts from director interviews and my 
observations about chorister learning preferences.  
Eight participating choir directors rehearsed with regular choirs and the 
members of these choirs were asked to complete a questionnaire. The 
other two directors in the study did not have choirs to complete the 
questionnaire – one was only observed running workshops, and the other 
was not directing a choir at the time. Questionnaires were anonymous and 
in most cases were completed at an ordinary rehearsal. Some directors 
indicated that it would be preferable to email the questionnaire to 
choristers in advance so they could complete it and return it at the 
rehearsal. Varying numbers of questionnaires were completed by each 
choir depending on the size of the choir and willingness of choristers to 
participate. Table 3.1 shows the number of questionnaires completed by 
each choir out of approximate choir numbers at the time of completion. 
Table 3.1: Number of questionnaires completed 
 Choir 
1 
Choir 
2 
Choir 
3 
Choir 
4 
Choir 
5 
Choir 
6 
Choir 
7 
Choir 
8 
Number of 
questionnaires 
completed 
4/25 56/80 13/25 16/30 14/20 12/30 2/26 32/35 
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The questions consisted of a combination of multiple-choice and short 
answer questions. While the multiple-choice questions were designed with 
the intention of the responses being mutually exclusive, the respondents 
did not see them in this way and in many cases selected multiple options, 
as will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
Analysis 
Coding of Text and Video Data 
Observation notes, interview transcripts and my reflective journal were 
analysed through the coding of text data. This analysis adopted Glaser’s 
constant comparative method whereby codings were compared “over and 
over again with codings and classifications that have already been made” 
(Flick, 2002, p. 231). Initial coding sought to classify the data in terms of 
the three key approaches established through the literature review: aural, 
visual and physical transmission. Data were also analysed based on the 
stages of introducing, rehearsing and performing a piece, as per the 
structure of the interview guide. Other themes emerged from the data set, 
and these impacted on subsequent observation and interview sessions. It 
became clear that initial codings were based on my own perspective as a 
choir director examining what it was that a director was doing: whether 
they were saying something, using their body to show something, asking 
the singers to reflect something in their own bodies or something else. 
This was obviously the result of my reflective practice and always asking 
myself “what is this director doing and how can I apply it to my own 
practice?” Following the data collection process, it became apparent that it 
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was perhaps also useful to analyse the data in terms of the purpose of the 
director’s action, that is, whether it was to address pitch, or rhythm, or 
blend or something else. Several sub-nodes appeared relevant, such as 
under the node of “pitch” it seemed that semitones were an important 
subcategory based on the frequency with which issues relating to 
semitones arose in the data. Other issues arose during the analysis, which 
resulted in new nodes being created to facilitate information that was not 
anticipated ahead of time (see Table 3.2). 
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Table 3.2: Data coding node development 
From the 
literature 
My own experience and 
curiosity 
Issues arising 
from the data 
Aural transmission 8 Singing 8 Speech 8 Body percussion 8 Instruments 
Background information 
about the song 
Teaching listening 
Visual transmission 8 Gesture 8 Imagery 8 Movement of 
director 8 Score 
Warm-up 8 Physical warm-up 8 Mental warm-up 8 Vocal warm-up 8 Vocal technique 8 Physiology 
Teaching 
musicianship 
Physical 
transmission 
Introducing new material 8 Teaching parts 
 
Introducing new 
material 8 Keeping a song 
going 8 Pitch (and in 
particular 
semitones) 8 Rhythm/pulse 8 Vocal technique 
Use of recordings 8 Recordings of 
other artists 8 Recordings of 
vocal parts 
Rehearsing 8 Balance 8 Blend 8 Ensemble technique 8 Expression 8 Group formation or 
physical placement 8 Pitch 8 Rhythm/pulse 8 Vocal technique 8 Teaching parts 8 Tone 8 Troubleshooting 8 Female director 
teaching men/male 
director teaching women 
Rehearsing 8 Embodied 
singing 8 Keeping a song 
going 8 Memory devices 8 Feel  8 Showing singers 
the relationships 
between parts 8 Transitions 
 
 Use of gesture in teaching 
and performance 
Director style 
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 Managing/organising Ways of directing 8 Demonstration 8 Kinaesthetic 8 Physiological 8 Psychological 
 Performing Issues pertaining to 
notation-reading 
skills 
 Advice for beginning choir 
directors 
 
Teaching workshops 
compared to 
rehearsing regularly 
with a choir 
 Maintaining interest 
throughout the rehearsal 
Teaching tenors 
 Choir demographic Imbalance of voice 
parts 
 History of community choirs 
in Australia 
The significance of 
singing in choir for 
choristers 
 Composing/arranging  
 Director histories including 
training and experience 
 
 Working with low energy of 
choir or director 
 
 Director’s preparation for 
teaching 
 
 Repertoire selection  
 Resources that would be 
useful 
 
 The role of the conductor  
 Single gender choirs 
compared to mixed gender 
choirs 
 
 Approaching songs in 
foreign languages 
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From these nodes, I have adopted the terminology of “approaches” to refer 
to larger teaching methods such as aural, visual and physical 
transmission and “strategies” for specific practical methods both within 
these approaches and outside of them. 
In addition to the codes in Table 3.2, elements of De Baets (2012) model 
(see Figure 3.5) were used to analyse video footage of choir rehearsals I 
directed. It was useful to look for the actions that were “prepared”, 
“unprepared routinised” and “unprepared non-routinised” in order to 
analyse parts of my practice and the practice of other directors. The area 
De Baets referred to as “communication” was in this study somewhat 
replaced by the aural, visual and physical forms of communication that 
have shaped the analysis throughout project. The analysis of video footage 
sought to reveal further insights about my own practice by looking at my 
directing externally, offering a different perspective to the reflective 
journal. 
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Figure 3.5: De Baets’ three dimensional model 
 
Analysis of questionnaire data 
A combination of quantitative and qualitative data analysis was applied to 
the chorister questionnaire responses.  For the multiple-choice questions, 
the number of times a particular response was selected was counted in 
spite of the fact that many participants selected more than one response. 
This meant the most popular responses could be identified. The short 
answer responses were coded in a similar way to the other text data sets 
in the study. This meant choristers’ responses were compared for themes 
and similarities as well as standout differences. For example, among 
responses to the request to “describe your experience of singing when you 
were school age” were a significant number of choristers who had poor or 
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negative experiences of singing when they were school age, which led to 
identifying negative experiences of choristers as a theme in the 
questionnaire data. All themes identified from the chorister questionnaire 
were emergent themes and at times these were compared to the other 
data sets (observation and professional conversations) for possible 
relationships. 
Participants 
Ten professional choir directors participated in the research. They were 
recruited in various ways. Several directors were known to me and I asked 
them to participate in the research, with two of these having previously 
participated in my Honours research project. I had met these directors 
through participating in choir workshops. Other directors became part of 
the project by being recommended by choir directors, choir members or 
academic colleagues, through online networks and by meeting directors at 
more recent choir workshops. All choir director participants were selected 
because the choirs they worked with were community choirs in keeping 
with the definition in Chapter 1, that is, choirs that were not auditioned, 
did not require singers to be able to read music, and did not use the score 
as the primary teaching tool.  
The members of participating choir directors’ choirs were invited to 
complete a chorister questionnaire when I attended a rehearsal to observe 
the director. Participation was voluntary and anonymous. 
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Ethics and consent 
Approval to conduct the research was obtained from the University of 
Western Sydney Human Research Ethics Committee under approval 
number H9932. Choir director participants were invited to participate via 
email where they were provided with participant information sheets and 
consent forms. Chorister participants were provided with a participant 
information sheet attached to the questionnaire, and completion of the 
questionnaire indicated consent to participate on those terms.  
An amendment was sought when I received an opportunity to teach a 
choir module at the University of Western Sydney in the undergraduate 
music degree. This posed a valuable opportunity to include this choir 
directing experience as part of the research to reflect upon my own 
practice. The way this module was to be taught (the choir mostly standing 
in a circle to learn) meant it would not be possible for me to video record 
my practice without choir participants being included in the footage. An 
amendment was sought and approved for choir participants to give 
consent to being filmed for this purpose. Choir participants were provided 
with a Participant Information Sheet and signed a consent form.  
Variations were also sought to extend the duration of the ethics approval 
as the data analysis took longer than expected. The final report was 
lodged on 30 August 2015 after all data analysis was completed. 
The research included more participants than first anticipated (I had 
planned to observe and interview six choir directors, however ten 
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participated due to recommendations made to me for directors who should 
be included in the study by other directors and positive responses from 
directors invited to participate). No participants withdrew from the 
research and no participants reported adverse effects from participating. 
Validity and trustworthiness 
While the contributions of choir director participants were anonymous, 
design-based research as a research process promotes validity but also 
allows the directors’ experience and ideas to be valued. The research on 
the whole is in its essence promoting best practice by borrowing 
knowledge and experience from experienced community choir directors. 
The design-based research methodology allows this, through its rigorous 
iterative process, to contribute to trustworthy theory and practical 
understanding. Member checking and dual coding established reliability.  
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Chapter 4 – Findings: background and 
contexts 
Chapter Introduction 
The chapter begins with discussion of the history of a new type of 
community choir in Australia by combining the limited literature 
available with accounts from the experienced choir directors in the study, 
several of whom were a part of the movement as it unfolded. This includes 
a discussion of the contextual impetus for the shift in choir singing that 
took place from the mid-to-late 1980s, important people and organisations 
at the time, as well as how community choirs have developed since then. 
The chapter then provides background information about each participant 
director in the study, as described by themselves in interview. This covers 
their musical background and how they came to direct community choirs. 
The final section of the chapter presents the findings from a questionnaire 
administered to choristers of eight of the ten participant directors’ choirs. 
Discussion focuses on choristers’ musical experience, confidence in singing 
their part, preferred visual aid for learning, preferred learning method, 
strategies used by their directors to help them learn their part and other 
important extra-musical observations about singing in a community choir 
offered by choristers. The results of the questionnaire are then 
summarised and discussed in relation to some relevant literature. The 
chapter, therefore, constitutes important background information for the 
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findings in subsequent chapters, which are also findings in their own 
right. 
Community choirs in Australia: perspectives of 
participant directors 
Over the past three decades, community singing has burgeoned to become 
a significant part of the musical landscape in Australia. Several 
dimensions of this movement have been discussed in the literature, and 
these will be interspersed with the insights of director participants who 
were asked to speak about what they recalled regarding when and why 
community choirs grew in Australia. The main themes in these 
discussions included: the influence of technology, which meant that for a 
long time Australians did not seek the opportunity to sing often in 
everyday life, leading to a desire to reengage with singing; the way a 
cappella choirs made singing accessible to a wider range of people; the 
influence of the “world music” movement in bringing new music to our 
ears; inspiration from local and international a cappella groups 
performing in Australia; political activists, especially from South Africa, 
teaching their songs in Australia; and more recently, popular culture such 
as films and television shows that have promoted a cappella and choral 
singing. 
The influence of technology on singing in the community was brought up 
by several directors and has also been explored by Tom Bridges (2009), an 
experienced community choir director. He discussed “the commodification 
and mass consumption of music” (p. 162) as having a significant impact on 
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“the almost universal unpreparedness of the population to use 
uninhibitedly their natural singing voices, if at all” (p. 162) which he 
attributed largely to the advent of recorded music. In addition to the 
development of recording technologies (from wax cylinders to digital music 
files such as the MP3), Bridges pointed to amplification as another 
important technological development that has led to a distinct separation 
of “performers” and “consumers” by “spatially and aurally quarantining 
performers from their audience” (p. 163). One participant director spoke of 
how “way back in the old days, people used to sit around and play the 
piano at home and sing at home” and suggested that television replaced 
this activity. Another director stated that community choirs “tapped into 
the death of singing in the community that had been around for maybe 40, 
50 years” and “it just met that overdue need to kind of bring people 
together and raise their voices”. She continued, “I think this [Australian] 
community has lost its song lines. I think that that kind of re-emergence 
of choirs was about re-finding that connection.” Perhaps connected with 
this was another director’s description that “Australians were just feeling 
very devoid of community” and as a different participant articulated, “it 
was ripe for something to happen” in the lead up to the boom of a cappella 
singing in Australia. It seems Australians were ready to reclaim their 
right to sing, which the performer-consumer dichotomy created by the 
music industry had altered for some time.  
Several directors were quick to acknowledge that choirs had long existed 
in Australia, but identified that those choirs were mostly church choirs, 
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singers belonging to particular cultural groups (such as Polynesian, Cook 
Island, Italian, Irish and African singers), classical choral societies, and 
Gilbert and Sullivan or musical societies. This meant that individuals not 
belonging to a church or cultural group, and not interested in classical or 
musical theatre genres, had limited opportunities to sing in choirs. One 
director recalled that “it would have been seen as a fairly conservative 
thing to do, to be a member of a choir”.  He described how in the middle 
1980s, there was a “new wave of choirs that appeared that were not 
specifically attached to churches or specific cultural groups” that formed a 
“secular movement and a popular movement”. In Sydney a number of 
choirs emerged simultaneously around 1986-1987 including The Café of 
the Gate of Salvation, Voices from the Vacant Lot, Solidarity Choir, the 
Sydney Gay and Lesbian Choir and Mesana Salata (all of which still exist 
today). Many of these new choirs belonged to the a cappella scene, which 
Rickwood (1998) argued tended to be “much more fluid and informal than 
conventional choirs”.  For her, “the diversity inherent within the acappella 
repertoire, in fact, enable[d] it to attract a far greater participation rate 
than choral music based solely on the British tradition” (p. 75). 
Writing in the late-1990s, Rickwood identified “the influence and 
convergence of particular musical, social, cultural and political factors, at 
the local, national and international levels, that have provided the genesis 
for a distinctive Australian acappella scene” (1998, p. 69). What was 
known as “world music” at the time was becoming increasingly popular. 
One director recalled that it was at this time that music from various 
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cultures started to permeate popular culture, such as Paul Simon’s 
Graceland album. Rickwood wrote about the way music from many 
different cultures fed into the repertoire of a cappella groups in the late 
1980s to early 1990s. She described this as a “displaced eclectic repertoire” 
(p. 68) which embraced music from all over the world. This coincided with 
international a cappella performers such as Frankie Armstrong from the 
United Kingdom and Sweet Honey in the Rock from the United States 
coming to Australian shores to give performances and workshops 
(Rickwood, 1997). These groups also inspired the formation of local a 
cappella groups such as Arramaeida and Blindman’s Holiday, whose 
members were asked to run singing workshops. As a member of the 
Natural Voice Practitioners Network ("Natural Voice Pratitioners' 
Network," 2012), Frankie Armstrong continues to promote the idea that 
singing is our birthright. This principle formed the overarching philosophy 
of the a cappella scene in Australia, which “sought to democratise singing” 
and “deliberately refashioned the landscape of community choral singing 
by creating an open, informal approach that operated independently of 
institutionalised choral traditions” (Rickwood, 2010, p. 218). Rickwood 
reflected that “there was a perceived need to promote singing as a 
normalised part of the everyday in cultures where dominant discourses 
and practices left many people vulnerable to the silencing of their 
musicality” (Rickwood, 2013, p. 63). A director in the study who 
established one of these choirs in the mid-1980s described this choral 
philosophy to be “about empowering people to sing, empowering people to 
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make their own music rather than the people on the TV or The Voice or 
whatever it is now who present a certain model, and singers are people 
who are on TV as opposed to singers are people that are you and me who 
get together and make a noise”. He continued,  
I think it was making singing more accessible to people and I think 
maybe more interesting than choral societies which had a very, you 
know, the classical and very, certain repertoire. They didn’t sing pop, 
they didn’t sing gospel, they didn’t sing jazz necessarily. So 
something that was my choir, and a couple of others that turned up 
at the same time, Voices from the Vacant Lot and Mesana Salata, 
were doing different material and making it look like fun for a start, 
you know. People didn’t stand around in their leg-o-mutton sleeves 
singing Ave Maria. Not that I’ve got anything against Ave Maria, 
believe me. So I think finally people actually realised there was fun 
to be had singing in groups. It hadn’t occurred to them that this was 
sort of a thing that was available to them before.  
While that is not to say that members of classical choirs did not have fun, 
it is perhaps a different perception of singing, and a wider range of 
musical styles that attracted new people to choirs. African American 
gospel music constituted a significant portion of the a cappella repertoire 
for choirs and smaller groups like vocal quartets in the early days of 
Australia’s a cappella scene. Tony Backhouse was acknowledged as having 
an important role in bringing traditional gospel music to Australia, 
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initially by founding the quartet The Elevators “who began singing 1950s 
doo-wop, but then moved to gospel and soul” (Downie, 1995, p. 15). He 
then formed The Café of the Gate of Salvation choir in 1986.  When this 
choir was full but other people still wanted to sing with him, he started 
running workshops. Several years later he travelled to the United States 
to study gospel music in situ. Backhouse has continued to run workshops 
around Australia and internationally since that time and has published 
several books of his arrangements of gospel songs and on his directing 
approach (Backhouse, 1995, 2005, 2010). 
The Sydney Acappella Association (SAA) was also very influential in the 
early days of the a cappella scene. The SAA ran a number of a cappella 
events, such as the Choral Sea (a series of large massed choir events in 
Sydney in the 1990s), and produced a magazine called the Oral Majority 
where information and arrangements were shared around the a cappella 
community (Downie, 1995). Along with Tony Backhouse, Stuart Davis 
played an important role in this organisation (Downie). In 1990, two other 
associations, the Australian Choral Association (ACA) and the Australian 
Choral Conductors Association (ACCA) merged to form the Australian 
National Choral Association (ANCA, 2016a). ANCA continues to strive to 
develop the “quality and quantity of choral directors, choirs and choral 
literature” by running workshops, publishing the Sing Out magazine and 
publishing details of choirs and choral conductors on the ANCA website 
(ANCA, 2016a). 
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Another dimension to the adoption of international repertoire included the 
dissemination of music by political activists from a range of countries. One 
example of this is Siphiwo Lubambo, a man mentioned by several Sydney-
based choir directors. Lubambo was a cultural representative for the 
African National Congress (ANC) who was living in Australia during the 
apartheid regime “prior to the 1994 election of the Mandela government in 
South Africa” (Rickwood, 1997, p. 177). Lubambo ran workshops and 
taught South African Zulu and Xhosa songs to choirs in Sydney in the late 
1980s. He also directed a performance of his arrangement of the South 
African song Ke Arona at the first Choral Sea event. South African 
repertoire formed a significant part of the Australian a cappella repertoire 
for many years and continues to be sung on a regular basis. One director 
described the way that the “whole revolution that moved against the 
apartheid movement was driven by song, as were a number of those 
cultures in Eastern Europe as well. So I guess music was always a part of 
those cultures and then it was seized as a weapon against oppression.” 
She also recalled singing a lot of South American repertoire at that time, 
particularly for fundraising events for people in exile from Chile and 
Argentina. The director said, “I think a lot of those political movements, 
and the fact that we’re a nation that’s made up of lots of different nations, 
of people who’ve come from all over the planet, those stories and those 
songs come”. This period also coincided with the multicultural movement 
in Australia and “the incorporation of a cappella performances with the 
multicultural and folk movements of that time enabled the construction of 
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a cosmopolitan identity, one that embraced progressive activism that 
included the musical expression of political concerns and empathy with 
the struggle of others” (Rickwood, 2013, p. 64). In the decades since, “the 
global musics that dominated the a cappella scene are some of the 
identifiable threads that continue within the community music 
movement” (p. 66). 
Since the beginnings of the a cappella movement, the number of 
community choirs has continued to grow, and the diversity of choirs across 
the country has rapidly expanded, including the recent emergence of 
choirs aimed at health promotion (Rickwood, 2013, p. 66). Community 
singing is no longer restricted to a cappella, and the repertoire performed 
by choirs has evolved over the three decades. The Australian National 
Choral Association (ANCA) stated, “ANCA has over 1000 members 
Australia wide, with the majority being choirs” (ANCA, 2016b) which 
includes all types of choirs. There are many more choirs that are not 
members, including several in this study. One director participant 
reflected on this long history: “I think the people that were there at the 
time [names several choir directors, including two others in this study] … 
have kept teaching. And we’ve just kept developing and our choirs have 
kept developing with us.” Arrangements and original songs written by 
these and other directors, have also played a significant role in shaping 
the community choir experience in Australia (Rickwood, 2013, p. 66).  
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The not-for-profit organisation Music Australia (previously the Music 
Council of Australia) has recently acknowledged resurgence in a cappella 
singing, citing the film Pitch Perfect, television show The Sing Off, and a 
cappella groups such as the Grammy award-winning Pentatonix as 
important contributors (Kenny, 2015). Other television shows have 
included various series featuring British choirmaster Gareth Malone (The 
Choir, The Choir: Military Wives, The Choir: Boys Don’t Sing, The Choir: 
Unsung Town, Sing While You Work, It Takes a Choir) American series 
Clash of the Choirs and Australian series, Battle of the Choirs. 
Director backgrounds 
Director participants in the study were interviewed and asked to describe 
their musical background, and how they came to direct choirs and to work 
as community choir directors.  
Director 1 
When I asked Director 1 to speak about his musical background and how 
he got into directing choirs, he said, “I always hated choirs,” which he then 
moderated to, “well, I was never very interested”. He completed a music 
degree focusing on composition, and then performed as a rock musician in 
bands for over 15 years. He sang and played bass and guitar and spent a 
lot of time “torturing the rest of the band by getting them to sing more and 
more convoluted vocal harmonies.” He spoke about hearing the Canadian 
quartet, The Nylons, and thinking, “oh, you can do so much more with the 
voice than I’d actually considered”. Around the same time, Director 1 was 
becoming interested in gospel music and performed some with his quartet. 
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Having realised that “there was no significant African American presence 
in Sydney” he decided, “if I’m going to actually experience black gospel 
music, I’ve got to somehow create it myself cause I’m not going to the 
States in America. So I just started a choir, [name of choir] and then 
ended up going to the States two years later to do some serious research” 
into African American gospel music. 
Director 1 “had no training in terms of choir directing”. He knew he could 
arrange, teach parts and had a “vague idea” about conducting, but he 
mostly thought you “teach the parts and they sing themselves”. Director 1 
said he learned “just by doing it” and then later attended some ANCA 
(Australian National Choral Association) workshops and learned by 
watching other conductors.  He particularly recalled a man named David 
Jorlette, who “was just very good at getting a really good sound very 
quickly out of people without talking about it very much - I think just by 
modelling and by using imagery.” 
Director 2 
Director 2 studied piano from the age of eight, completed grades for piano, 
and then studied a Bachelor of Music Education at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music. She said, “I’d always loved singing but never 
saw myself as a singer”. While at university, Director 2 became part of a 
vocal group and said, “I think part of that experience really grew my love 
in vocal music although I’d always loved harmony, really loved harmony”. 
Through studying piano at university, Director 2 described, “I had 
developed a very high inner critic from studying [piano] and voice didn’t 
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have that for me. So it was where I express[ed] music in a more free way.” 
She joined a vocal group, which “became very famous quite quickly in the 
1980s”. The vocal group was strongly influenced by the a cappella group 
Sweet Honey in the Rock from the United States and performed a lot of 
“original vocal music” which was developed by “experiment[ing] on the 
floor and mak[ing] up the harmonies and the parts”. They would run 
workshops and Director 2 said she “kind of fell into this as a life”. Then 
“about 15 years ago I made the decision to do this solely as my career, just 
self-employed”. 
Director 2 has had a range of teaching experiences, from classroom 
teaching, to project work teaching music in indigenous communities. She 
has not had any training in choir directing but said it is “really something 
I’m yearning for right now”. Director 2 added, “there doesn’t seem to be a 
lot of places to go for me in that except towards the classical world”.  
Director 3 
Director 3 sang in parts from an early age. He learned double bass, 
studied jazz and played in jazz bands. He joined world music singing 
group Voices From the Vacant Lot where he sang and taught vocal music 
from across the globe. He went on to direct a number of choirs, vocal 
ensembles, choral events and workshops. He undertook some tertiary 
training in jazz and education. When I asked him how he learned to direct 
choirs he said, “Just by doing it. And making mistakes. Or losing your 
shit. And realising why you lost your shit. I lost my shit in Liverpool this 
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year when I was conducting. I was teaching [a song] and I completely 
fucked up, like completely fucked up. Hadn't happened for a long time”. 
Director 4 
Director 4 described having not had any musical training for a long time, 
and recounted coming from a “working class family” that “didn’t have a 
history of tertiary education or even HSC education”. She found it “wasn’t 
expected that you would take a career in art or music at all”. There was 
lots of music in the house and “the whole family sang” but “anything like 
musical tuition was a bit of a privilege, so anything that cost money, you 
pretty much didn’t do it”. In spite of this, Director 4 was “in every single 
choral group from the age of nothing” and was in school folk groups and 
ensembles as well. She went to art school but kept playing music and 
writing in her “own private way” until she moved to Sydney and joined the 
Café of the Gate of Salvation and started writing for them. From that 
time, Director 4 has been a professional musician and later studied 
composition at the conservatorium in Newcastle, where she went “to learn 
how to compose for orchestra and string quartet”. This fascinated her 
because she had come from a jazz and blues background. She described 
the way she “has come from that working class jungle to more of a formal 
thing” and how “I’m a very different musician to the one that I was 30 
years ago, 20 years ago”. While she has played in bands the whole time, 
Director 4 said she “always found [her]self in the choral situations” and 
that people started asking her to take choirs. She said, “suddenly I was 
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kind of doing something that I don’t know that I thought I was going to 
have a future in, but there you have it”. 
Director 5 
Director 5 studied music education at university as a piano major and said 
“there wasn't really anything much offered in conducting” as part of her 
course. As a high school music teacher, she established and directed a 
number of choirs and a cappella groups, and was involved with large 
school productions. She said that was where she learned to conduct – “just 
sort of accidentally through doing that”. Director 5 played keyboard and 
sang backing vocals in bands and when she stopped doing that she 
realised she was missing singing and arranging vocal harmonies. Director 
5 sang in a number of different community choirs over the years, and filled 
in for other directors a number of times before starting her own 
community choir.  
Director 6 
When asked about her musical background, Director 6 said, “the most 
important thing with respect to choirs is that my musical background has 
nothing to do with the voice at all. I'm a pianist and that's it really.” She 
trained in piano from the age of four and completed her Associate Diploma 
in Music at age 18. The first time she worked with singers was when she 
had been the repetiteur for a community musical and the musical director 
had to leave “four weeks before opening night”.  So they asked her to take 
on the role of musical director. She “ran all of the chorus rehearsals for 
those four weeks and then conducted the show and of course I'd never 
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conducted anything like that, so I conducted an orchestra. I'd never been 
in an orchestra.” After that, Director 6 was the musical director for a 
number of other musicals, and the cast of one show decided to form a choir 
and asked her to direct it. She recalled telling them she “wasn't qualified 
to do it” but they insisted and she obliged.  She has not had any training 
in directing choirs and said she has “been making it up as I go along”. She 
also said, “I'm always very clear about the fact that I don't know anything 
about vocal pedagogy. I'm not there to teach anybody anything about how 
to use their voice.” She has, however, “learned as much as I can about 
warming up and all the things you need to do to make a choir sing well 
together”. 
Director 7 
Director 7 considers himself fortunate to have had a fantastic high school 
music teacher. He studied music education at Sydney Conservatorium of 
Music and had singing lessons as part of his degree, but described the 
teachers he had as “all pretty hopeless”. After several years “playing piano 
around the place”, Director 7 taught music in high schools for 27 years. He 
sang with Sydney’s St Mary’s Cathedral Choir, Christchurch St Laurence 
Choir and the Conservatorium Singers. He also described seeing Tony 
Backhouse performing with his quartet and thinking, “this is fantastic, 
earning money singing gospel music”. After telling Backhouse he wanted 
to sing with him, Director 7 said Tony “got myself and a whole lot of other 
people around his house one day and we learned that he was actually 
getting all these people off his back because all these people wanted to join 
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his various groups”. Director 7 “took the best four singers out of that group 
and formed a quartet” which was quite successful, went to the Edinburgh 
festival and did a lot of professional work, but he said, “we couldn’t give up 
our day jobs”. After leaving high school teaching, and briefly working as a 
publisher of an entertainment magazine, Director 7 taught a class in a 
cappella singing at Macquarie Community College, which continued as a 
choir that rehearsed each week. He is now working with four choirs and 
said if he could find one more choir he would not need to do any other 
work. 
In relation to training as a choir director, Director 7 spoke about a 
workshop he did with Brett Weymark (musical director of Sydney 
Philharmonia Choirs). He said, “it was very good to do that because to 
have somebody of Brett’s quality watching you conducting the music you 
would normally do with your choir, if I could do that every weekend I 
would. I’d pay to do it”. 
Director 8 
Director 8 spoke of her history in the performing arts, starting with dance 
when she was a young child, followed by piano and singing. As a child she 
sang art song, Italian arias and eisteddfod repertoire, but then “did 
everything from singing heavy metal in pub bands to singing in jazz bands 
and nightclubs” before studying as an opera singer at Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music. In her later teenage years, she became 
interested in acting and in her late twenties studied acting, then worked 
as a professional actor and theatre director. When she finished drama 
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school, Director 8 joined Voices From the Vacant Lot where she learned a 
lot of African and “world music” repertoire. 
Describing this array of experience in the performing arts, Director 8 said,  
 
…there’ve been times where I’ve kind of felt maybe I've had too many 
irons in too many fires and maybe I’ve spread my energies too thin 
but I don’t know, as I’ve got older, I kind of feel like all of those 
threads have come together. And who I am as an actor and who I am 
as a theatre director has had an impact on who I am as the conductor 
of [my choir]. When I think about how we interpret material, I bring 
who I am as an actor to how we deal with lyrics or how we prepare to 
sing a song. I bring who I am as a person who learned piano for 8 or 9 
years to phrasing, intonation, note accuracy, all these sorts of things, 
so the way that whole eclectic life experience has just made who I am 
as an artist, be it singing solo or working with the [choir] or directing 
a show or acting in something, it's kind of like those things inform 
each other. 
Speaking about how she learned to direct choirs, she said she learned “on 
the job” and did not train as a conductor. She also said she “learned from 
watching lots of people over the years and just getting a sense of what's 
the language that gets what I'm looking for back as an auditory response.” 
She said, “I think just giving people really clear signals”. Director 8 also 
spoke of how with the choir she has directed for 20 years, they have 
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“work[ed] out a language” and “they know just by a look what it is that I'm 
looking for”. 
Director 9 
Director 9 is a trained pianist and studied piano at the Sydney 
Conservatorium of Music. She also did some singing in high school and 
sang with the Sydney Chamber Choir, Sydney Philharmonia Choirs and 
the Motet Choir, all of which had a very “high standard of music-making”. 
She spoke of her training with the Sydney Chamber Choir, where “you get 
to the rehearsal, you sight-read it to such a high level” and juxtaposed this 
with her community choir, which is very different. Director 9 also made 
recordings, worked as a music producer and concert organiser, has worked 
freelance and has tutored privately and at university. She has also played 
a lot of viola da gamba “in fits and starts”. Director 9 said, of how she 
came to direct choirs, “I didn’t go looking for choirs. The three choirs I’ve 
conducted all came to me.” 
Director 10 
Director 10, having grown up in a musical family, and been involved in 
music in various capacities throughout his life, returned to university to 
complete a music degree when he was in his early forties. He was 
conducting a community choir at that time and recalled a conversation he 
had with a university lecturer he admired as a musician. He had seen the 
lecturer filling in as director for the university’s student choir several 
times, a choir which read music. Director 10 asked if he could give him 
“any hints about good practice”. The lecturer responded saying, “You say 
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it’s a choir for non-musicians, non-readers, isn’t it? If it’s community.” 
When Director 10 said it was, the lecturer said, “I’ve got nothing at all to 
tell you. You would already know more about that than I would.” Director 
10 went on to say that “there’s no real training ground” for community 
choir directors. In addition to directing choirs himself, Director 10 has also 
played a role as an “expert helper” in many community choirs, singing in 
the bass section and helping out when needed. 
Choir demographics 
Directors working with choirs on a regular basis were asked to speak 
about the choir/s they work with in terms of the demographic of the group. 
As Director 1 was not directing any choirs in Australia on a regular basis, 
he was only observed directing choir workshops, and therefore no 
demographic data for a choir was collected. Similarly, Director 10 was not 
regularly directing any choirs at the time of observation and interview so 
no demographic data was collected. 
Director 2 
Director 2 works with three choirs. Her longest-standing choir, established 
over a decade ago, is a community choir that mostly sings Director 2’s own 
songs and arrangements. Another choir she said “originally started with a 
lot of mums asking me if I could do something in the daytime”. There is 
childcare available at the rehearsal venue, and children can be in the 
rehearsal space as well. There are also a number of part-time workers and 
retirees who come to the choir, which has been running for about five 
years. The concept for her newest choir was “to try to create a choir that 
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was a little bit more fluid… so that we could morph and change depending 
on the circumstances.  So I guess kind of like a flash mob, but having said 
that, we do concerts and everything as well.” She went on to say, “With 
this sort of fluidity idea, I sort of had the choir moving amongst the people 
while they were singing, and entering and then I had trios of people up 
above and one choir at the back, one choir at the front, so I was actually 
conducting in four different dimensions.  So that’s the idea. We adapt to 
the acoustic space that we’re in so then it creates a different aural 
experience for the audience.” 
When asked about how many of her choristers read music, Director 2 said, 
“I would say not many of them have a good sense of the whole concept of 
notation.  But they use it as a tool.” She went on to discuss the way she 
gives scores to her singers and encourages them to look at the score, even 
if it is only to get a sense of the contour of the melody. She says, while they 
“might not necessarily know all the intervals or be able to sight read”, the 
score is a tool and helps them to remember. While Director 2 often teaches 
by ear, she said she doesn’t “want people to go away with just a whole 
bunch of stuff in their head” because “I actually think they often forget.  
There’s nothing for them to hold on to and remember the music by.” For 
this reason, she tries to notate as much of her music as possible. She said 
singers are able to use the score to look for different “clues” such as 
dynamics as well. 
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Director 3 
Director 3’s current choir developed with members from a previously 
existing choir wanting to continue as a choir. They rehearsed as a small 
group for a while until Director 3 decided what he wanted the group to be 
was “a big, happy choir”. After sending out an invitation to his email list 
and other singers inviting friends, 60 people came to the next rehearsal, 
and there are now 80 people in the choir, with a waiting list of about 50 
people. He said, “I just like the number 80. With 80 people you can stand 
in a place like [suburb] Town Hall and actually have a single ring of those 
80 people.” He went on to observe that  
There are also interesting dynamics about size, kind of thresholds if 
you like. So if you’ve got between 5 and about 13-14 people, that’s 
kind of one dynamic. And there’s a certain energy associated with 
that. For example, if you have, say, nine, ten people in a group, it’s 
actually likely that there’s only one conversation going on. They’ll all 
be standing around and there’ll be one conversation. As soon as you 
get up to sort of 13, 14, 15 people, then there’s two conversations 
going on. So it’s sort of like different categories of experience. Most 
choirs, almost every choir chooses to go for that size somewhere 
between about 12 and about 40 people. And then you ask yourself, 
‘why?’ It’s a certain kind of community. I mean, typically you can 
stand around a smallish room just all in one circle, which is 
convenient. And typically if there’s say 17 or 25 people, which is kind 
of the commonest numbers, you know the name of everybody in the 
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group. You know everybody in the group. Conversely, if there’s 
someone who’s really annoying, you can’t get away from them, they 
bug you. So suddenly you’ve got 60 people in a room, you can’t 
pretend to know everybody’s name or even have any real relationship 
with anyone. Where there’s a net loss in intimacy, if you like, there’s 
a net gain in energy because the group’s more of a pack, there’s more 
diversity, but I mean there’s no magic about sizes, it’s just a different 
beast. 
Director 3 identified a dimension important to him in relation to the 
formation of the choir:  “I didn’t take over something that someone else 
had started, I was able to define what it was that I wanted”. This also 
meant singers had an understanding of the artistic vision of the group to 
inform their decision to join. 
Director 4 
Director 4 took a choir over from a director who was leaving Sydney when 
she was moving to Sydney about a decade ago. She said at that time, “they 
were like rabbits in the headlights if you did a live gig. Occasionally they’d 
argue with each other on stage and if one person dropped a note, they’d all 
fall like a pack of dominoes.” Director 4, determined for the group to be 
successful and make a fantastic sound “rather than just that kind of 
honking community ‘we’re having a great time’ sound,” had some “stern 
words” with the choir and said “I actually disbanded the choir at one stage 
and said, ‘If you’d like to join this choir, you can re-join’. Most of them did 
and then the whole thing started to get a little bit more strict” in order to 
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develop the group’s sound. Some of the singers read music, but many 
don’t, and those with reading skills help others learn their parts.  
Director 4 said, “I don’t audition…I say I audition but there’s a three week 
cool-off period and most of the time it has nothing to do with how they 
sing. It’s got everything to do with their personality and if they feel 
comfortable, they tend to stay.” Speaking about one of her workplace 
choirs, Director 4 said, “They were very terrible! But absolutely fantastic 
human beings. I think that’s why I’m drawn to some of these groups is 
actually who they are rather than how they sound. They’re fiercely into 
social justice and fiercely intelligent and I really love working with them 
for that reason. And their singing has improved a lot.” She said, “You have 
to be patient with those groups because they’re there because they love to 
sing.” Director 4 said, “I’m really big on workplace choirs. I think it’s really 
useful and it’s a very simple kind of structure.” She described it as an 
alternative to workplace retreats, leadership workshops and teambuilding 
activities. Director 4 also runs one-off workshops based on the same 
principle and said, “really at the end of the day everybody has to drop 
their ego and produce something as a whole team.” 
Director 5 
Director 5’s choir began when she sent an email to some friends inviting 
them to be part of a new choir she was starting. From there, others invited 
their friends and it has become, “in its truest sense, a community choir 
because it’s our community of people.” Director 5 had a clear vision for the 
choir, planning to learn repertoire, including her own arrangements, quite 
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quickly. She said, “I always wanted it to be for people who’d had a bit of 
singing experience or had a good ear and were willing to put in the time to 
learn their parts and things.” 
Director 6 
Director 6’s choir was born out of a community musical theatre 
production, where the singers in the all-female chorus wanted to continue 
singing together after the production had finished. Director 6 said the 
members of the choir represent “the full range that you get in a 
community choir” including music teachers, singers with vocal training 
and others with less experience. The founding members had all performed 
in a community musical and therefore had the musical and performance 
experience required for and derived from that, but they have acquired new 
members since that time who were not part of the production. The choir 
had “the whole range of people as young as you’d want and as old as you 
could imagine managing it.” Director 6 said from observing other choirs, 
the age range of her choir “goes unusually young for a community choir” 
with “schoolgirls and teenagers in the group”.  This goes right through to a 
resident at an aged care facility the choir performed at who subsequently 
joined the choir. There are also several “mother-daughter pairs” who sing 
in the choir and mothers with babies often bring them to rehearsals. When 
the choir was established, they decided to continue as an all-women’s 
group because many choirs and community musicals struggle to find 
enough men to create a balanced sound. They decided that it did not make 
sense to try to draw from the limited number of men interested in singing 
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in community choirs when there are other mixed choirs in the area 
needing more male singers. Director 6, who has continued to take on the 
role of musical director with several local musical theatre organisations 
said, “Whenever I do a musical I always try to pick up some new 
members”. She noted that the choir is community-based in the sense that 
members are from the local area. 
Director 7 
Director 7 said the demographic makeup of his choirs is mostly “middle-
class white people”. Their musical experience varies from “people who’ve 
never sung in any kind of a group right through to people who have sung 
with the Sydney Philharmonia, and everything in between.” He also 
mentioned that some people in his choirs came from a history of pop and 
rock music and are looking for a different musical outlet. One of Director 
7’s choirs has been together for a long time, as he took it over from a 
previous director. As they are overall more experienced than his other 
choirs, Director 7 said he is “trying to create the impression out there in 
the marketplace that [that choir is] in between an average community 
choir and a good classical choir” which would be suitable for singers with 
some experience and looking something more challenging. 
Director 8 
The choir Director 8 directs was born out of a series of ten-week 
workshops. She said, “after about three or four successive ten-week 
programs it kind of looked like we’d become a community, so we just kept 
going from there.” The group has now been together for over 20 years, 
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with about half the group being original members and others “gathered in 
that 20 years.” It is rare for all members of the choir to be at each weekly 
rehearsal, as there are members with families overseas or who are 
working overseas, and others have moved away from the area but stay 
connected with the choir and join them for their annual singing weekend 
and occasional performances. Of the 26 members of the choir, Director 8 
said about 10 were trained musicians, so at performances, they would 
make up nearly half of the group. She said, “they’re oftentimes the real 
anchors” and “if we’re lucky in a gig, we’ll have a strong voice, if not two 
strong voices in each part that really grounds each of those parts”. For the 
other members, “whatever they’ve learned it’s kind of happened via 
osmosis through being a member of that choir” and many members “are 
very much learning by ear” but “some that didn’t read a dot when they 
arrived are now kind of starting to process charts a bit more.” Director 8 
said, “it’s a real community choir” and “singing is obviously the thing that 
anchors us as a community” but “if we didn’t sing together… I don’t know 
what we’d be as a community.” She said that “there is a kind of a family” 
about the choir and “there is a real sense of us pulling together as more 
than just a community choir, but there’s no question in my mind that it’s 
the singing that keeps us centralised as a community.” The choir has a 
huge collection of repertoire that has accumulated over the years, 
including songs arranged by Director 8, other members of the choir or 
other choir directors, as well as songs brought from different places by 
members of the choir (including Italian, Swedish, Dutch, Spanish and 
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Icelandic songs). As this repertoire has expanded over the past 20 years, 
not all members know all the songs, so time is often spent teaching older 
repertoire to newer members. In recent years, consistent numbers in the 
choir have dropped, often due to members looking after ill parents, and 
this has caused Director 8 to write arrangements in three parts rather 
than four or five parts.  
Director 9 
Director 9 said there “aren’t enough younger people” in her choir and that 
most members are aged in their forties and older. Many members are 
retired, and as a result, “there’s a lot of absenteeism because they’re 
retired and they want to have a good time, which makes it very hard to 
have a consistency.” She spoke about the struggle to make members who 
have been away feel welcome when they return, but also to ensure 
members who attend every week do not become bored with the need for 
regular revision to help people catch up. She said, “the bottom line is 
always they’re here to have fun, they’re here to enjoy themselves so I have 
to make every rehearsal fun and accommodate the comings and goings.” 
Table 4.1 Provides a summary of the demographic features that 
participating directors discussed about their choirs. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of demographic features of choirs 
Director Demographic features of choirs 
2 Daytime rehearsals attract mothers and part-time workers 
Flashmob style fluidity 
Choristers use scores as a tool to remember songs rather than 
having a thorough understanding of notation 
Director’s arrangements and compositions 
3 Started by the director with an artistic vision in mind 
Part of the vision was for the choir to be a group of 80 singers, 
as the energy of a group that large is different to smaller 
choirs 
Director’s arrangements and compositions 
4 Took over from another director and later disbanded and 
restarted the choir to create cohesion an commitment within 
the group 
Some read music, many don’t 
No audition but a 3 week cool-off related to personality fit 
with the group rather than singing ability applies 
Director’s arrangements and compositions 
5 Established as director’s friends and friends of friends 
Vision to learn repertoire quickly and therefore consists of 
singers with some experience 
Director’s own arrangements and compositions 
6 Musical theatre cast continuing as a choir 
All women  
Full range of experience from music teachers and trained 
vocalists to others with less experience 
Wide age range from school students through to retirees 
Mothers with babies and mother/daughter pairs 
7 “Middle class white people” 
Varied experience from having never sung to experienced 
choristers 
8 Born out of a series of a cappella workshops 
About half of the members have been with the choir for 20 
year 
10 out of the 26 members are trained musicians 
There is usually a strong voice in each section which helps to 
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anchor each part 
Members have brought repertoire from all around the world 
9 Age group is mostly 40+ with many retired 
Lots of absenteeism when retirees go away on holidays 
 
Summary of director backgrounds and choir 
demographics 
Four out of the ten directors in the study unintentionally found 
themselves directing choirs having been asked to take a choir rather than 
purposefully pursuing a career as a choir director. All directors studied 
music at a high level with nine studying music at university, and one 
completing a diploma in piano performance. Education degrees were 
undertaken by four of the directors. These statistics reflect the Music In 
Communities Network report which found that “almost two thirds of choir 
directors/leaders have a degree related to music and most of those have a 
degree in music education” (Masso, 2013, p. 1). Six directors trained in 
classical piano but only two directors had formal vocal training. No 
directors in the study had undertaken formal training in conducting or 
choir direction with the exception of some workshops. The directors had 
worked across a range of musical styles including popular, jazz, classical, 
musical theatre and world music and five directors composed their own 
music. 
Social dimensions to the choirs, group dynamics and social psychology 
were aspects of the choirs’ demography that many directors discussed. 
Directors indicated that these parts of the choir’s culture had a strong 
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impact on the experience of singing in and directing a given choir. In 
several cases, it was a community of some kind that drew people together 
for choir: a workplace choir; people who had performed in an amateur 
musical together and wanted to keep singing; an a cappella workshop 
group that wanted to keep singing; or friends of the director. Four 
directors highlighted the importance of choir members subscribing to their 
artistic vision in order for the choristers and director to move toward that 
goal together. Several directors said that a significant portion of the group 
did not read music confidently, but that singers used the score as a tool to 
visually assist their aural learning. While two of the choirs had a couple of 
younger singers, there was an overall lack of young singers across the 
choirs.  
Analysis of each of the directors’ backgrounds reveals that self-learning 
was fundamental in each of their careers. Directors described how they 
had chiefly learned through experimentation within their choir directing 
practice. Several directors attended workshops and some directors 
reported finding observation of others to be very useful. These findings 
validate the use of self-learning as an integral part of this project. The 
design-based research model formalises the process of self-learning and 
values observation of professional choir directors highly. At the outset of 
the research, it was anticipated that interviews with directors would 
reveal that many directors used informal learning, and that hypothesis 
contributed to the project’s design. These findings corroborate the 
hypothesis, showing that directors plan and implement changes in their 
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practice. They also reveal that while directors have used self-learning 
approaches, the directors in this study have not documented that process, 
though some have previously reflected on their learning. 
Chorister questionnaire 
Choristers were asked to complete a questionnaire about their music 
learning preferences and musical backgrounds.  
Chorister experience 
Choristers had wide-ranging previous musical and singing experience. 
Many choristers had some experience singing at school, but in all but two 
of the choirs in the study, there were choir members who reported 
no/minimal/poor singing experiences when they were school-age. Lots of 
choristers reported positive experiences singing when they were school 
age, however there was a substantial number of negative experiences 
reported (see Table 4.2).  These included lack of confidence, being told they 
couldn’t sing or were not included in the choir, not liking the repertoire, 
social pressure, finding it boring, little singing offered, strict teaching, 
being in the wrong voice part, poor teaching and a personal dislike for 
singing (which could have been influenced by any of these or other 
factors). 
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Table 4.2: Negative school-age singing experiences 
Reason Negative experience of school-
age singing 
Unconfident I sang in a choir in VCE, but wasn’t 
confident I was ever in tune! Hated 
aural exams. 
 Always wanted to sing but was too 
afraid to try. 
 Lost opportunities. I didn’t have the 
confidence or the parental support 
to really get involved.   
 Not confident. Could not sing on 
own. 
Told couldn’t sing/not included in 
choir 
Everybody told me I couldn’t sing, 
but I loved singing so I still did. 
 As a child at grammar school 11+ 
my music teacher auditioned me for 
choir but didn’t include me in it so I 
thought I couldn’t sing and stopped. 
 Enjoyed choirs but in secondary 
school the music teacher “threw me 
out”! 
Repertoire disliked Hated the songs. 
 In secondary school we sang dreary 
religious songs (the same one) over 
and over and this was boring. 
Social pressure School choir primary school. One on 
one lessons in year 6 and 7, then 
dissuaded by social pressure and 
discontinued.   
 Didn’t enjoy formal singing sessions 
at school – socially embarrassing. 
Boring Very little, no tuition, singing 
hymns in church (mostly very 
boring). 
 In secondary school we sang dreary 
religious songs (the same one) over 
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and over and this was boring. I 
began to sing in a very deep register 
“sending up” this banal practising 
and was turned off the concept of 
choirs. 
Little offered Very little, no tuition, singing 
hymns in church (mostly very 
boring). 
Strict/no joy It was very strict and not a great 
deal of joy. 
Wrong part I could never hit/hold the high notes 
(soprano). It’s only this choir that 
has shown me I DO have a voice 
and it’s alto! (Finally at age 60 I 
find my voice! !) 
Poor teaching Always enjoyed singing but 
teaching was very poor. 
Personal dislike Hated singing aloud. In year 7 
under sufferance. 
 Shithouse. Hated it. Hated school. 
Other Very negative. 
 Not rewarding. 
 
While the majority of respondents relayed some form of prior musical 
experience, usually involving learning an instrument, half of the choirs in 
the study had several members reporting no other musical experience.  
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Chorister confidence 
Choristers were asked to select from the following options regarding their 
confidence in singing their part: 
8 I am not confident singing my part solo 8 I am confident singing my part solo 8 I rely on other singers in my voice part to keep me on track 8 I start relying on others but then feel more secure 
Some choristers chose more than one option, which usually consisted of a 
combination of one of the first two options and one of the third and fourth 
options, or both the third and fourth options. These responses show that 
within each choir, and across the choirs collectively, there is quite a range 
of confidence levels (see Table 4.3). When responses for all choirs were 
tallied collectively, the two most popular responses were “I am confident 
singing my part solo” (61 choristers) and “I start relying on others but 
then feel more secure” (67 choristers), with the other two options, “I am 
not confident singing my part solo” and “I rely on other singers in my voice 
part to keep me on track” each with 24 choristers. In another question 
where choristers were asked to describe how they learn their part, many 
choristers indicated that they liked the support of other singers around 
them. One chorister who was not very confident would “stand next to 
someone who is really good and follow her lead”. While relying on other 
singers to help them learn their part is a strategy used by choristers, this 
is also a strategy directors can use in rehearsal. Careful placement of 
confident singers can greatly enhance the learning experience of less 
confident singers. Of the choirs with larger response rates (Choirs 2 and 
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8), a statistically significant proportion of choristers still reported, “I am 
not confident singing my part solo” (14% and 18% respectively).  
Choir directors need to accommodate all members of their choirs through 
their teaching process in spite of these varying levels of confidence and 
skill.  
Table 4.3: Chorister confidence 
Chorister 
confidence 
Choir 
1 
Choir 
2 
Choir 
3 
Choir 
4 
Choir 
5 
Choir 
6 
Choir 
7 
Choir 
8 
I am not 
confident 
singing 
my part 
solo 
1 10 1 2 2 0 1 7 
I am 
confident 
singing 
my part 
solo 
3 20 7 11 2 6 0 12 
I rely on 
other 
singers in 
my voice 
part to 
keep me 
on track 
0 12 2 1 0 2 1 6 
I start 
relying on 
others but 
then feel 
more 
secure 
1 27 3 3 12 5 1 15 
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Using scores, notated melody lines, lyric sheets or no 
visual reference 
Choristers were asked “which do you prefer to use and why?” and were 
given four options: lyric sheet only, notated melody line with words, full 
music score and no music score. Most respondents chose one or more 
options from the list but many did not provide a response to the “why?” 
part of the question. Table 4.4 shows choristers’ preferred visual 
preference in each choir.  
Table 4.4: Choristers’ preferred visual reference 
Visual.
reference 
Choir.
1 
Choir.
2 
Choir.
3 
Choir.
4 
Choir.
5 
Choir.
6 
Choir.
7 
Choir.
8 
Full.
music.
score 
4 16 9 12 8 7 0 13 
Notated.
melody.
line.with.
words 
0 28 3 5 9 4 2 12 
Lyrics.
only 
0 12 1 0 0 0 0 7 
None 1 8 2 1 0 1 0 0 
 
Across all eight choirs, the most popular options were the full music score 
and a notated melody line with words. These two options were also the 
most popular within each of the choirs. Even choristers who stated they 
could not read music often preferred to have either a notated melody or 
full score because it provided a visual reference.  
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Choristers liked a full music score for a variety of reasons. Full music 
scores were described as useful for longer or more complex songs and 
arrangements. Some choristers who preferred not to use a visual reference 
for simple songs did prefer a full score for complex songs. The full music 
score seemed most useful for voice parts singing something other than the 
melody. Some choristers identified that while their preference was for a 
full score, their learning involved a combination of “eyes and ears” and 
that the score “assist[ed] their aural learning”. A number of choristers 
preferred the full score because it allowed them see where their part fitted 
in the context of the other parts. Some singers used cues from other parts 
to prompt their own parts. The capacity of the score to communicate the 
overall structure of the song helped singers “to get oriented to the song”. 
The score played an important role in helping singers to remember their 
parts. Some singers however said that the full music score confused them, 
and others only wanted a full score if it didn’t require too many page 
turns. Some choristers liked to use a score initially and then discard the 
score and use no score later on in the learning process. This appeared to 
be part of the learning culture for several of the choirs. From my 
observation of those groups, I know that they also perform from memory 
and their directors work with them a lot on ensemble, blend, tone and 
listening. 
A notated melody line with words allowed singers to have a graphic/visual 
representation of the distance between notes, showed the melodic contour, 
allowed singers to match notes to words, provided visual prompts, and 
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could be used for practising at home by choristers who read music and/or 
played an instrument. A number of choristers reported that even though 
they did not read music, they could follow the rise and fall of the pitch 
contour and this was a useful memory aid. Several choristers commented 
that the melody line with words provided “both things I need” (that is, the 
words and the melody). Others indicated that “a full music score can be 
messy and confusing”. 
Very few choristers gave reasons for why they preferred lyric sheets only. 
Those that did said they were happy with the just the words because they 
didn’t read music, or said if the tune was easy, all that was required was 
the lyrics. 
Choristers who preferred no visual reference usually said this was 
preferred for short and/or simple songs. One respondent said, “it goes in 
the brain more in the short term because you’re forced to remember more”. 
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Learning by ear or learning by reading 
Choristers were asked “which of the following describes your music 
learning?” And possible responses were as follows: 
8 Learning by ear 8 Following general melodic contour/direction (e.g. leaps up and 
down, side-by-side notes, same note)  8 Reading melodic line fairly accurately 8 Following general rhythmic length/values (e.g. long and short 
notes) 8 Reading the rhythm fairly accurately (e.g. minims, crotchets, 
quavers) 8 Following general melodic contour and rhythmic length together  8 Reading melody and rhythm of a score accurately 8 Sight-reading (e.g. unseen melody with no assistance from 
instrument or other singer) 
While this question was originally conceived as a continuum of score 
reading skills (in particular pitch and rhythm) from learning by ear to 
equate to no score reading skills through to sight-reading, in the hands of 
the choristers it evolved into something somewhat different and revealed 
some interesting findings about how choristers learn. Many choristers 
chose multiple options, and some even chose all eight! Table 4.5 shows the 
number of choristers who selected each of the given learning methods. 
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Table 4.5: Preferred learning method – number of responses from participants 
Learning Method Number of Choristers 
Learning by ear 103 
Following general melodic contour 53 
Reading melodic line fairly 
accurately 
39 
Following general rhythmic length 42 
Reading the rhythm fairly 
accurately 
26 
Following general melodic contour 
and rhythmic length together 
47 
Reading melody and rhythm of a 
score accurately 
22 
Sight-reading 13 
 
“Learning by ear” was the most popular choice across all choirs, and they 
each had similar proportions of singers learning this way. In all but one of 
those choirs, there were at least two singers who had listed it as their only 
response to the question, implying that they did not read scores at all. 
Choir 2 (N=56) had 16 of respondents select it as their only response and 
Choir 8 (N=32) had 6. This is interesting given the full music score or a 
notated melody line was the most popular across all eight choirs, including 
some respondents who only learn by ear. It is possible that this reflects 
the tendency of many choir directors to teach some repertoire entirely by 
ear. This is done for a number of reasons including that it may be simpler 
for some songs to teach it aurally, the desire of the director to work on 
singers’ aural and listening skills, copyright issues and more. The director 
of Choir 2 certainly places very little emphasis on the score, and often 
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prefers not to use one. When choristers selected other options as well as 
“learning by ear”, this indicated that choristers identified a strong aural 
component to their learning even if they had some notation-reading skills.  
The questionnaire responses show some indication of choristers’ notation-
reading skills and confidence. Small numbers (no more than three 
members of each choir) stated they could sight-read. Many showed an 
engagement with the score in terms of both melodic contour and rhythm 
on a basic level. Overall there were mostly higher numbers for following 
the general melodic contour or general rhythmic length than there were 
for reading melodic lines or rhythms accurately. Similarly, there were 
more respondents stating they could follow the general melody and 
rhythm together than those that could read the melody and rhythm 
together accurately. In addition, respondents showed greater confidence in 
following melodic contour than rhythmic length.  
These results, in combination with the previous question, indicate that 
choristers use a lot of aural learning, but also refer to the score in various 
ways depending on their notation-reading skills.  
Other learning strategies 
So if a reasonable proportion of singers in each choir are not confident 
score readers, as is indicated above, what methods do they use to learn 
their music? Singers were asked “how do you learn your vocal part for a 
piece of music?” and were given several prompts including:  
- Do you need to hear someone sing it? 
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- Do you learn it from a music score? 
- Do you need the support of other singers around you? 
- Do you learn when someone visually indicates where the music 
moves higher or lower? Do you listen to recordings?  
- Do you play – or have someone else play – your part on an 
instrument? 
Some respondents simply circled options from those listed, while others 
gave more detailed written responses. While the written prompts probably 
influenced some of the responses given, it was necessary to help indicate 
exactly what the question was asking. A large number of respondents 
indicated that they needed to hear someone sing or play the part.  
A significant number of respondents gave interesting responses regarding 
the ways in which they use the music score, even if they are not confident 
singers. Some of these included “looking at the music and the note 
positions helps once I have a starting note” (that is, relative pitch), “I can 
follow music rather than read it”, using the “sheet music as a kind of 
visual backup”, “I don’t read music very well but looking at the music 
gives me an idea of up/down/length of notes”, “I like seeing how the 
notes/syllables work together and some idea of relative pitch”, learning “by 
ear, using music score as a guide” and learning “by listening mostly, the 
words from the score and sometimes by following the music visually”.  
For some choristers, the score was useful as a reference to the lyrics. For 
others, this seemed to provide a visual reference for remembering the 
vocal part also. For example, one chorister liked to “learn from music score 
or writing down words” and another would “listen, then mimic, reading 
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lyrics from music score”. Another chorister “needed a visual reference” 
(score) because “I’m very conscious of intervals, spaces, harmonies: to me 
music is a piece of architecture.” 
Visual indications from the director conducting the pitch contour (higher, 
lower or same pitch) in rhythm were useful for a number of choristers. 
One respondent identified that this was just as useful for rhythm as it was 
for pitch, or even more useful: “it helps to have the conductor indicate 
when the music moves higher or lower when learning especially to learn 
the rhythm”. Because the director moves their hands in time, this 
indicates both pitch and rhythm to the singers. A visual reference, 
whether a score or otherwise, seemed important for some singers in 
learning and remembering their part. One chorister stated, “if there is no 
score, I form a picture of the general shape in my head but I have to hear 
it more often than if I have the score” and another liked to “see my part 
played on the piano which gives visual clues of the notes and the intervals 
between them”. Imagining the music in a visual way gives singers a visual 
memory aid within their mind’s eye. 
Other learning strategies included listening to recordings where available 
(including recordings of individual parts, recordings of all vocal parts, or 
general recordings on YouTube), recording and listening back to 
rehearsals, playing the part on an instrument at home, to “enter the notes 
myself to make a MIDI recording using notation software” and to listen to 
the conductor playing the parts rather than accompaniment on a piano. 
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Each chorister had his or her own system for learning. One chorister 
described a process saying, “I rewrite arranged music into simple 
chronological prose and learn by repetition”. Another chorister liked to 
write the words out many times to help with memorisation. 
Strategies directors used to help choristers learn their 
parts, as identified by choristers 
Choristers were asked, “what strategies does your director use that helps 
you learn your part?” Responses covered a range of areas including the 
director’s disposition and approach, director’s personality, technical 
expertise, rehearsal technique, development of ensemble technique, time 
management skills, and use of recordings and scores. 
Choristers identified an assortment of traits in their leaders’ styles. The 
director’s disposition or approach was important to many choristers. 
Descriptions included words such as: infinite patience, encouragement, 
positivity, enthusiasm, validation, supportive, passionate and high energy 
levels. Other qualities included creating a safe learning environment 
through lots of emotional support, instilling confidence in the choristers, 
trusting they would get it right, motivating and praising singers. 
Conversely, a lack of nagging and criticism were appreciated. Many 
respondents identified humour, entertainment and fun as important 
qualities in their director’s style. Particular directors had individual 
personalities and directing styles that appealed to members of their 
choirs. One director for example, was described as using denigration, 
satire, humour, public shaming, trickery, surprise and fear in an engaging 
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and entertaining way that made rehearsal fun for choristers. Another 
director used an abundance of support, encouragement and positivity to 
motivate her singers. 
Choristers appreciated the technical expertise of their directors in helping 
to teach, problem-solve and achieve musical success. Directors were said 
to “detect when a part is erring” and have “sensitivity to when a group is 
struggling or needs more attention”. Directors had “confident knowledge of 
parts”, could hear problems or mistakes and knew how to fix them. This 
included “fixing small mistakes before they became entrenched”. They 
gave technical advice for how to achieve the desired sound, find the right 
notes, and sing in a relaxed way. Other technical advice included a variety 
of feedback in the form of praise and/or criticism as required in order to 
improve the performance. Directors kept time and indicated if the pitch 
was problematic (usually falling flat, but occasionally pushing sharp). 
Rehearsal technique and an array of rehearsal strategies were also 
documented. Many choristers identified their director’s capacity to break 
down individual parts into small sections of several bars when teaching to 
be helpful for their learning. A large number also identified a process 
where their director would teach one voice part a section of a song, and 
then combine it with one or more other parts. One director was described 
to create a balance between “singing on” to get through a whole piece and 
working in greater detail on different sections. Choristers thought it was 
crucial for their directors to address difficult sections, and this was 
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achieved in a variety of ways including working on the difficult parts first, 
going over difficult parts until people were comfortable, asking singers if 
there were any parts they were finding difficult, or noticing the places 
they were struggling. Repetition was the strategy the largest number of 
choristers referred to as something that helped them learn their part. 
Directors’ willingness to “cheerfully” and “patiently” go over parts made 
singers feel comfortable. Directors used various strategies to assist with 
rhythm including “warm-ups that encourage being rhythmical”, 
movement, body percussion, clapping rhythms, and singing the part to 
and with them. 
Directors used various exercises to work on ensemble technique, including 
getting singers to walk around the room to hear their part against other 
parts, mixing up the choir so that singers were not standing with other 
people from their voice part and placing singers in quartets (one member 
of each of the four voice parts standing in a clump, so they can hear the 
context of their part in relation to the other parts and have to listen more 
widely to hear other members of their own part). Directors also helped the 
ensemble by encouraging them to listen to each other, using soft singing 
so they could listen more effectively, and encouraging singers to memorise 
music. Singing without relying on the sheet music was prioritised by some 
choirs in order to encourage singers to listen to each other more. One 
person said the director helped them to think about the meaning of the 
lyrics.  
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Some choristers found it useful when their director talked “about how the 
notes relate to each other in terms of interval distances, especially getting 
from one phrase to the next” particularly when not using a score. 
Examples of this included saying things like “this note is just next door”, 
“sounds like Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” or pointing out where a note 
was the same as a previous note or the same as a different voice part.  
Time management was also of significance and choristers acknowledged 
their directors’ skills in managing their time in various ways. This 
included the division of time when teaching individual parts, so that 
singers were not left waiting too long for their turn, but also felt they had 
enough time to grasp their part correctly. Likewise with the time spent on 
each song, one chorister stated that “at first I found it frustrating” that 
their director would not spend very long on each song in rehearsal, but 
said, “now I see it stops boredom and keeps me fresh especially after a 
day’s work”.  
Using a range of teaching strategies simultaneously or alternately was 
often valued by choristers. Some described their directors playing parts on 
piano, singing parts, modelling and conducting in order to teach parts. 
One chorister even said the director conducted “with her eyebrows if her 
hands are busy on the piano!!” Hand gestures were repeatedly mentioned 
as a useful strategy. These provided hand levels for relative pitch, and 
visual direction of various aspects of the music (entries, cutoffs, 
expression). 
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Other key tools included a score or lyrics and recordings. Different 
directors have embraced a variety of technological means to make 
recordings available for their singers to listen to and practice at home. 
These included CDs, emailed mp3 files, and uploading to SoundCloud or 
Dropbox.  
Other things important to choristers 
Choristers were given space to “add any other information you think 
would be useful”. While only a small proportion of respondents chose to 
use this section, the overwhelming majority of responses relayed how 
much of a positive experience singing is in their lives and the extra-
musical ways in which it impacts on their existence. These included 
emotional support, companionship, enjoyment, fun, reducing stress and 
overcoming depression.  
Choristers identified various types of emotional support that were 
experienced through participating in choir singing. The word “uplifting” 
was used multiple times in relation to the way singing in a choir made 
people feel including “choir singing lifts my spirits”, “music activities are 
an uplifting bubble”, and “singing together is amazingly uplifting”. Several 
choristers said they felt better after singing at choir and that “no matter 
how tired I am going to practice, I feel better afterward”. Another 
chorister described it as being “good for the soul” and someone else said it 
“brings up lots of emotion”. One singer described the experience of singing 
in choir as “liberating on a deep level” because “community singing was 
beaten out of us as children”. Some spoke of the emotional support offered 
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by other members of the choir, which overlaps with the friendship, 
companionship and social dimensions of choir singing. 
A number of choir members spoke of the friendships facilitated by being a 
member of a choir and the ways in which a community choir “provides a 
valuable vehicle for people to connect with others”. One respondent said, 
“this choir is supportive in ways far beyond music – we sing at each other’s 
weddings/ funerals and celebrate/mourn each other’s big life events – it’s 
like a family.” Another chorister stated, “I think one of the most wonderful 
things about singing in a choir is the people from all different walks of life 
and of different ages that you meet, sing with and form great friendships 
with.” Others said that “choirs are beautifully social” and great for 
companionship and teamwork. One person said they were “grateful every 
day that I found my a cappella group”. 
It was also clear that many respondents received great enjoyment and fun 
out of the experience. Statements including “I love singing. Thursday 
night is a pleasure”, “singing makes me so happy. I feel alive when I am 
singing”, “Music makes me feel alive. Singing with people is the best 
feeling ever (especially in awesome harmony)”, “wonderful feeling to be 
part of a choir”, “love being part of this choir”, “I love harmony and being 
part of that” “very powerful to feel all voices blend as one feeling” and “I 
sing and join choirs because if I don’t sing with people, I don’t ‘feel right’ or 
complete” communicate this sentiment.  A number of singers simply 
stated that it was a lot of “FUN!!!”  
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For other singers, choir played an important role in helping them to 
reduce stress, and even to overcome depression. One chorister said it was 
a “fantastic way to reduce stress, have fun, laugh and socialise – a lot 
cheaper than therapy” while another said it “calms and relaxes and cures 
work-related stress”. In a similar vein, one singer said, “I love the balance 
that singing (I am in 2 choirs) brings to my busy life”. A different person 
said, “It is a good way to be in my body in a different way and be in the 
present.” One respondent revealed, “My motivation for belonging to a choir 
is to overcome depression. This seems to be a very common reason for 
joining a choir. It is an extremely effective ‘treatment’.” 
While a certain amount of this enjoyment and reward is inherent to the 
process of music-making and communal singing, there is also a strong 
component for which the choir director is responsible. In many ways, the 
choir director creates and facilitates these experiences through a variety of 
means including repertoire choice, teaching style, rehearsal mood and 
enabling success. A few choristers acknowledged this with statements like 
“Music selected by MD and different parts are excellent” and “Best choir 
ever. Hard to articulate why but I think the MD trusts us and we trust 
him. He makes us sound good in a short time.” Another stated the director 
“is a wonderful teacher. Love her passion which is infectious”. 
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Summary of chorister questionnaire 
Chorister questionnaire responses addressed the research questions from 
a different perspective to the other data sets. Choristers’ previous singing 
experience, notation-reading skills and preferred visual reference are all 
factors that influenced the approaches and strategies used by choir 
directors (research question 1). The chorister questionnaire acknowledges 
that it is important for the director to know and understand choristers’ 
prior experience, skills and preferred learning methods in order to make 
appropriate decisions regarding teaching approaches and strategies. 
Choristers also identified strategies their directors used to help them 
learn their part, as well as strategies they used themselves.  
The questionnaire results revealed that while many choristers had 
positive childhood singing experiences, there were still a significant 
number who experienced no, limited or poor singing experiences as 
children. The number of accounts of negative singing experiences may be 
connected with Hughes’ findings that many teachers responsible for 
teaching singing in schools had little experience or training (2007). In the 
majority of cases, generalist classroom teachers (rather than specialist 
teachers) were found to be responsible for teaching primary singing in 
government schools in Sydney (Hughes). Hughes found that “the reality is 
that for many students, school singing begins with teachers who may not 
have experience, interest or confidence in singing” (p. 294). The study also 
revealed that “in some primary and secondary classrooms, singing did not 
happen or rarely happened” (p. 302). If directors are aware of their 
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choristers’ previous singing experiences, it enables them to facilitate 
positive singing experiences for them. This includes creating a non-
threatening, supportive learning environment that is sensitive to those 
who may have had limited or negative singing experiences. 
The choristers’ questionnaire responses demonstrated a broad spectrum of 
notation-reading skills within each choir, ranging from competent sight-
readers to much less confident readers, including singers stating they 
couldn’t read music. In spite of this broad spectrum, most respondents 
liked to have a visual reference when learning music and the most popular 
of these were a full music score and a notated melody line with words. It is 
unsurprising that choristers with score reading skills liked to use the 
score or melody as a visual reference but was unexpected to find that 
choristers stating they cannot read music also preferred to use a score or 
melody line. This finding corroborated Hylton’s (1995) continuum of music 
literacy in which beginner choristers are able to perceive relative pitch 
from a musical score. Many of the singers who indicated that they couldn’t 
read music engaged with the score on this basic level – following the pitch 
contour, having a pitch reference for each syllable and perhaps a basic 
understanding of different rhythmic values. When directors know the 
strengths of each of their singers they are able to use them most 
effectively within the group. Where the questionnaires demonstrate that 
there are only a few confident sight-singers in each group, directors 
discussed in interviews how they used these strong singers to support 
other singers. 
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Other learning strategies beyond the score included hearing the director 
sing or play the part; listening to other singers around them; watching the 
director conduct the pitch contour in rhythm (as a four-dimensional 
version of the score – showing pitch and rhythm in real time); using 
visualisation to create a mental image of a pitch contour; watching the 
director play parts on the piano to see a visual representation of the pitch 
contour; listening to recordings of individual parts, all parts or the whole 
song; and playing parts on an instrument at home.  
A number of choristers were able to identify strategies their directors used 
that helped them to learn their part. These covered a range of areas 
including the director’s teaching style (from overt encouragement to mock 
telling off), personality, technical expertise, rehearsal technique, ensemble 
technique, time management and use of resources like scores and 
recordings. It can be seen that choristers identified both hard skills 
(musical) and soft skills (personal/interpersonal) that helped facilitate 
their learning (Blom & Encarnacao, 2012). 
Choristers also went out of their way to communicate the importance of 
choir in their lives and the positive impacts of singing in a choir. These 
included musical (enjoyment of music), emotional (uplifting, fun, feel alive, 
feel better afterwards, makes them happy, a wonderful feeling, powerful 
feeling, and brings up emotion), social (connectedness, friendships, 
emotional support, and teamwork) and mental health (reducing stress and 
overcoming depression) dimensions. 
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Summary 
This chapter has provided contextual information about choirs in 
Australia, the backgrounds of participant directors, the demographics of 
the choirs in the study and chorister experiences and learning preferences. 
Each of these underpins responses to the two research questions because 
they inform the rationale for director approaches and strategies. 
Participant director perspectives on the history of community choirs in 
Australia provided relevant background surrounding the evolution of the 
community choir movement in Australia, the repertoire that has been 
widely adopted in these choirs and the nature of music-making practices 
that have shaped the ways directors work with choirs. This background 
information provides relevant context for the first research question, 
which enquires into the approaches and strategies choir directors use with 
community choirs. The development of an a cappella movement in 
Australia, followed by an expansion of that movement into the growth of a 
diverse range of choirs was attributed to a number of factors including: the 
influence of technology on singing culture; a reaction to the lack of singing 
opportunities and social connection; popularity of “world music” and 
associated vocal groups; political activism through singing; key individuals 
contributing to the a cappella community; and popular culture (films, 
television shows and popular artists) that have contributed to a recent 
resurgence of interest in a cappella singing. Australians have reclaimed 
singing in choirs as a means for musical expression and a sense of 
community (Rickwood, 2010). The goal of accessibility following a period 
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where many Australians had not sung in a long time, combined with 
interest in music from across the world where notation does not form an 
important part of the learning process have all contributed to approaches 
and strategies where aural transmission is central to the teaching and 
learning process for many choirs. 
Participant director backgrounds contributed to understandings related to 
both research questions. Directors’ training and experiences have 
informed the approaches and strategies they employ, which is the subject 
of the first research question and provides useful contextualisation for the 
discussion of approaches and strategies in the following chapters. The 
second research question asks how a learning choir director can apply 
approaches and strategies used by professional choir directors to her own 
practice. Learning choir directors can benefit from an understanding of 
how professional choir directors acquired their skills (through musical 
training, workshops, observing others, and experimenting within their 
own practice). Director participants had varying backgrounds, however all 
of them studied music at a high level, most in tertiary education, and one 
with high-level piano study. Directors had performed in differing styles 
including popular, jazz, classical, musical theatre and self-composed. Two 
of the directors had received vocal training, but the majority had not. 
Aside from a few workshops, none of the directors had experienced formal 
training in choral conducting or direction. Some directors had undertaken 
teacher training at university. Four directors said they had not planned to 
direct choirs but have ended up in the role by being asked to direct choirs. 
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This reveals that all directors in the study have undertaken self-learning 
though in a less structured way than I have for this project and they have 
not sought to document the process. 
The makeup of a choir informs the approaches and strategies used by the 
director, making choir demographics pertinent to the discussion of 
approaches and strategies used by choir directors. When directors were 
asked to describe their choirs, social factors, group dynamics and social 
psychology arose as important features of each group. Directors indicated 
that this had a significant effect on the experience for both singers and the 
director. Four directors spoke of the importance of having artistic control 
over the vision of the choir and the importance of singers choosing to be a 
part of that vision when they joined the choir. Several directors said many 
members of their choir rely on learning by ear. 
Similarly, chorister perspectives on their previous musical experience and 
preferred learning methods contribute to an understanding of approaches 
and strategies used by directors an complement the directors’ views. 
Choristers’ previous singing and musical experience was quite varied, 
from experienced musicians, to people who had never played an 
instrument or sung before joining their current choir. While many 
choristers had positive singing experiences when they were school-age, a 
significant number had no/minimal/poor singing experiences when they 
were school-age. The majority of choristers had some previous musical 
experience, most often learning a musical instrument, but some members 
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of most choirs in the study did not. Choristers reported a range of levels of 
confidence in singing their own part, which showed that directors need to 
accommodate these differing levels in their teaching. The majority of 
choristers preferred to have a visual reference to assist their learning, 
with the most popular being a full musical score or a notated melody line 
with words. Even if choristers were not confident score-readers, these 
visual references helped them to learn and remember their part. Although 
the most highly preferred learning method was learning by ear, most 
choristers showed some level of engagement with notation-reading, such 
as following the melodic contour, but a very small proportion of choristers 
were confident at sight-reading. Other important strategies for learning 
included: hearing someone else sing the part; support of other singers; 
director’s gestures for pitch contour and rhythm; and listening to 
recordings. Choristers valued a range of strategies used by their director 
to help them learn, including the director’s disposition and approach, 
director’s personality, technical expertise, rehearsal technique, 
development of ensemble technique, time management skills, and use of 
recordings and scores. Choristers also found it important to report how 
important singing in a choir was for them musically, emotionally, socially 
and psychologically. They wrote of fun, enjoyment, companionship, 
emotional support, reducing stress and overcoming depression. 
The intersection of chorister experiences and strategies used by the 
directors revealed some of the essence of the relationship between 
directors and their choristers. Choristers spoke about how they learn and 
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remember their individual parts, which they understand contribute to the 
song as a whole. Directors, however, with their extensive musical training, 
have a thorough understanding of how harmony works and the harmonic 
and rhythmic relationships between parts. This understanding informs 
their pedagogical choices, many of which the choristers are likely 
unaware, such as which part is taught first, which section of the song is 
taught first, why particular warm-up activities are used, or why the 
director asks them to perform certain movements while they sing. 
Directors and choristers often work in tandem to create the most ideal 
learning environment. Less confident singers spoke of placing themselves 
next to strong singers to help them with their part. Directors also make 
strategic use of strong singers by making sure, if possible, that there is a 
strong singer in each voice part, and suggesting that inexperienced singers 
might like to position themselves close to a strong singer, and in the 
middle of the voice part rather than on the periphery that borders with a 
different voice part. Choristers praised the musical and technical skill of 
their directors, and directors are acutely aware that their expertise in this 
area is essential to the success of the group. Of similar importance is the 
director’s capacity to imbue a sense of confidence in their singers, and 
choristers marveled at the patience, encouragement and support they 
received from their directors. 
Chapter 5 will discuss the findings from observation and interview of 
approaches to directing choirs used by director participants in the study, 
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which includes aural transmission, visual transmission and physical 
transmission.  
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Chapter 5 – Findings: Approaches to 
directing community choirs 
This chapter and the following chapter will report on findings that 
respond to the first research question: what approaches and strategies do 
community choir directors employ? This section begins by discussing aural 
transmission, moves to visual transmission and finally physical 
transmission, analysing strategies within each approach that were 
documented in observation and interview of participant directors. 
Aural transmission 
All directors in the study used aural transmission as their main teaching 
approach. Singing, playing instruments, using body percussion, making 
recordings of voice parts, playing recordings of other artists, verbal 
direction, and verbal visual imagery all constituted aural transmission 
strategies used. 
Singing 
The most obvious dimension to aural transmission is singing, however 
directors used singing in a range of ways in the teaching process. All 
directors sang parts to teach the choir members, most using this as the 
primary method of teaching parts, though some used keyboard or piano to 
demonstrate as well. For teaching parts, and at other times, directors used 
their voices to demonstrate all the required aspects of the music including 
pitch, rhythm, tone, dynamics, placement, register, vowel production, 
articulation, style, and groove. Singing was also used to cue entries and to 
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keep a song going while navigating through different sections of a new 
song. For example, a director would start singing the chorus straight after 
the previous section at the moment when it was time to change into the 
chorus. Many directors switched between singing different voice parts in 
the middle of a section or phrase to help singers who were struggling in 
order to keep the song together. Vocal cues were often used to give 
starting notes, and instructions were sung on pitch and in time (such as 
singing “let’s do that again”) to keep the flow of the rehearsal and avoid 
having to stop and start. Additive part-teaching was common, where some 
directors taught parts by singing one part, repeating it until the singers of 
that part were secure, then teaching a different voice part their line by 
singing over the top of the looping part that was taught first. This 
approach meant singers were hearing their part in relation to another 
part, and therefore in harmonic and rhythmic context from the first 
listening. Singing was used to employ memory devices for pitch, such as 
Downtown for a descending fourth interval or the first few notes of A 
Sailor Went to Sea Sea Sea to give the starting notes for a different song. 
Instrument/s 
Most directors used an instrument at least some of the time and for 
different purposes. Keyboards or pianos were popular for giving starting 
notes and playing parts. One director liked to do this because it is more 
“pitch accurate” than singing, “particularly if they’ve got a lot of vibrato”, 
though another identified that “vocal tuning is different from piano 
tuning” and suggested that “people model better” from the voice. 
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Similarly, some directors believed demonstrating vocally was more 
effective than using an instrument to teach parts because singers could 
more easily copy the director’s vocal nuances in terms of tone, 
ornamentation, articulation and style. The keyboard was a useful tool 
when teaching members of the opposite gender, particularly women 
teaching basses, as the notes basses are required to sing are outside the 
female vocal range, with one female director describing that using the 
piano helped basses to “focus in on the note”. Male directors often had the 
option to use falsetto to sing women’s parts at pitch, though at times parts 
were too high for their falsetto range. Some male directors used whistling 
to give pitches to women in these instances. One director described the 
way she used the piano as a reference point for pitch, for example if a 
phrase started and finished on the same note, she would sustain that 
pitch on the piano as an aural reference. Some directors liked to use 
keyboard instruments for accompaniment, sometimes to support pitch and 
other times because it suited the song or style. One director said she used 
the piano because she loses her voice if she has to sing all the parts 
repeatedly, and another said, “it’s just desperation that takes me to the 
piano, or if my voice is getting a bit husky or dry”. 
For directors working a cappella, a pitch pipe or harmonica was used for 
pitch reference. In one instance where the tenors were starting out of 
tune, a director blew a pitch pipe for a long time and said, “don’t sing for a 
moment – just hear this” and, for comedic value, but also to affect the 
musical outcome, continued in a silly voice with an Indian accent, as if 
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pretending to be a wise guru: “Let it go deep within you. Don’t sing it, only 
listen to it.” One director used a ukulele to strum chords while he was 
teaching. This appeared to have several positive outcomes. It helped 
singers to understand the harmony as they were learning parts, useful 
because when working a cappella, while the director is teaching the first 
vocal line, it is not always easy to perceive the underlying harmony, 
particularly if it is an unusual chord progression. For a song he had 
written and was teaching, there was an unusual chord progression 
consisting of a series of chromatically ascending chords (mostly major, 
with one dissonant exception) and hearing the full harmony helped make 
sense of the parts as they were taught. The ukulele also helped maintain 
pitch as the singers could hear it as a reference point at all times. Perhaps 
the high pitch of the ukulele was particularly helpful for female singers. 
The director made an aural and visual connection in his use of the ukulele: 
“it keeps the pitch and the feel of the song going in between [phrases]...I 
use it as a conducting tool…[to]…embody the feel of the song through the 
ukulele but I think it’s more explicit because with my body movements 
[I’m not always facing them]...whereas with the uke, they can hear it even 
if they can’t see me.” In a similar way, another director often played the 
djembe while her choirs rehearsed and her movements playing the djembe 
were indicative of rhythm, breath, phrasing and feel – combining aural 
and physical approaches.  
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Body percussion 
Body percussion was another aural strategy used by directors. Clapping, 
clicking, stamping, and slapping were common for keeping the beat or 
indicating tempo. Body percussion was also used to indicate rests (making 
a sound during a rest, particularly if it was on the first beat of the bar) or 
to maintain a sense of the pulse through sustained notes or passages. 
Clapping and tapping were used to indicate subdivisions of the beat or to 
communicate the feel of a song. Loud body percussion was used to build 
dynamics and also to build the energy of the group, whether for a song 
needing more energy or for a choir simply lacking energy that day. As with 
playing instruments, the visible dimension of body percussion was also 
helpful. Some directors used tapping gestures in a silent way to indicate 
the pulse without making a noise (thus not disrupting the atmosphere of a 
gentle song, for example). One director stated, “it’s an accepted wisdom 
that once people have been working with me for a while, whatever I’m 
doing with my foot, that’s where I want the beat to be.” The movement 
with his foot varied from stomping to silently bouncing up and down in the 
air. As Backhouse offers in relation to hands, “When clapping, the work is 
not done solely when the hands meet. It’s also what the arms do between 
claps” (Backhouse, 2010, p. 18). 
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Recordings 
Many directors provided their singers with recordings of the vocal parts of 
their arrangements. Some recorded their own voices and one woman uses 
an octave transposing tool that “makes me sound like a man”. Other 
directors exported MIDI sound files from digital transcription software, 
often using a keyboard voice rather than a synthesised vocal sound, as it is 
easier to hear the pitch and rhythm. These recordings included individual 
parts, tracks with all vocal parts and/or the whole arrangement if it was 
accompanied. Directors reported that they found playing recordings of 
other artists to be useful for communicating elements of the overall style 
or song to a group, however one cautioned that recordings can “become 
authoritative” and was worried singers would simply copy the recording, 
which would become problematic if arrangements varied slightly from the 
recording.  
Speech 
Speech was a very significant component of the aural transmission 
approach and related to all areas of the teaching. At times speech was 
used to give verbal directions, and at other times verbal imagery was 
used.  
Verbal directions 
Verbal directions were used for a wide range of reasons relating to all 
areas of the music. Directors often used speech to troubleshoot pitch, 
rhythm, vowel production, energy, vocal technique, and feel of the song by 
describing and explaining what they wanted singers to do. Most made 
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these instructions free from musical terms so that all singers could 
understand and referred to lyrics to identify a section of a song rather 
than using bar numbers. Directors often described the pitch of notes in 
relation to each other, identifying whether the next note was going up or 
down from the previous note, when notes had the same pitch as the 
previous or an earlier note, and pitch relationships between phrases. They 
told singers when they were ahead of or behind the beat, and identified 
notes they were holding too long or too short. Words were used to describe 
the desired vowel sound and how to achieve it. Words of motivation and an 
enthusiastic vocal timbre were used to raise a group’s energy. Structural 
elements of the music were also identified verbally, such as “third line is 
exactly the same as the first”.  
Verbal instructions were used for musical expression such as, “Altos, 
you’ve got to be very stable on [sings sustained note]. Give that a bit of 
welly7. Keep the integrity of that note the whole way. Make it expand a 
bit. It will make the sopranos sound even better”. Use of the word 
“expand” suggests a spatial dimension – a sense of breadth and depth. 
Other uses of verbal directions for musical expression included “Sopranos, 
you’re not telling me the story at all…Punchy: you are the song. If you’re 
not there, we’re just wimpy little backup singers”, “More of a sense of 
telling a story than singing correctly” and “I want you to open up as much 
as you can and give and soar”. One director described to his choir his plan 
for the performance of a song, which helped explain the expression he was 
                                            
7 vigour or power 
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seeking, saying, “it’s lovely if you can seduce the audience into thinking 
it’s one kind of song and trick them by turning it into another kind of 
song”. 
Verbal visual imagery 
Using the spoken word to communicate visual images relating to the 
overall feel or atmosphere of a song or individual vocal part, articulation, 
vocal technique, tone, pitch, rhythmic feel, or musical expression proved 
effective. One choir director remarked on the strength of the “use of verbal 
language”. He spoke of a choir director he admires:  
When he wants a group to do something that they’re not doing, 
the words that he chooses, the way he expresses it is second to 
none. You see the value of it when they’re able to do it 
immediately…So they get that instant reward for effort which is 
not much of an effort at all, because it’s been so lucidly and 
articulately put. 
Some examples of imagery used to suggest the overall feel of the music 
included phrases such as, “sense of the end of the ocean, grandiose 
momentum”, “aspiring upward, as if aspiring nobly toward the sea”, “you 
are like a rolling stone gathering moss, like a rolling snowball”, “dirty bass 
line…lay down some filthy stuff, basses”, and “like a gospel rave” to 
individual adjectives, “mellow”, “plummy”, “rich”, “warm”, “punchy”, 
“tweed”, “plonk”, “honky tonk” and “lilting”.  
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Imagery was also used to communicate the desired articulation: “Not 
pointy; smooth. Captain Legato, fighting the causes of boing”, “accent and 
crispness with a nice kind of mellow centre” and “you know one of those 
[acts out playing a synthesiser] on at first, then it fades”. For a sustained 
“m” sound at the end of the syllable “dom” the image of “like a bell” was 
used. 
Aspects of vocal technique and tone were also addressed using imagery. 
One director said that for tone, “metaphor is always the best way to go”. 
He said, “you ask them to be like a cooing pigeon” or “ask them to be like a 
schoolyard girl”. The use of imagination was an important tool for one 
director who said, “sometimes triggering the imagination will have a 
physical ramification”. She described an example of how she would do this, 
saying, “we’ll play silly games like pretending we’re four years old to find a 
brighter, more head-resonant, brassy, childlike kind of sound for maybe a 
child’s Balkan song”. Other examples of imagery she used were “imagine 
you’re the fairy on the Christmas tree” and “imagine that you’re actually 
about 15 kilo bigger than you are, I want you to stand with your feet way 
apart…pretending you’re a Michelin man”. For a Japanese children’s song, 
she asked singers to “imagine you’re kind of pulling a balloon” in order to 
achieve the brightness of the vowels and timbre required for the song. 
Other directors used similar imagery for vocal technique including “Open 
up the back of your throat. Imagine there’s a door here (back of the neck) 
and open it up”, “I recommend a more smiley kind of yodel”, “get full voice 
for that top note. Be luminous and light. Just be a mock soprano for a 
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moment”, and “I really want you to let that be spacious and luscious”, all 
encouraging an appropriate vocal tone for the song at hand. For a 
particular song, one director referred to the alto part as “the core sexy 
woman”, which reminded the altos of the desired colour, tone and 
expression, all embodied in this term. A different director used the term 
“soul diva” to similar effect with her alto section. A director spoke about a 
particular song that “should be sung like silk. But it sounds more like a 
kind of mammoth” and said she has to work on “changing that tone from 
Country Women’s Association to silk and that’s an ongoing battle”. 
An assortment of images was used in relation to pitch. “Climbing up a 
ladder” referred to ascending stepwise motion, while “a real change of 
gear” described an octave leap. Particular intervals were associated with 
their own images, such as “Avon calling” for a descending minor third and 
“your normal ‘coming home’ interval” for the dominant to tonic movement 
of a bass line. Similarly a “dark” feel” was used to describe a minor 
interval in order to help with intonation. One director asked her singers to 
“try to feel the centre” of a note. 
The feel of the rhythm was often communicated through imagery with 
words such as “cruisy”, “make it float a bit” or “Sopranos, don’t rush 
through it, really savour it. Meander out. Don’t push.” Another director 
used similar language, “you’re still a little bit ahead you guys. Your last 
one’s just a little rushy. Just relax” and “You’re on the front of the beat. 
Try to be in the middle of the beat or on the back of the beat”. Imagery 
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was used for troubleshooting, for example, “No, you’re lazy. You’re all 
hanging onto the bottom note going ‘take me for a ride, note’. Find the 
note, harness the note, the note is your dog. At the moment the note is 
taking you for a walk. You’re in charge of where the note goes.” Comments 
used by directors ranged from being encouraging to jokingly chiding 
singers to help them achieve the desired effect, but always in good 
humour. 
Musical expression was regularly fostered through the use of imagery or 
verbal direction. Contrasting examples of this included, “This is a naïve 
song if you like: someone looking at the world with devastating simplicity. 
It’s a simple song, so you present it simply” juxtaposed with, “Black gospel 
choirs are nothing if not melodramatic… [and] will take a hell of a lot a 
fun with the sounds they make. Operatic to Bee Gees”. Similar contrasts 
included, “for that one note, bung on an operatic voice” and “it’s not 
announcing in an operatic way”.  
Verbal visual imagery took several forms, from individual adjectives to 
describe the desired sound, to the use of images relating to movement 
(“grandiose momentum”, walking a dog and “a rolling stone”) or sensation 
(“pulling a balloon” and “make it float”) that helped the choir to achieve 
the sound. 
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Visual transmission 
Visual transmission included the use of a score or lyric sheet, as well as 
gestures or movements used by the director to facilitate the learning 
process. 
Visual reference 
The musical score was the most common visual medium for 
communicating musical ideas. All of the community choirs in the study 
used scores at some point for learning and rehearsing, though for many 
singers, aural learning was required to help them learn the music. The 
score provided a useful reference for the lyrics and pitch contour, and 
according to the directors, singers picked up more notation-reading skills 
with increased familiarity. For some songs, choirs used lyric sheets 
instead of the full score. One director encouraged singers to draw 
reminders for the pitch contour onto their lyric sheet to make it more 
meaningful to them. The same director also used a large sheet of 
cardboard with the lyrics of shorter songs such as rounds instead of 
distributing individual lyric sheets as this meant the singers would look 
up rather than down at their sheets. She drew markings on the cardboard 
lyric poster to help singers remember different aspects of the music. 
Phonetic transcriptions of songs in languages other than English were 
also used. 
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Gesture 
In addition to the regular gestures used by conductors in performance, 
such as beating time, cueing entries and indicating dynamics, the choir 
directors used an array of gestures as part of the teaching process. 
Conducting the pitch contour in rhythm was an approach used by all 
directors in the study, at least some of the time, during the initial teaching 
of parts. This provided singers with a dynamic visual depiction of the 
music in terms of pitch and rhythm. Some directors used a two-handed 
pitch contour technique where two hands represented the pitch contour of 
two different voice parts simultaneously when combining the voice parts. 
Semitones often proved a difficult interval and several directors used 
different gestures to indicate semitones to the group – on multiple 
occasions the semitone gesture involved a raised eyebrow. Gestures were 
used to communicate with the group without needing verbal instructions.  
These could be to indicate which singers needed to be singing and when 
the director wanted to teach via call and response.  
While some gestures used were common, such as conducting the pitch 
contour, finger to lips for a soft dynamic, cues and cutoffs, many of the 
gestures were idiosyncratic, chosen to relate to a particular aspect of the 
song being taught. In one example, a director was combining two voice 
parts: the tenors singing on the beat with the sopranos singing off the 
beat. He simultaneously kept the beat with his foot and indicated the 
syncopation with his hand, asking the tenors to watch his foot and the 
sopranos to watch his hand. Directors also used idiosyncratic gestures to 
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remind singers of the lyrics by acting out words. Other examples of 
idiosyncratic gestures included fiercely eyeballing a voice section when it 
started to rush, and cutting off all voice parts except one by facing the 
voice part that kept singing and swiping hands to the side. Oftentimes, 
these gestures were probably unplanned and demonstrate the directors’ 
capacity for spontaneous communication through gesture and non-verbal 
means. 
I asked the directors to speak about the ways in which they used gesture. 
One response articulated that the role of gesture was to “Embody the 
song, indicate changes, suggest volume, suggest bigness or a smallness or 
a somethingness or a nothingness. Everything is not just the basic groove 
of the song, but also the basic groove of the song as well”. This spoke to the 
idiosyncrasy of gesture and the way directors tailored their choice of 
gesture specifically to the moment at hand. The choice of the words 
“somethingness” and “nothingness” was a powerful reflection of the way 
this director approached gesture.  
Similar sentiments were expressed by another director who said, 
I’m embodying everything that they’re doing vocally and 
everything I would like them to do, like it’s a workout for me…it 
kind of feels to me like I have to physically be everything for 
them…It’s not just an upper-body/arms experience. I kind of feel 
like I’ve got to get the rhythm in my body, the timing, they 
oftentimes talk about following my face and my body when I’m 
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conducting them, so there’s a real sense of I think I try to give 
them the permission to be big and bold and beautiful and so the 
degree to which I can be all of those things myself in that 
moment kind of helps them come with me.  
Another director pinpointed the way in which gesture functioned for her 
choir, saying,  
I think there’s some statistic that says we actually learn ninety-
something percent more through gesture than word, so that our 
bodies are actually tuned in much more than we think to the 
nonverbal. I can just lift my chest up a little like this, just lift my 
chest up. And I can see people just mirror me and lift themselves 
out of a flat patch or something. It can be quite subtle, too. It 
doesn’t have to be huge movements. 
This capacity for gesture to affect the physicality of the choir’s singing was 
described by another director, who demonstrated a lifting gesture near her 
abdomen, saying,  
So that is breathe and support basically. And you hear them do it 
immediately. In a way that’s much better, even if you want a 
crescendo, if you’re going like that, [big gesture for louder sound] 
they’re just going like that and they want to do it for you and 
they want to reach for that song. If you’re doing this kind of, 
raise up to the diaphragm, you see them. They just go like that. 
They’re producing that sound in a much better way. 
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Several directors identified the role of their gestures, especially in 
performance but also in rehearsal, as one of focusing the choir’s energy 
and bringing them collectively to the spirit of the song. One director 
described this as aiming to communicate  
the truth of the song that we’re trying to get to. Sometimes all 
you’re trying to do is bring the choir into the moment and be like 
‘this is happening now’. This is not a repeat of another 
performance, it’s happening now and I’m doing what I can to 
bring myself into the moment, what are you doing to bring 
yourself into the moment? 
A different director described the gesture she used to indicate the start of 
this process to her choir: 
If I start a choir, I'll hold them. This is me holding them [holds 
hands up] That's the start of the song. Find the stillness, focus on 
me. And it’s not ego-based, it’s not ‘Look at me, look at me’. It’s 
like, ‘Fuckin’ look at me because I’m about to lead you through 
the next three minutes of this song and if you’re off with the 
fairies, you’re not going to do it’. It’s so true, people are so 
panicked and so worried and going through all their own stuff, 
they need to find that first few seconds to just pull it in to here 
[holds hands up again] and I’ve got them. It’s like I’m saying, 
‘I’ve got you’. All number of terrors are going through my own 
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mind but I’m quiet and peaceful, I've got you, so that’s it. It’s 
very much a hand gesture. 
A director spoke of the process of developing a gestural language with her 
choir over time and how while her own choir understands what her 
gestures mean, other choirs may not necessarily know how to interpret 
certain gestures. She spoke of how she has developed “a language that’s 
very much about being in this community…That kind of unique embodied 
language that speaks to time and place and community”. Similarly, 
another director said he would introduce gestures with a certain meaning 
in the teaching process so “that will actually go into their minds so when 
they see me do that they will associate that kind of thing”. He said, “I do 
try and do as much of the gestures and the expression and everything I 
want out of the notes early on rather than teaching the notes and it’s all 
vanilla and then you know, adding the spices kind of later”. A different 
director compared her own conducting, which is a whole body operation, 
with other conductors she has watched who contain their gestures to a 
small space in front of their bodies. She said, “I don’t know that I get any 
better sound than anybody else who conducts in a tiny, little way”. She 
also said,  
I’ve been told by different people that I’m a very emotional 
conductor and so there’s a lot on my face. I couldn’t tell you about 
that, you’d have to ask somebody else. Definitely I think if 
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there’s a tender part of the song, you probably are going to see 
that on my face.  
Movement 
The way in which a director moved while they were conducting 
communicated information to the singers. For the purposes of 
classification, movement refers to use of the whole body to communicate 
with the choir, as opposed to gestures, which usually only involved the 
hands. As mentioned above, the visible dimension of body percussion and 
instrument playing were indicative of the beat and tempo. One director 
used this movement to maintain the pulse in spite of the choir’s rhythm 
getting slightly out of synchronisation. In addition to this, movements 
associated with the body percussion or instrument, as well as movements 
in between these sounds, embodied the feel of the song and provided a 
visual model for how the singers might also feel, relate to, or respond to 
the song. Body movements and body language were effective in 
communicating dimensions such as breathing, as well as dynamics and 
energy. For example, directors jumped or used their whole body to 
communicate an increase in dynamic or energy, not simply a hand 
gesture. An example of this was directors crouching dramatically to 
indicate a soft dynamic. Directors also moved towards and away from 
singers to achieve different effects in dynamics or as they were teaching 
parts of a song, moving between voice parts. Teaching gestures often 
involved different parts of the body, not just the hands, such as the head, 
shoulders or leaning with the whole body. For example, one director 
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reflected, “if it’s kind of a staccato, you get a lot of shoulder movement 
from me”. In one rehearsal a director said, “I think it helps if I stand on 
my tippy toes. If I go like that [stands on tip toes], you stay in tune.” 
One director described this whole-body conducting as “a bit of an embodied 
dance”. She mentioned an example where  
Sometimes with people who are less experienced as singers, they 
will oftentimes sing very syllabically which might suit the 
material that they’re doing but sometimes if you’ve got 
something that’s a big soaring ballad and you’ve got to ride the 
river of vowels, I find that will make me move in a certain way, 
like I’ve got to be very careful that I don’t become too kind of 
metronomic. I’ve got to be more than just a metre 
machine…sometimes I will do things that will try and encourage 
them to stay on vibration and follow the river of sound so that 
sometimes it becomes a dance for me and they rely on that. 
Visual transmission and learning by ear 
Visual transmission worked particularly effectively for directors who 
encouraged or required singers to learn by ear rather than reading or 
following a music score or lyric sheet (whether or not a score was 
distributed). This meant that singers’ eyes were not distracted by looking 
at a score and could focus their full attention on the director, thereby 
ensuring the group was responsive to any gestures or movements made by 
the director. That said, those directors were sparing with their gestures, 
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so that every gesture communicated something important and there were 
no superfluous movements (for example, they did not cut off every phrase 
or beat time unnecessarily). A number of directors in particular embodied 
the song as much as possible, displaying pulse, rhythm, groove, feel, pitch, 
dynamics and expression physically in their bodies. 
Physical transmission 
Physical transmission, that is, an approach where the director aimed for 
singers to experience physical sensations in their own bodies to assist with 
their singing and learning, was not an approach used by all directors, but 
those who used it in their teaching adopted it for a variety of musical 
dimensions including rhythm, embodied singing, breath support, tone, 
pitch, vocal placement and technique.  
Rhythm 
One director described the importance of using physical transmission as a 
teaching method, saying, “I think possibly, that’s what the issue is with a 
lot of people is that they’re out of their body. You can’t be.” Another 
director expanded on this: “I just feel a lot of people are in their heads. 
We’re often in our heads in our culture. We don’t physicalise music very 
well.” She went on to discuss rhythm, which was the area the most 
directors employed physical transmission approaches for, stating, “we 
don’t have a physicality of it, many of us, in our bodies.” And described 
how she would use stepping in time to the beat to establish “the same 
internal beat” within the choir. She believed “physicality is really the best 
way to do it, because we can’t think it, we have to physicalise it. In a way, 
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rhythm is a physical thing. We can’t help but tap our toe. We can’t help to 
tap our finger if we’re feeling rhythm”. Establishing this “common beat” is 
important for the group to be able to perform a groove successfully, 
particularly in popular music. She also said,  
If people struggle with rhythm or syncopation, I try to get on to 
that as quickly as I can. I think it’s important because if they’re 
straightening out the rhythm and continuing to, it just sort of 
embeds it in the song and you’ll never get them to sing otherwise. 
It’s important to fix the rhythmic issues as early as I can. 
Another director extensively utilised stepping. In a workshop, he worked 
on getting the singers to step in a way that embodied the groove of the 
song by saying, “focus on your right foot…make it cool, you don’t have to 
move your feet off the ground really” and demonstrated this by standing in 
the circle and stepping with the choir. He described the way “the rhythm 
is more transparent to them, more obvious to them because sometimes 
some rhythms, syncopated things, they need some sort of reference point 
and so they know where that is.” This allowed singers to feel the rhythm 
in relation to the pulse in their bodies. Stepping was also used to create 
focus and support other singers; for example when the altos were singing a 
verse by themselves, the other singers were still performing the song by 
supporting them through moving with them. In a similar way to feeling 
the internal beat, this director found it useful to ensure singers had a 
common feeling of the subdivisions of the beat, or an awareness of the 
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“smallest increment of the groove”. He was observed clapping the 
subdivision of the beat while stepping the pulse to cement the relationship 
between the two in a physical way. 
Another director used physical transmission to teach a syncopated 
passage by getting singers to embody the rhythm before they sang it. He 
asked them to do “a couple of rounds where we feel it but don’t sing it” 
that is, to feel the syncopation. He encouraged singers to “feel it in your 
left shoulder”. They took his lead and lifted and dropped their left 
shoulders in time with the syncopated beat. This combination of physical 
transmission (feeling the rhythm in their bodies) and visual transmission 
(watching the director display the rhythm in his body) played an 
important role in establishing the feel of the song before they even started 
to sing. Other context-specific strategies were used by directors in order to 
get singers to physicalise rhythms; for example, getting singers to stamp 
on a downbeat where they had a crotchet rest before the start of their 
phrase. Another example saw a director use a gesture to indicate the need 
to “lean” on a note (that is, to hold it slightly longer) and encouraged 
singers to lean their bodies forward as they sang the note to help them feel 
the rhythm. 
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Embodied singing 
When interviewed, several directors mentioned that a number of singers 
in their choirs were uncomfortable with movement and suggested that for 
these individuals, movement did not benefit their singing. This perhaps 
serves the argument that many people are not experienced in 
physicalising music, and activities to develop these skills, such as those 
mentioned above, in particular simple stepping exercises, would be 
beneficial. Several directors found physical transmission to be effective for 
teaching embodied singing and vocal technique in order to improve tone. A 
sense of grounding and feeling solid forms an important base to sing in an 
embodied way. The instruction to “sing like warriors” was used by one 
director to achieve this sensation. He talked about the Māori Haka – an 
image which is very grounded and solid – to help singers feel that way in 
their own bodies.  
Breath support 
Another director talked a lot about the physical sensations in the body 
that are required for breath support. She got singers to feel different parts 
of her body while demonstrating what she was asking them to do with 
their bodies to support their sound. This included discussion of how to use 
the stomach muscles and diaphragm. She said, 
I talk physically a lot because there’re just different sounds and 
I’ll show them the difference. ‘This is what it sounds like when 
your body’s doing this. This is what it sounds like when you take 
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this breath and you do a little bit of this.’ There is a lot of that 
that I do and it creates an immediately different sound.  
In rehearsal she talked about the need to prepare the body to sing 
particular notes and asked singers, “can you feel the difference?” In one 
rehearsal she said, “singing with your arsehole is what I’m asking you to 
do!” 
Tone 
Other directors worked with physical sensations to achieve a range of 
tonal colours in different ways. One director liked to use metaphor and 
spoke about a rehearsal where he got the bass section, as a group, to 
create the shape of the bow of a ship with their bodies as they sang part of 
a song:  
That’s where all that choreography came from, was because I 
wanted them to sing with a lot of legato and a lot of sustain. But 
a metaphor is better than that because you can say to them, ‘sing 
with legato’, ‘sing with sustain’ and that conveys the technical 
aspects of what you’re wanting. But if you’re successfully able to 
say, ‘you’re a fucking ocean liner, you’re the QE2 sailing through 
the Atlantic evening’. They can feel that. To me that’s a much 
more powerful way of working with them, sort of visual imagery 
and imagination. It’s like it conveys all of the necessary 
information if the metaphor you get is good enough. I’ll often say 
to people you’ve got to be like a sort of a, you’re singing a slow 
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song, so it’s like a tai chi master. You’re doing your sort of super 
slow movements and if danger approaches, you’re just there. So 
it’s like this notion of being very still and slow and present, but 
at the same time attuned to the environment, so you’re aware of 
the need to change quickly.  
In a similar way, another director sometimes used hand gestures to help 
singers embody a particular tone, such as holding their hands together in 
front of their body (in a way making fun of, but also referring to the sound 
of traditional British choirs) when he is seeking a sweet, pure church-style 
sound. 
Another director said, “sometimes it’ll be about exploring physical shapes 
or in a kind of kinaesthetic way looking at the architecture of the mouth” 
in order to achieve specific vocal tones. She described how for Western 
choral music “you will look at trying to find a blend of all of the resonators. 
You’ll look at kind of a balance between chest and skull and masque and 
looking at some kind of a relationship between all of the major resonators 
in the body”. She compared this with the vocal tones used in music from 
different cultures where “there’ll be a featuring of a particular resonator. 
So for instance you might find a lot of the Balkan music has got a lot of 
nasal resonance or masque resonance or real ping”.  She said for these 
songs, she will  
do specific exercises that might help just focusing on and 
highlighting a particular resonator. It might be that for one of 
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the Russian songs that we do, I sometimes talk about trying to 
develop resonance in the upper back and kind of thinking of a 
slightly darker, more backward, chocolately tone so we might do 
something like pummelling or massaging or trying to be 
physically aware of a particular part of your body to think of 
opening up that resonator. It might be that some of the African 
music you might have more of a preponderance of a kind of a 
chest resonator sound. For the Russian sound, I’ll oftentimes do 
things like get them to really exercise their soft palate and get 
more space in the pharynx and the back of the mouth, so there’s 
a whole lot of technical things I’ll do from my perspective of being 
a voice specialist and looking at how you can actually feature 
particular sounds through playing with the architecture of the 
mouth…So I guess it’s very specific physical things that we do. 
She went on to say that while some people “have got a great awareness of 
their instrument” and “you can actually say something to them and they 
will be able to physiologically just go to that change and find that 
difference”, many community choir members do not have this awareness. 
In order to achieve the same effect, she says, “we’ll play silly games…so 
kind of tricking them into a sound by play”. At other times, “it’s actually 
physically addressing it, saying, ‘now, lift your palate or massage each 
others’ backs or get your fingers into your head and play with your skull or 
shake your body’”. She said, “It does come down to being quite physical. 
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It’s always about the body with the voice. You can’t divorce body from 
skull and vocal folds.” 
Pitch 
Physical transmission was also useful in the teaching of an understanding 
of pitch. One example was communicating to singers which part of their 
tessitura they should be using at any particular time–singing in the high 
part or low part of their voice. This was particularly useful for directors 
teaching the opposite gender. One director found it important to get 
singers to feel the resonance of their own voices in their bodies to help 
them understand pitch:  
I find that if I can actually get them to put their hand on the part 
of their body that should be resonating, in their chest or their 
head, and we try to physicalise the sound, so they can feel it in 
their body as a resonance as much as possible. And that’s helped 
some men, because otherwise, they’re just grabbing in the air. 
They don’t really understand what that note should feel like in 
their body. 
In a similar way, another director spoke of understanding this resonance 
in relation to the tonal centre. She talked to singers about using the tonal 
centre to find their note if they get lost by trusting their body in knowing 
where a note should resonate in their body. She stated, 
I’m trying to explain to them that it’s of the body. You’re the 
instrument and where is it vibrating, where do you feel it? It’s 
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valid. I said you don't have anywhere to put your fingers on 
buttons, you’re not a saxophone…You know where that feels and 
choirs are fantastic that way.  
She believed it helps to “actually assign those notes to a certain feeling 
that’s muscular.” This penetrates beyond an understanding of the pitch to 
the overall feel of the song:  
I like them to locate the sound. I find that people that can’t locate 
the sound physically get really lost and even if they’re 
contemporary-classical readers they get really lost because they 
can’t stitch it to a score. They don’t even think physically. For me 
the physical is the feel of a song. So you put it into your hips, I 
think women are very sensual beasts and they worry a lot about 
their bodies, so I ask them to actually kind of put the feel of a 
song into where they think they have their weight, so their hips, 
or their boobs, put it into your body because that’s the feel of you 
and that’s the feel of the song. 
Vocal placement and technique  
Physical transmission was also used for vocal placement and technique – 
encouraging singers to feel their voices in their bodies. Statements such as 
“many of you will find it easier to flip over to your lighter voice. Rather 
than pushing your loud voice, use your lighter voice,” allowed alto singers 
to feel and understand the sensations of different placements and vocal 
techniques. Similarly, for helping inexperienced male singers to sing in 
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the correct octave, one director said, “Tenors, get together so you know 
what octave you’re in. I’m assuming you’re in your high one, not your low 
one.” Another director used humour to encourage the physical 
transmission of basses singing in their higher octave: “Get up there! 
Someone’s down there. If someone next to you is down there, look at them 
like they’ve farted.” It is clear from these statements and observations 
that directors refer to all parts of the body as part of the physical 
transmission approach in order to achieve the desired sound from their 
singers and that nothing is sacred in this regard. 
Summary 
Research has highlighted an array of aural, visual and physical 
approaches used by choir directors, however discussion of the holistic 
integration of these three in the context of community choirs where scores 
are not the primary teaching tool is scarce. The following table seeks to 
integrate the wide range of aural, visual and physical strategies directors 
used to teach their community choir members with examples from the 
literature (Table 5.1).  
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Aural, visual and physical transmission approaches were used for a wide 
range of vocal and musical outcomes. Aural transmission was used for all 
dimensions of choral singing. The literature referring to aural 
transmission mostly discussed the process of teaching by ear (Backhouse, 
2010; Chadwick, 2011; Kennedy, 2009; Townsend, 1996), usually involving 
modelling each phrase, however this study found the process to involve a 
large number of additional strategies, including the use of instruments, 
body percussion, recordings and speech.  Demonstration allowed directors 
to show choristers the way they wanted the music sung, encapsulating 
pitch, rhythm, timbre, vocal technique, articulation, vowel production, 
style and groove (Backhouse, 2010; Chadwick, 2011). Singing formed an 
integral component of the teaching approach of many directors. It 
provided an inclusive way of teaching (Kennedy, 2009) that correlated 
with oral traditions (Chadwick, 2011; Dunbar-Hall, 2005; Goetze, 2000; 
Townsend, 1996) from which a significant portion of the community choral 
repertoire in Australia is derived. Singing also contributed to the 
continuity of rehearsals, facilitating a smooth flow and reducing the 
amount of stopping and starting of the singing in rehearsal. This was done 
by singing instructions, keeping songs going when singers were uncertain, 
and teaching parts additively. Instruments were useful tools for directors, 
providing starting notes, harmonic support, accompaniment, pitch 
reference and the capacity to play parts at pitch. The movement created 
by the embodied nature of playing some instruments like the ukulele or 
djembe was used to convey the pulse and feel of songs. Directors used body 
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percussion for rhythmic purposes including keeping the beat and 
indicating rests. The visual dimension of the body percussion proved to be 
of equal importance to the aural aspect pertaining to the same outcomes. 
Body percussion was also used to build dynamics and energy. Recordings 
of individual or combined vocal parts were used to help choristers learn 
their parts. Recordings of other artists were used to communicate a sense 
of style or feel. Various rehearsal strategies including “chunking”, the 
“sourdough method” and “off-book” rehearsing were suggested in the 
literature (Kennedy, 2009). Verbal direction is often discussed in the 
literature and the study reflected many observations that are found in the 
literature also. Similarly, verbal imagery has been explored in the 
literature (Bartle, 2003; Gonzo, 1977) and examples discussed here 
support existing understandings.  
Visual transmission included the use of visual references, gestures, visual 
modelling and movement. Though not identified as such, several examples 
of visual transmission appeared in discussions of aural transmission 
approaches in the literature (Kennedy, 2009; Roe, 1994). This study 
named the approach and collated visual transmission strategies. An 
assortment of visual references were used by directors including musical 
scores, lyric sheets, a large cardboard sheet with reminders for pitch and 
phrasing, and a phonetic transcription of lyrics in foreign languages. 
Directors selected the visual reference they believed to be the most 
beneficial to choristers based on criteria such as the difficulty or 
complexity of the song; how complicated, long or confusing a score might 
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be; and whether lyrics were in English or a different language. Directors 
discussed ways in which choristers used scores to help reinforce their 
understanding of pitch contour – a concept not widely discussed in the 
literature but identified by Hylton (1995). Teaching gestures consisted of 
two main types of gesture: common gestures and context-specific gestures. 
Common gestures included conducting the pitch contour in rhythm 
(Kennedy, 2009; Roe, 1994), visual reminders (difficult intervals, lyrics, 
non-verbal instructions or vocal technique) and physical metaphors (Wis, 
1999). Context-specific gestures were idiosyncratic gestures employed by 
the director to assist the choir with a specific part of a particular song and 
may be a gesture they have never used before and might never use again. 
Visual modelling was used for posture, mouth and eyebrow position to 
elicit a particular vocal technique from the singers (Manternach, 2012). 
Movement was used to communicate the beat, feel, dynamics, energy and 
to embody the song. Movements made by the director would oftentimes 
show singers how they should feel the song’s groove or mood.  
Physical transmission was used for rhythm, fostering embodied singing, 
vocal technique, pitch and feel. The most common forms of physical 
transmission were stepping in time with the music and other forms of 
movement. Backhouse (2010) discussed many relevant examples of 
physical transmission, though he did not name it as such. According to 
Backhouse, stepping helped singers to feel and internalise the beat, made 
rhythms and subdivision of the beat more clear and enabled singers to feel 
the groove. Stepping also allowed singers to participate in the feel of the 
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song when they weren’t singing during rehearsal (Backhouse, 2010). 
Asking singers to perform movements helped singers to achieve musical or 
vocal outcomes. This is in line with Dalcroze’s Eurythmics method 
(Crosby, 2008; Daley, 2012, 2013b; Wedin, 2015). Movements were often 
abstract, based on imagery and provided an alternative way to access 
musical outcomes to aural or visual approaches. Imagery and the 
execution of certain movements associated with a particular vocal 
technique (such as the British choir sound represented by holding the 
palms together as if in church) helped singers to embody vocal sounds. 
Due to the physical nature of rhythm, physical transmission was often 
used for rhythm. Physicalising the rhythm in various ways, such as 
clapping or moving helped singers to feel the rhythm of their vocal part. 
Like the use of gesture, physical transmission strategies for rhythm were 
often context-specific, with the director developing a particular type of 
movement for the rhythm at hand. Physical transmission was used to 
allow singers to experience the physical sensations in their bodies 
associated with particular vocal techniques, as well as pitch and embodied 
singing in order to increase their awareness and understanding of their 
voices. Directors led singers to experience sensations of breath support, 
the body producing particular vocal tones, techniques or placements, 
tessitura and resonance. Directors emphasised the importance of physical 
understanding, particularly for inexperienced singers in community 
choirs, which is not always highlighted in the literature. 
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The combination of aural, visual and physical transmission approaches 
gave choir directors a range of tools to generate the desired musical 
outcome. They traversed style, body awareness, storytelling, expression, 
space and specific musical qualities. Their usage ranged from irreverent 
(referring to farts and arse) to polite. Each strategy was delivered in the 
director’s own style and while there were many similarities, in many cases 
each director operated in a different way. Having a diversity of approaches 
and strategies at the director’s disposal allowed them to successfully 
communicate with choristers who respond to different strategies.  
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Chapter 6 – Findings: Community choir 
directing strategies  
In addition to strategies that contributed to aural, visual and physical 
transmission approaches, a wide array of other strategies used by choir 
directors emerged through the observation and interview process. These 
included repertoire selection, arranging and composing for choir, director 
preparation for teaching, warming up the choir (physically, vocally and 
mentally, as well as teaching vocal technique), giving the choir 
background information about the songs, teaching parts, implications of a 
male director teaching women or a female director teaching men, working 
with pitch, developing tone, teaching blend, teaching musicianship, the 
role of the director, director style, working with low energy on the part of 
either the choir or the director, teaching songs in foreign languages, 
troubleshooting, maintaining interest, single gender compared to mixed 
gender choirs, directing workshops, managing and organising and the 
significance of singing in a choir for both choristers and directors.  
Repertoire 
Repertoire selection is on of the first processes undertaken by choir 
directors when preparing for rehearsals and performances. When directors 
were asked how they chose repertoire for their choirs, the strongest 
opinion that came through was that the director needed to like the song. 
This was particularly the case if it was a song they were going to arrange 
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themselves for the choir, rather than using an existing arrangement. This 
was because arranging and then teaching a song is a very time-consuming 
process and directors said they needed to really enjoy the song in order to 
spend a large amount of time on it. Directors often encouraged singers to 
suggest songs they would like to learn, but said it needed to be a song they 
liked in order for them to take it on board. 
One director discussed the constant struggle of pleasing everyone with 
song choice, “You have to deal with 30 personalities, 30 emotional states, 
30 philosophies, 30 different sets of politics.” She went on to recount an 
exchange she had the previous day where someone complained that there 
were “too many God songs” in the repertoire for a Government 
organisation (it was a Government organisation workplace choir) and she 
replied, “Look, I do God songs and I do atheist songs, I do songs.” Another 
director discussed the changing requirements for repertoire choice as her 
choir expanded, saying that what works for a group of 20 doesn’t 
necessarily work for a group of 40, particularly with many members away 
traveling for extended periods of time. 
The majority of songs learned and performed by the choirs in this study 
fell into three main categories: popular music, songs from various cultures 
around the world, and songs written by the director (or another local 
director), though there were small numbers of other styles. The ratios of 
these varied depending on the choir. One choir had a huge collection of 
songs from around the world, which had been gathered over the 20 years 
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they have been together. Many of these had been brought by choir 
members from different parts of the world. These included Swedish, 
Icelandic, Italian, Dutch, Spanish, Japanese, Bulgarian, Zulu, French and 
Russian songs. Other choirs had less international music, but often sang a 
little South African repertoire, for example. Four of the directors in the 
study wrote their own songs which their choirs performed. 
Composing or arranging 
Many directors in the study composed or arranged songs for their choirs. 
One of the main reasons for this was the need to tailor arrangements to 
the specific ensemble, as existing arrangements were not appropriate. In 
other instances, directors were singer-songwriters and brought their songs 
to their choirs. Some directors said choirs preferred to sing their 
compositions or arrangements. Principles for composing or arranging for 
choir included writing vocalistic parts, honouring the original song and 
writing to suit the ensemble. 
The principle for arranging that was identified as the most important by 
many directors was making the parts singable. One director described 
that  
The lines should be naturally fun to sing… I think that makes for 
a better performance if people feel like they really love the part 
but…internal parts in some songs are so knotty and I don’t think 
they have to be necessarily. I think you can get the same effect 
by making things quite simple.  
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Another director said, “[I] make sure that they actually are vocalistic 
rather than have some weird intervals that even though they might work 
harmonically are not easy to sing” and “I’m thinking all the time about an 
alto part, even though it’s in the middle, that it still has some sort of 
melodic contour”. One director said,  
“you need to hook them in…with a line for each section that they 
totally identify with. It’s like a stamp on their forehead and they 
know that’s their part. If it’s kind of less than interesting, ‘I might 
wander over there or I might go to that part’”.  
Someone else said, “I just try to keep the idea simple and yet, beautiful, 
and musical. It’s not like they all get bored. People never get bored with 
my arrangements.” 
Several directors expressed a dislike for commercial arrangements. One 
reason for this was because the arrangements were not suitable for their 
ensemble, and things needed to be changed in order to make them work 
for the choir. Two directors also said they did not like the style or 
approach of many commercial arrangements. This was because “they kill 
the feel of the songs a lot of the time” and they are “showing off” rather 
than trying to “represent the original well, and honour it”. Writing an 
arrangement that served the song was important for several directors. 
One said, “I try for a bit of authenticity in terms of the feel…I sort of like 
to respect the intentions of the songwriter to a point”. Another director 
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said he regards the arrangement as an “orchestration” for voices (simply 
changing the instrumentation), and should be loyal to the original song. 
Directors valued being able to write compositions or arrangements 
tailored specifically to their choir. In some instances this meant writing 
for three parts rather than four, and accommodating the typically smaller 
vocal ranges of the community choir, which tends to result in narrower 
ranges, particularly for sopranos and basses, than commercial 
arrangements tend to be for. One director related the practice of making 
arrangements to measure for the ensemble at hand by acknowledging that 
this has been the modus operandi of composers and arrangers for 
centuries: 
… all of those great musicians and composers … always wrote for 
the people that they had at hand…you’re working with the 
people you’ve got and trying to sort of do things that are really, 
really right for that ensemble, whatever it is. 
Other observations about factors impacting the arrangement included 
changing choir membership, choosing songs with appropriate lyric 
content, writing for male and/or female tenors, and the evolution of 
arrangements as they are rehearsed. For some of the choirs, absenteeism 
or fluctuation of membership was significant enough to affect the 
director’s choice of arrangements. This manifested in a decrease in the 
number of voice parts in the arrangements and changing which part took 
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the melody. Lyric content was particularly important to one director who 
stated,  
“I try to take lyrics and themes that are a bit more broad…that a 
group of people can sort of honestly sing to another group of people, 
rather than a really personal sort of a song that just feels like it 
should be sung by one person”.  
Choirs had varying combinations of male and/or female tenors. This 
created issues in terms of arranging, because the tone colour of the male 
tenor voice is significantly different to the female tenor voice. The way 
arrangements can sometimes evolve through the learning and rehearsal 
process was articulated by one director, 
Things evolve. I think I observed when I was working with 
[another director] that scores change due to the nature of the 
choir, the beast, and you can be pedantic about hanging onto that 
or you can make small corrections or you can let it evolve and 
when it goes too far then you bring it back.  
Preparation by the director 
Following the selection, composition or arrangement of repertoire, 
directors prepared themselves to teach the repertoire to their choir. Most 
directors agreed that a thorough knowledge of the vocal parts was 
essential, however, the extent to which directors prepared themselves to 
teach a song to a choir varied significantly. A number of directors spoke 
eloquently about the importance of being thoroughly prepared to teach a 
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song, and what this preparation consisted of. A couple of directors said 
things like, “I don’t usually think about it too much. I’m very intuitive in 
the way that I work”. One director said he tended not to plan his 
rehearsals “because the people who I’m conducting aren’t as responsive as 
I’d like them to be, so it kind of doesn’t make a huge difference”. He did, 
however identify that, “on the other hand, maybe somebody might say, 
‘well it would make a huge difference if you did plan it and you did pay 
that attention to it’”.  
I discussed with one director the way she rarely looks at scores when she 
is teaching. I asked her if this was because she usually arranges or 
composes the songs she teaches her choirs and therefore knows the parts 
well because of that, or if she spends time preparing. She responded, 
I’ve arranged it, I know those parts so well…And I’ve seen other 
choir leaders that bring some piece that they’ve got from the internet; 
they don’t really know it well. They don’t know the feel of it. And so 
unless they’ve spent time really getting to know it, they’re just a 
little uncertain in the way that they’re teaching it. And not teaching 
it from their whole being, if you like, just from the note on a page… 
The parts are so singable for me, so that [when] I sing them… there’s 
a fluidity. 
This director’s description of her own teaching approach is insightful – she 
sings parts to her choir as if it were a performance, with all the expression 
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she is aiming for rather than “marking” the parts initially. She went on to 
say, 
I realised I had to know the parts really well. And I’ve always 
gone in there before I teach understanding where everybody is, 
where they are in a chord, and knowing the parts…it’s rare that 
I would hesitate. So I imbue a confidence. 
From arranging a piece, the director gains an intimate knowledge of each 
of the parts they will be teaching, as well as an understanding of the 
relationship between the parts rhythmically, harmonically and 
structurally. This means the director has an innate understanding of the 
function of any given note sung by any voice part at any point in the piece, 
which is important for the overall realisation of the piece and for a logical 
teaching sequence. As indicated above, if a director is using an 
arrangement that is not their own, they will need to study the piece 
extensively to acquire the same understanding. 
Another director discussed the importance of thorough preparation prior 
to teaching finding that  
my most successful rehearsals were always preceded by 
homework. And my least successful rehearsals were always 
preceded by no homework, no preparation…And thinking about 
how you’re going to approach a particular arrangement, in the 
teaching…[is important]. The thing is you learn on the job from 
that, too. Some things don’t work, and yet, the next time you 
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teach that song to another group, you’ve got something new in 
place, because you learned from the previous teaching. 
He spoke of other choir directors he admired and said that while “it all 
comes across as natural and instinctive” he knew they had carefully 
planned what they were going to do in advance. 
Background information about the music 
Many directors discussed the importance of providing the choir with 
background information about where songs have come from, particularly if 
they are in foreign languages and/or from different cultures. This 
information was usually provided when a song was first introduced to a 
group. Background information included translations of the lyrics, context 
about where and when a song is sung (for example, a Japanese children’s 
song that is often sung by children or women, or a particular Fijian 
family’s family song that the parents and children sing in harmony 
together), where the director learned the song (“this is on old church song 
I learned in New Orleans”) and information about the songwriter which 
may give a sense of how to approach the song (“This is a song by Ron 
Sexsmith, a very lovely, very shy Canadian singer-songwriter. He’s a very 
raw songwriter. He’s not very good at tuning his guitar.”) 
 One director said, 
It’s important to know the source of what I’m teaching, whereas 
20 years ago, I might have grabbed a song that I didn’t know 
where it was from or the translation. I would not do that now. So 
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I try to get a strong sense of where it’s from. These days, my 
songs in foreign languages often come from real experiences if 
you like. I take people to Fiji and we are there with the Fijian-
speaking people, learn how to say it, how it’s written, get the 
translations as much as possible. 
One director spoke in detail about the process of coming to understand the 
story behind a song, the reason for performing it and why it is so 
important to get it right: 
this is me as a storyteller I think and my background as an actor, 
is I constantly come back to, “so what are we singing about? 
Where does the song come from?” …So I guess to engage in the 
material…and have a sense of the spirit of time and place and 
intention… 
While this participant describes this process as an “actorly” one, 
singers and musicians of all kinds undergo this process when 
preparing music for performance (understanding the intention and 
meaning of a piece of music, as well as contextual factors such as 
when, where and under what circumstances it was written. She went 
on to describe a situation where the group she was performing with 
did not think through the cultural appropriateness of performing a 
particular song: 
…there was a song that we sang: Senzenina. And basically the 
translation of that is, ‘what have we done to deserve this?’ it’s 
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kind of like ‘our only sin is that we are black’…the spirit of the 
concert was so beautiful, like everybody was seriously jubilant 
about the human voice and these great songs but it was totally 
inappropriate to be singing this song with a sense of celebration 
and jubilation when it’s a song about pain and grief and loss… 
Warming up 
The warm-up is usually the first part of a rehearsal. Warming up a choir 
to sing can consist of a number of different dimensions including warming 
up the body physically to prepare to sing, engaging the group mentally to 
bring their focus to the rehearsal at hand and warming up the vocal 
mechanism. It is also often used as an opportunity to teach vocal 
technique. Several warm-up strategies in each of these categories were 
observed, however as each director was only observed at two rehearsals, 
only a sample of those used by each director were witnessed. 
Physical warm-up 
One director described the role of the physical warm-up, saying, “the body 
is really important in terms of making sure that we eliminate any 
unnecessary tensions so that we can just look at the necessary tension 
that’s got to be there for singing”. Activities that loosened up the whole 
body included stretches, massaging and slapping down each other’s backs 
and bodies, rolling or shrugging shoulders and wobbling knees. One 
director had the group stand in a circle and step in time with the beat for 
the duration of the warm-up in order to physically warm the whole body 
through movement, as well as to rehearse a sense of group rhythm. 
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Exercises to release jaw tension also featured, with directors using a 
variety of exercises including massaging the jaw joint; loosening the jaw 
by moving the chin with the hands; and interlocking the hands, squeezing 
the elbows towards the body and shaking the hands to release the jaw 
through transferred movement. Other exercises included massaging the 
face and yawning to create an open-throat sensation. 
Mental warm-up 
As choristers have often come from a day of work and busy lives it is 
important to focus the group mentally so they can concentrate on the 
rehearsal rather than being preoccupied thinking about other things. One 
example of a warm-up that served the purpose of engaging the singers’ 
concentration consisted of a mostly physical activity that started simply, 
but increased in complexity in order to create focus. Singers stood in a 
circle with the backs of their hands touching the backs of the hands of the 
people next to them. Singers started by simply stepping in time to a 
steady beat. They then counted their steps up to the number eight, before 
starting back at one. The director then added a series of actions and 
movements additively for each number, which meant the singers had to 
concentrate to remember each action and execute it successfully as a 
group by keeping their hands touching.  
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Vocal warm-up 
Several different approaches to the vocal warm-up were observed. Some 
directors used traditional vocal exercises using different vowel sounds, 
modulating up or down by semitones through the vocal range, while others 
used a more improvisatory and playful approach to warming up the voice. 
Some directors improvised call and response phrases with lip trills, sirens, 
different vowel sounds, consonants, rhythms and vocal techniques. Others 
used imagery to get singers to use their voices in different ways, such as 
“sing it like the world’s most useless opera singer”. 
One director mentioned that one of her workplace choirs “don’t really want 
to do warm-ups”. She said, “I try and use songs to warm up so I’ll be using 
all of the African repertoire to basically kind of get them to breathe 
properly and to tune…So I sneakily kind of warm them up with African 
repertoire. That’s the only way I can get to do it is to cheat them.” 
Conversely, another director admitted that she has “a bit of a personal 
aversion to warm-ups and exercises” because she just wants to “get onto 
the songs”. 
A different approach used by one director was solfa, which she learned 
when she studied at the Conservatorium, and later learned is the method 
Fijian choirs use to learn music. She used the solfa syllables and Curwen 
hand signs to create an aural memory of the notes in the major scale, and 
used this for conducting warm-ups in parts. 
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Vocal technique 
Some directors covered areas of vocal technique in the warm-up. 
Something that came up on several occasions was the engagement of the 
support muscles for breathing on both the inhalation and the exhalation. 
Directors used a variety of exercises, strategies and terminology to help 
their singers achieve the correct technique. One director used a breathing 
exercise to help singers breathe more deeply. Two other directors chose 
specific vocal exercises using staccato singing to help singers engage the 
correct muscle groups to support their voices. 
Another director spent the warm-up period helping his choir explore 
different ways to transition into singing in order to reduce tension the 
singers may feel when they are singing, and to access different vocal 
tones. He said three ways to transition to singing are sobbing, talking and 
shouting. He began by getting singers to have a sobbing conversation with 
the person next to them, and to sob a few notes of a scale. He then 
explained that the speaking voice is the most relaxed usage of the voice 
and used exercises to extend notes in the speaking register as a means of 
transitioning into singing. He used little games to encourage the singers to 
observe differences between their speaking voices and their singing voices. 
In a similar way, he got singers to shout across the room as if to get the 
attention of someone they fancied in a crowded bar. He then got them to 
extend the call to create a belt tone. He referred to this belt technique 
later in the rehearsal when they were singing a song that required the 
alto section to use the technique to create the sound he was seeking. 
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Teaching parts 
Many dimensions to the process of teaching parts to a choir arose through 
observing and interviewing the directors. This included the notion that 
teaching parts is a large part of what is done in community choir 
rehearsals, and therefore needs to be enjoyable; that people learn 
differently when looking at scores compared to learning by ear; that 
singers are responsive to the way in which a director demonstrates a part 
and will reflect the musicality they display; different factors influencing 
the choice of the order in which to teach parts; the role of strong singers in 
each voice part; teaching a cappella or using a keyboard; and the 
importance of repetition. 
One director described the difference between choirs that read music, and 
those that don’t to demonstrate why the teaching of parts is so important:  
If you contrast a choir of readers, like a classical choir, basically, 
you’re working with the actual music straightaway…The piece is 
going to be intact before you start. Whereas with a community 
choir, getting the piece intact is the project and aspects of 
musicianship come after that. I find that a very difficult concept. 
It’s difficult in the sense that it’s often a great struggle even to 
get them to sing the right notes and the right parts.  
Following on from this, he went on to say that it is important for a director 
to make the learning of parts enjoyable, rather than “tedious and 
horrible”. He referred to a principle in music education that states, “if 
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you’re teaching songs, they are caught, they’re not taught”. He suggested 
that this reflected his idea that people learn and memorise songs in 
relatively large sections, compared to, for example, the learning of text 
only (such as the lines of a play). He said, “The musical memory operates 
differently. And it covers a much greater span of time.”  
Another director had a similar reflection about the way the musical 
memory functions in the community choir context. He said that he didn’t 
like choristers to look at scores very much. His reason for this was  
Because I think people learn in a different way if they learn by 
ear. They learn the song; they learn the music of the song. I 
think it changes the way they sort of approach the notes. I think 
generally it sort of suggests that they should use their ear more 
rather than their eyes. I think you’ll probably find that a 
different part of the brain is engaged if you learn the music by 
ear. 
He also shared a “sort of breakthrough” he had several years ago relating 
to teaching parts, especially in workshops. He said, “I suddenly realised 
they [the choristers] were incredibly responsive to the way that I sang the 
song”. He went on to demonstrate some examples of this, singing a 
musical line with the same weight on each note and very little expression, 
comparing it to a phrase sung very musically and sensitively, saying, 
“whatever it is that I do, they’ll tend to mirror it. They’ll tend to hear that, 
respond to it”. He said before this realisation, he would tend to sing parts 
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quite loudly, but then found “it’s better if I sing it more quietly with more 
nuance, more the way that I want it sung, more so that they have to lean 
forward and hear what I’m doing rather than being blasted in their ears”. 
I asked another director who teaches in this way – with a lot of musical 
expression at the outset of her teaching about this. She mused,  
I probably do [put a lot of musicality in straight up], because it’s 
just in my body and I can’t help it. I think it’s reflected in myself. 
So my musicality is reflected onto them. That’s true. I do not sit 
down with the sheet of music and just go, ‘Let’s sing through, you 
know, bar one to eight’. I’ll sing it, and they will mirror it back to 
me, so they’re learning by rote, really, mostly. They might have 
the score, but I’ve sung it to them, and then they’re singing it 
back. I guess in the manner that I’m singing it to them. And I’m 
standing up; I guess that’s another part of it. So it’s alive.  
While the score played differing roles in each choir’s learning process, 
directors were often keen for choristers not to be reliant on it. One director 
reported trying different strategies to “get their heads out of the scores, 
particularly because it’s not the most useful, for some of them it’s not so 
meaningful”. Conversely, a different director said, “There’s a couple of 
excellent sight-singers actually. But they've got no feel.”  
A range of factors influenced directors’ decisions regarding the order in 
which to teach parts. This depended on the arrangement, the ensemble at 
hand and decisions based on chorister energy and concentration. One 
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director said, “I would probably tend sometimes to get the bass line in 
quite early because that underscores the harmony which is taking place 
and it makes sense, the music makes sense.” In a different arrangement, 
one director discussed the way that some parts only made sense in 
relation to the melody, and this part would therefore be taught first. An 
example of this was an arrangement where parts were written around the 
melody with a structure that responded to the melody rhythmically, with 
rests to give the melody space at different times. Hearing the melody first 
enabled the other parts to understand the context of their own lines. In 
different circumstances, however, a director discussed how she often liked 
to teach parts that were not the melody first because “what I want them to 
do is hear their part and then when they hear the melody, they’re already 
hearing that in relation to their own part”. She said she often had singers 
humming their part while she was teaching another part to help them 
hear the relationship between the parts immediately. This also helped 
prevent people from accidentally singing the melody instead of their own 
part, especially for well-known songs where the melody was already 
familiar. Singing parts other than the one they were supposed to be 
singing was a problem for another director. She said, “I do find with the 
basses in particular that they’re very suggestible, so if say, I leave their 
part ’til last, they’ll want to sing all the other parts that they’ve been 
listening to”. She also said it can often be people management as much as 
musical imperative that decides the order in which parts will be taught, 
saying, “it’s a matter of balancing it in any rehearsal, if you sort of think 
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you’ve been neglecting the basses, well then you’ll start with the basses, 
you just kind of try and keep gauging who’s getting restless and who’s 
been involved”. 
The role of strong singers was important in the process of teaching parts.  
One director stressed that, “you have to be aware [that] some voices are 
stronger in any part and, it’s really a matter of making sure that the 
strongest voices learn the right thing because if they sing the wrong thing, 
everyone else will sing it as well”. This situation can have a variety of 
impacts on the group. Strong singers can help support less confident 
singers. This can be problematic, however, if a strong singer who others 
rely on is not present. One director spoke about how her choir was 
struggling because “we’ve got a large bass section but a key bass has gone 
and so they’ve all fallen down because they leant on him quite a bit”. 
Repetition came up as a central part of the learning process. A director 
described the way she is always “teaching to the slowest member”, because 
“there’s no point moving on if somebody’s looking like they’re lost or it’s 
not becoming pleasurable for them”. This relates to the idea of presenting 
parts so that it is “not a tedium learning a new piece” and means that 
“The whole process is something that we enjoy doing together”. 
Female director teaching men or male director 
teaching women 
An issue inherent to the process of teaching parts that arose on a number 
of occasions was strategies used by directors when teaching parts to the 
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opposite gender. This was particularly problematic for female directors 
teaching tenors and when there were both male and female tenors singing 
the same line. Several female directors spoke about how male directors 
can sing all four parts for an SATB choir by singing bass and tenor parts 
in their regular registers and using falsetto for alto and soprano parts. 
One male director, however said this was not necessarily ideal. He 
explained, 
…when a guy sings high, and he’s teaching a part to women, 
they sing high. And you don’t have to explain that. You shouldn’t 
(and I used to try this for a while) you shouldn’t, as a guy, sing 
falsetto in their range, in their octave, because that just sounds 
weird. Because timbre’s a really important part. Timbre’s 
actually a really important component of modelling the part. It 
just disorients them. You sing high, they sing high. You sing low, 
they sing low. Even though there’s an octave difference. You 
don’t have to explain.  
Some male directors were observed teaching in the way indicated above, 
however being able to use their falsetto register was a useful tool for 
instances where confusion occurred, because they could, if required, give 
the pitch in the desired octave. 
This issue, however, became somewhat complicated when women were 
teaching tenors. Part of the problem in this case was that although the 
tenor part is traditionally a male part, in many community choirs, there is 
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a contingent of women singing the tenor line. This was often either 
because there is a shortage of male singers, or because women (often but 
not always post-menopausal women) were more comfortable singing in the 
lower part of their range. One director explained, “if you’ve got female 
tenors and male tenors side by side, why they often feel uncomfortable 
with each other, the women sing low, the guys sing high, notionally, it’s 
exactly the same note…It’s the timbre, it’s the overtones, it’s the 
harmonics, which are clashing, that’s why they feel uncomfortable”. If the 
tenor section was largely composed of women, female directors tended to 
sing tenor lines in the lower part of their voice, at the pitch of the tenor 
part. One director, however, said this made it harder for singers to hear 
her demonstration because she has less projection in that part of her voice. 
The predicament of demonstrating voice parts, however, was not 
restricted to teaching members of the opposite gender. A male director 
discussed how demonstrating is an effective way of communicating the 
desired tone, and said, “with men I can sing what they're singing so I can 
kind of sing it the way that I want them to sing it… I think it’s a lot more 
easy for them to just see what it is that I want them to do if I do it”. 
However he said, “it’s harder for male tenors because I can’t really [sings 
in the male tenor range], but then I can kind of, just not very loud”. When 
I asked him what he does when teaching male tenors, he said,  
We talk about this mixed voice, you know you’ve got your [sings 
in chest/belt voice] strong voice, and you’ve got [sings same pitch 
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in falsetto] your falsetto, and then you’ve got this light voice that 
you’re always asking them to sing in [sings in this in-between 
voice] so we’re always going for this sort of covered, blended 
voice. 
Teaching songs in foreign languages 
All of the choirs in the study have learned songs in languages other than 
English, so I asked the directors how they teach songs in different 
languages to their choirs. Several directors discussed the way some 
singers resist learning foreign languages. A director with extensive 
experience in teaching vocal production of various languages to actors 
through her role as a voice specialist relayed her detailed approach of 
combining physiological understanding of different vocal sounds with a 
system of phonetic symbols. 
A number of directors said they had faced aversion to learning foreign 
languages within their choirs. One director said, “there’s a particular type 
of person and sometimes children that will go, ‘Can we sing it in English 
now?’” I asked a different director why she thought this was and she said, 
“because they don’t speak other languages and they don’t see the point”. 
She recalled, 
one time we were doing something in another language and a 
couple of them got quite stroppy and said, ‘why do we have to do 
this?’ and I had to say, ‘because this is the language that the 
composer wrote in and this is the tone quality that he wanted in 
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this piece and it’s very important’ and they did and it was fine in 
the end but they were kind of pretty stroppy about it and I think 
some people in the choir don’t really want to, it’s just too hard.  
Several directors had experience speaking the languages of the songs they 
were teaching, while others highlighted the importance of consulting a 
native speaker of the language regarding pronunciation, translation and 
the history of a song. One director said, “most things I’m getting off 
recordings or from live sources” which he used as a reference for 
pronunciation. A different director said, “Usually I’ve learned them [songs 
in foreign languages] from being in another choir situation myself and I’ve 
just remembered how that particular director pronounced things, so it’s 
not…I don’t have a checking mechanism. I’m probably perpetuating all 
kinds of crimes against language!” A different director said, “That sort of 
language stuff comes up a lot”. She said,  
I really like to know how to pronounce things but I think that 
you get it wrong and I have done workshops where I’ve walked in 
with a Samoan song or something and there’s been Samoans in 
the group. How do I be graceful in that situation? Or I walk into 
a room of 30 indigenous leaders and what do I do? 
She offered, “I think all I can try and do is honour the song” and said it is 
important to her to feel “connected with the song via something”. She 
provided the example that “there’s a lot of people in our group that are 
heavily involved with Timor Leste so I feel okay to do those songs…That’s 
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been a beautiful thing, having connection with the community that you 
sing with. Honouring that language.” 
In terms of teaching approaches, one director said she teaches language 
“by rote, by parrot. Say it slowly and get them to say it back. I say it 
slowly, and then I say it in the rhythm that they will be singing it, so that 
the rhythm gets inherently built into the language”. Another director said, 
I think in teaching it, it depends how smart the people are. Like 
my really, really highly intelligent lawyers really take a long 
time with language. Because they’re reading it and they’re 
cracking up and they’re laughing and they just can’t get it. I’m 
just going, ‘Put the paper down and listen to me, just listen. Do it 
aurally.’ They really struggle because they’re so academic.  
A director who has spent many years working as a voice and dialect 
specialist with actors described her “two-pronged approach” for teaching 
pronunciation of different languages. The first part consisted of talking 
about the “architecture of the body” and in particular the “architecture of 
the mouth” because “so much of the articulatory mechanism for us 
[singers] is malleable. Unlike a flute is a flute is a flute. Or a sax is a sax 
is a sax in terms of the kind of tonal qualities that those instruments 
make”. She went on to say, “I think the extraordinary thing about the 
human voice is that we’ve only got two fixed parts of those articulatory 
mechanisms: that’s just the hard palate and the alveolar ridge that are 
immovable. All the rest moves”.   
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Discussion and practical exploration of the physiology of the movable 
articulators (lips, tongue, teeth and soft palate) has formed an important 
part of how she has taught singers to create different sounds.  The second 
part of her approach has involved teaching what she calls “kinaesthetic 
phonetics”. This involves “looking at IPA, the International Phonetic 
Alphabet…and putting the phonetic symbols over the top” of words in 
different languages “rather than being overwhelmed by the transcript” of 
the language. She said, “for me it really helps to just write the phonetic 
transcription above and think about writing little images and codes and 
things that help me to work backwards into the architecture of what 
you’re doing with the mouth”. By this she means that reading a particular 
phonetic symbol tells her what she needs to do physically with her mouth 
to achieve the desired sound. She said, 
The actors I work with are much more proficient [than the choir]. 
We’ve actually developed that language, so I can actually put up 
on a whiteboard, ‘we’re now going to play with this series of 
sounds’ and we can actually uniformly make those sounds 
because I’ve got a two-pronged approach of ‘this is the 
architecture we’re going to look at’, and ‘this is the phonetic 
transcription’. So we can actually formalise and shorthand a way 
of getting to a pretty accurate sound. 
Of her two-pronged approach she said,  
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Certainly the architectural perspective, being able to talk about 
the body and shapes and playful ways of changing those shapes 
but also starting to just put a few little symbols in and 
[identifying the same sound in different places] so getting a 
consistency of sound through it. 
Pitch 
Following the initial learning of the pitch of parts, finer details of pitch 
accuracy often presented themselves in the rehearsal process, including 
going flat, problem intervals and pitch challenges in different songs. 
Directors acknowledged the tendency of choirs’ pitch to drop, with one 
director consoling his choir, “it’s the trade of choirs - they drop”. Directors 
did, however have to decide on the threshold for the dropping of pitch. 
When the choir dropped a significant amount in a short period of time, the 
director would usually seek to address the problem. In a number of 
instances, when the choir dropped by the interval of a tone across the 
duration of a section in rehearsal, this prompted the director to draw 
attention to the pitch. Many different situations gave rise to pitch 
problems, and as a result, directors attended to these in different ways. 
For general overall flat pitch, one director said to his choir, “just a 
reminder about staying in tune” and continued, “How to stay in tune: it’s 
not upward physical effort [lifts body, chin and eyebrows]. Remain calm 
and in a neutral position. Upward effort and energy in your brain. Mental 
effort, not physical effort.” He also identified that it is “a matter of target 
notes…Like you’ve got to mark a line in the sand…[and] if we’ve got those 
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nailed in our consciousness” the pitch will improve. Confidence in finding 
particular pitches was important: “There’s a couple of intervals in that 
that are just a bit sticky. That progression sometimes goes a bit sideways. 
You don’t have to slow down to go to that note, just try to feel the centre of 
it” and “It doesn’t sound unanimous. It doesn’t sound like you’re heading 
to the same note”. Another director identified the role of posture and 
alertness, "Oh we've dropped. That means we've got to sit up straighter". 
In other instances, it was important to identify which intervals required 
special attention to keep their pitch accurate. On a number of occasions 
the third of the scale was one such interval with one director saying, 
“really emphasise the fact that you are now in a major key where we were 
in a minor key before” and another encouraging, “just watch that interval” 
for the semitone movement from the second scale degree to the minor 
third of the scale as she sang first three notes of a song “it’s got a slightly 
more dark feel to it”. Different arrangements posed different problems for 
pitch, with one director telling her choir that for a certain song, “It’s just 
getting those harmonies in tight and clear. The inner parts are letting us 
down in terms of the brightness and pitch”.  
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Tone 
Refining the choir’s tone in a particular song often took place after the 
parts were learned and included addressing vocal technique, getting choir 
members to think of themselves as singers, stylistic use of different vocal 
tones and being aware of the performance venue space. One director noted 
that the diverse membership of community choirs, as well as changing 
membership, means tone is “always going to be the biggest issue I think 
for community choirs, because they’re all untrained. You’re just dealing 
with a gamut of different types of people at different levels. It’s just 
something we’re constantly working on and it will always change and it 
will never be perfect”. She said that while “it’s a work in progress…I 
definitely notice a real change in tone over my choirs, as they stay with 
each other longer and over the years. But you’ll always have new people 
coming and going, so you can fix it, but it won’t be fixed”. 
A different director spoke about addressing vocal technique to improve 
tone. This included “relaxing your tongue, the bottom of your jaw”; 
showing singers the effect of aspirating before the start of a note: the 
“haa” sound means “you’ve got no energy left. You’ve expended everything 
straight away”, whereas the “ahh” sound “immediately asks you 
something physically”; and “people singing on their cords”. This director 
spoke of different issues she has encountered with different voice parts, 
which included quality of sound in a particular range and how to approach 
high notes. She described the way “altos around maybe A below middle C, 
even around C, they can honk” and  
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Sopranos just above their transition, the F. They can sound like 
cats crying and it’s like holy hell. With the Sops, it’s always 
about breathing and support…and it’s about producing tone and 
the sops always have a tendency to be fearful of heights. The 
higher the note gets, the more they want to flatten it. They’re 
terrified. It’s like the vertigo of the choral world. It’s about like 
lifting the lid off their head. So I do a lot of work in getting them 
to feel secure with that area…Same with altos, getting them to 
not sing in full voice all the time and to stop honking.  
She said a large part of what she asks singers to do in her rehearsals or 
workshops is, “from this point on, you need to consider yourself as 
singers”. She said, “I’ve just got to put that picture in their head. It really 
does have immediate effects because I’ve done it a thousand times with 
choirs that sound like that community sound, that kind of honking sound 
and then I’ll just rearrange them and immediately they sound better”. 
Rearranging the physical placement of singers in the room forces them to 
listen across the room to hear others in their voice part, and also means 
individual members have to take responsibility for their part rather than 
relying on others. The implications for tone also come from hearing the 
tone colours of the different voice parts more clearly, rather than just 
being immersed in the tone of one’s own voice section, as can happen when 
all members of a voice section are placed together. In addition to this, she 
communicated how she asks her singers to connect with the song 
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emotionally, saying “when you really ask them to invest in a song, again 
the tone changes. It’s often a philosophical thing that changes the tone”. 
The stylistic use of different vocal tones was important to one director who 
shared how she worked with her choir to achieve this when they found it 
difficult. The choir was learning an African song and the director “wanted 
a really strident kind of a like a village African sound” and she 
demonstrated this bright forward placement to them. She said, “all the 
people who’ve sort of come through church choirs and like to pronounce 
things properly all went, ‘really? You really want us to [sing like that]?’” 
She said,  
once they heard me do it and I tried to get them to mimic that 
and they heard how much it lifted the sound and how much more 
appropriate it was for the particular song, then they sort of 
trusted me with it but they really resisted it at first. 
The director said she used a combination of demonstration (“I’ll just sort of 
sing it overly exaggerated in the bad way and go ‘this is how it’s sounding 
and ‘this is what I want it to sound like’”) and talking (“look this song’s not 
going to work stylistically if you don’t have this approach to it. If you sing 
it in a very polite way it will just sound really pedestrian. If you sing it in 
this fashion, then you will get the essence of the song”) to help her choir 
produce the desired tone. In contrast with the bright African vocal 
production, another director said using her own voice which, as a soprano, 
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has “fairly pure kind of sound” helps her choir to achieve purity and 
beauty of tone.  
One director identified that there are many factors that influence a choir’s 
tone at any given point in time. She recalled how performance adrenaline 
affected her choir when they “had to squash up on this tiny little stage” 
and she “had to kind of let them go because there wasn’t going to be any 
kind of finesse about” it, “a lot of the songs we did were just loud” and “it 
really was a kind of odd sound so we just went with it. That’s the other 
thing, space and how that works”. This observation corroborates the 
earlier idea that the physical placement of singers in a room can have a 
strong impact on the tone of the choir. She reflected that, “definitely that’s 
my approach with all of my groups and giving them the power actually 
because there’s only so much I can do and it is absolutely, as you know, 
completely and utterly exhausting”. 
Blend 
Choral blend was identified as part of the refining phase of rehearsal. The 
most prevalent ideas relating to achieving a blended choir sound were 
teamwork and listening.  
Teamwork 
One director spoke in depth about the way her choir has developed a 
collective sound over the 20 years they have been together. Someone who 
worked with them on their album recording described it as “a testament to 
time and community” and that “there’s something about community choirs 
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that have been together for a long time that start to develop a collective 
voice and a collective spirit”. She attributed this to “engaging in the spirit 
of the tone” and said “there is very much a sense of the feel of how that 
sits in our bodies collectively and I think that comes from time and 
endurance and stickability”. In her eyes, “there’s something about how 
we’ve come together as a community that has impact on how we make 
sound. And I think they’re indivisible.” She described this connection as 
“that joy of singing into almost the mouth and the heart of another 
person”. She referred to a similar situation in another director’s choir 
where there is “a kind of an osmosis of people” and “there’s a kind of an 
immersion into the sense of humour, the way of looking at the world, the 
way of embodying the song, the tone”. 
She also recalled a set of a cappella choir workshops she ran one time, 
where a number of her professional opera singer friends decided to come 
along. Initially she was really excited because she thought, “this is going 
to be a really kick-arse choir…because they’re all professional singers, 
[they] will pick up things really really quickly, we’re going to be able to do 
amazing stuff.” She went on to say, “I actually think it was the worst choir 
that I ever worked with because all of them were divas who were so used 
to making their solo sound that they didn’t know how to just kind of 
exercise a little vocal humility… It was a diva choir and it was bloody 
awful. There was no sense of cohesion or harmony or one voice”. She said,  
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I actually learned a lot through that process, that sometimes the 
humility of working with people who don’t see themselves as 
soloists can sometimes make them a lot more generous in terms 
of what their place is in that community. They’re not coming to 
stand out as stars or divas. They’re coming because they want to 
be a part of something that is a collective. And that has a strong 
sense on how you embody that sound. I think that’s huge. 
Listening 
Directors used an array of exercises and strategies to teach their singers 
to listen in order to improve the blend of the choir’s sound. This included 
soft singing, combining two voice parts at a time, changing the physical 
placement of the singers, listening from the middle of the circle, 
improvisation and unifying vowel sounds. Details of these strategies are 
described in the following paragraphs. 
Encouraging singers to sing softly enabled them to hear their own part, as 
well as the other parts being sung. One director said she would often 
remind her choir that if they could not hear the people either side of them 
singing, they were singing too loudly. In a similar way, several directors 
drew attention to the melody, reminding the singers providing the 
accompaniment parts that if they could not hear the melody it meant they 
needed to sing more softly. 
Several directors taught singers to listen to another voice part by having 
two parts (for example basses and altos) sing a section of a song together 
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so they could hear the two parts in relation to each other. One director 
described how it is easier for the ear to hear one part against one’s own 
part, rather than, for example, all four parts. This also allowed the singers 
to hear important harmonic relationships, such as when they were singing 
in octaves with another part or if there was a dissonance which might be 
difficult. One director said, “I think it’s really important that they know, 
‘oh now I should be listening to the melody, now I should be listening to 
the altos because I'm moving with them and now I'm jumping over the 
second sops [sopranos]’”. The same director said that in instances where 
there is difficult close harmony, she would often ask the singers to put 
their scores down in order to encourage them to listen more. She did this 
after each voice section had sung through their part individually a couple 
of times and were confident separately, and the director was seeking to 
combine the voice parts.  
Various exercises were used to help singers to expand their listening, and 
this often involved varying the physical placement of the singers in the 
rehearsal space. One exercise consisted of asking singers to stand next to 
someone who was not in their voice part in order to “open up their ears 
360 degrees”. The director said, “it does freak people out” but the result is 
that singers get “out of their sectional ear”, so instead of relying on the 
(strong) singers in their own voice part, they are forced to listen to singers 
in other parts. She said, “often that's a revelation for them, especially 
tonally, and then they can go back to their section and kind of feel like 
they’ve opened up everything to be able to hear that full sound”. This 
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strategy is similar to the strategy the same director described for 
improving tone, which involved rearranging singers physically in the 
space also. This strategy and others like it, therefore, not only develop 
tone, but also develop listening skills and blend.  
A similar activity included getting singers to stand in quartets (groups of 
four with one singer from each of the four voice parts, so each singer is 
standing close to one singer from every other part). This “forces you to 
take responsibility and to listen” which can help intonation. Another 
exercise was singing a canon in an alternating pattern where every second 
person in a row sang the first part, and everyone else sang the second 
part. The director described how when singers sit in a group with 
everyone else in their section it can sometimes sound like “two parts 
trying to compete” and that this exercise helps the parts work together 
more effectively. Yet another arrangement of voice parts saw the people 
singing the melody standing in the centre of a circle formed by the other 
voices, so the melody could be clearly heard by everyone. 
One director said an important thing he learned from Reinhard 
Flatischler, who developed the TaKeTiNa Rhythm Process, was “the value 
of going in the middle [of the circle of singers] at any time and just 
listening to the music without singing so you can hear”. This director often 
invites individuals or small numbers to sit, stand or lie in the middle of 
the circle, particularly in workshop situations. 
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A different way of teaching singers to listen closely to each other was 
through improvisation. One director did an activity where he asked 
everyone to sit in a tight circle next to someone they hadn’t been next to in 
the workshop and not necessarily in voice parts. He then went on to say 
they were going to  
Sing together with eyes closed for three minutes. When you 
think three minutes is up, stop singing, or any time before that. 
I’m going to suggest a phrase to you and you can do what you 
like with it – harmony, call and response, edit it down to one 
word, ignore the word. There are no rules, no right or wrong. The 
only way it can become unhinged is if we don’t listen globally. 
See what you can glean from everybody else’s contributions. 
He emphasised that it was “An exercise in listening. If you forget 
everything, come back to your ears.” Singers’ reactions to this activity 
revealed that it enabled them to listen in a way they hadn’t listened before 
and led them to sing in a different way to their previous experience. 
Another important component of listening relating to blend was the unity 
of vowel sounds. Different directors used different approaches. Some made 
decisions about which vowel would be used for a particular syllable, and 
encouraged the singers to write a phonetic reminder on their music.  
One director said, “Let’s just hear all the basses giving all their attention 
to their vowel sounds. Same vowel as each other. I’ll give you an indication 
of what that vowel is. The same kind of ‘oo’”. He proceeded to demonstrate 
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the sound he wanted and asked the basses to listen to each other until he 
was satisfied that they were creating a unified sound. 
Teaching musicianship 
Choir directors taught musicianship skills to choristers in rehearsal 
including score-reading and aural skills. This included teaching musical 
notation, terminology, harmony and solfa. While scores were not the 
primary teaching tool for any of the choirs in the study, all choirs used 
scores a lot of the time. Singers were not expected to be able to read music, 
and as was indicated by the chorister questionnaires, many choristers 
were not confident music readers. Directors therefore helped their 
choristers to navigate the scores they were using on a basic level and over 
time taught them more about musical notation. Several directors 
commented that singers tended to pick up different elements of score 
reading “via osmosis through being a member of that choir” and “some 
that didn’t read a dot when they arrived are now kind of starting to 
process charts a bit more”. Directors were observed saying things like, 
“when you see big black lines with two dots, that’s a repeat”, “See this 
little pause mark? So I’ll cut that off”, “it’s got ‘mf’, that’s moderately loud” 
and “when you turn the page jump down to that second line because 
there’s going to be a solo” to help choristers navigate the sheet music. 
Some directors inserted little bits of music theory into their rehearsals to 
help their choristers’ understanding. For example, “each of those notes is a 
three count because we’re in 6/8” and “I’m going to call that end bit the 
coda. In Italian it means ‘tail’”. One director said,  
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I’ve started to tell them things like ‘well, the white one is two 
counts, the white one with no stick is four counts, and see how it 
goes up and down? And if it goes up, that’s one step and that's 
two steps and that’s a bigger step and the greater than sign is an 
accent, but if it’s a bigger greater than sign, then it’s 
a...[diminuendo]’”. 
Another director spoke about how “anything you do, learning tennis or 
learning how to fly an aeroplane, you have to learn the terminology”. He 
said some singers were resistant to learning music terminology, for 
example, “the idea is the anacrusis, right? [I would say] ‘We’re going to go 
from the anacrusis, alright?’ and somebody will say, ‘I’m not going to learn 
it. Don’t talk to me in that language’”. He compared it to a yoga class 
where you wouldn’t say, “can you please not use that Sanskrit?”  
Aural perception was another skill some directors sought to teach their 
choirs. Two directors spoke of how they fostered an aural understanding 
for choir members. The first director described the following process: 
I pretty much give them the chord, tell them the key, give them 
the tonal centre, give them a home. ‘OK, we’re starting on 1 3 
5’… Even the people that do not know any musical terms, which 
there are a handful of, I’ve insisted that they at least know 1 3 5 
and home base and that it’s in this key. Because I feel that’s 
really important, you just can’t get on that horse without being 
able to ride it, kind of thing.  
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The other director used a solfa system.  
so that they’re at all times having a sense of key. Which I think 
often, in choirs, people don’t have any idea where they are in 
relation to the key of the piece. They just sort of sing what 
they’re told to sing and they don’t have an understanding of all of 
those parts. I find solfa is really great, because people can 
develop pitch memory and interval memory, which is really 
important.  
Role of the director 
Several directors spoke very eloquently about what their role as director of 
a choir consists of. This was not a specific question I asked in interview, 
rather these responses were instigated by the directors as a result of other 
questions. Directors discussed their role as interpreter of the music, leader 
of a musical journey, adjuster of the choir’s tempo or dynamic, and 
manager of the choir’s energy. 
A director reflected on the role of the conductor in either an orchestral or 
choral context to lead a group of people to achieve a musical outcome. She 
spoke of how a piece of music is  
interpreted by this group of people and it’s then led and moulded 
and interpreted by the conductor. So often the piece is only ever 
as good as the conductor which is fascinating to me that 
somebody should have that much investment and love and be 
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mad enough to think that they can lead that many people and 
get a result.  
She recalled a time when a choir member said to her, “we only do this for 
you.” She said,  
I realised that I had to hold that group and give them the best 
that I can give them because they were giving me so much. I had 
to hold them as gently and as securely as I could…I was filled 
with love and filled with terror at the same time because I knew 
I had to hold this group in a particular way.  
She also spoke about workshops she is asked to run for corporate groups 
where she does a choir workshop for leadership training, which she said, 
“it’s a very simple premise, a choir”. She mentioned questions that arose 
when translating choir leadership to workplace leadership, such as “How 
do you ask them to come with you? And how do you hear that something 
needs to be balanced and how do you deal with that section or how do you 
deal with that person?”  
Another director described the process of bringing the choir with you to 
achieve the desired musical outcome. With regards to tempo, he said, “if 
you’re going at this speed, you don’t necessarily go the speed that you 
want them to go; you go the speed that will pull them towards where you 
want them to go”. This is in contrast with what other directors often 
describe which is to “just conduct the tempo that you want”. He said 
instead that in his experience, “it’s not like that” and that “you’ve got to 
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take notice of where the choir is at and what they’re potentially capable of 
coping with in terms of the adjustment”. He used the analogy,  
It’s like treating the choir like a herd of sheep or a runaway train 
or something, or a horse, a horse that you're sort of whipping or 
calming down. It’s like, he’s not going fast enough so you’ve got 
to whip him a bit, [getting faster] whip whip whip whip, then it’s 
like woah, okay boy, slow down, slow down, [then getting faster 
again] whip whip whip whip. 
He said this is regularly necessary because “[community] choirs will often 
come in with appalling errors of timing” and demonstrated how he might 
count a choir in, but they will start singing at a faster tempo and continue 
to speed up. He said, “They’ll come up with outrageous things so you do 
have to be attuned to what’s possible in a performance. And you have to 
start with where they’re at. You can’t start with where they need to be 
because they are where they are.” 
Related to this, the director discussed the fluidity of tempo in music and 
the director’s role in adjusting the choir as required: 
When you’re conducting a song you want the feel of the song to 
sit comfortably…And so long as the choir knows that they can be 
amended at any stage, you know you can just say to them, ‘no, 
not that speed, slow it down slightly’…Immediately as the song 
starts you’re just adapting to what you hear…I mean the whole 
song in terms of tempo has to kind of breathe and be human, I 
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believe. And it defies the metronome… That’s probably all we’re 
really doing as a choir leader is monitoring, if it feels 
uncomfortably fast, you just go [gestures to slow down] and if it 
feels uncomfortably slow, you go [gestures to speed up]. That’s all 
you’re doing. 
Another director described the lack of control a conductor has when 
conducting a very large choir, saying,  
I learned that a long time ago when we were doing Choral Sea 
and you’re conducting 700 people or 300 for Nelson Mandela 
and you have to ride the beast…It’s just an animal…So it’s this 
rolling, fucking, bloody landslide that you cannot stop. So when 
you’re working with groups that big, it’s inevitable that you’re 
going to end up almost twice the speed that you were if it’s sort 
of a groovy song or you’re going to die, it’s so dirgy that you’re 
just going to kind of...you’re going to kill yourself. 
One director also described a process of energy transfer between the 
conductor and the choir in rehearsal and performance: 
…if I’ve got energy and I’m decisive and certain about the way 
I’m conducting, if I’ve got energy, the choir will have energy, if 
I’m anxious, the choir will start to get anxious. People just pick 
up on stuff…And the same in reverse – if the choir’s sad, then I’ll 
try to be sad. Of course, the other party can then try to 
counteract that, so if I come in and I’m slow and sad and feel like 
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‘oh, I feel like just sleeping in a bed of sorrows’, they may go with 
me, but they may also sense my sleepiness and decide to wake 
me up. So it’s an emotional exchange. But the most common 
transference that you’ll observe in a choir is anxiety. The choir 
leader might not be saying anxious things, they’re quite more 
likely to be being anxious. The choir director might well even be 
telling the choir to calm down in an anxious way, so going 
[anxiously] “it’s okay”, you know, in which case the exercise is 
pointless because there’s of course the choir who’s responding, 
the choir responds not to what the choir leader is saying, but 
what he’s doing or being.  
Another director described his own experience of his anxiousness affecting 
the choir, saying, “I used to go to these rehearsals very anxious and that 
would almost always produce some kind of a bad result”. Once he realised 
this was the problem, he said he adjusted his behaviour so that he would 
Go to a rehearsal thinking, rather than be worried about how 
everyone’s going to be when they turn up, and worrying about 
how I’m going to go and whether I’ll do a good job or not, I’m just 
going to go in there and I’m going to think that I am welcoming 
everybody to this experience and it had such a profound effect 
that everything changed after that. 
This decision to welcome singers into the choir experience is key to the 
experience of the choir, as well as the director in this instance. 
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In rehearsal, I observed a director start to rehearse a song, but deciding 
not to continue and changing to a different song shortly after. When I 
asked what happened, the director said, 
I abandoned it because I analysed the political costs of dealing 
with the alto section. It’s a five-part song and there’s a second 
alto section that just don’t have their shit together. And I tried to 
move someone from two weeks ago and it was kind of awkward. 
So they were just fucking it up. The song just sounded shit to me. 
So I just went, ‘forget it’; cut your losses. And I do do that 
sometimes…I’ll just abandon it for the moment. Sort out some of 
the personnel. I do that in workshops as well, I mean, I think you 
have to stay open to what’s really happening in the workshop. So 
you’re thrashing away at something for a while and you’re like, 
‘this is fucked’. 
This account gives a window into some of the many factors affecting a 
choir that directors juggle at every rehearsal for the sake of the musical 
and social outcomes. 
I asked directors if it was necessary to conduct their choir during 
performance or if they could perform without a conductor, and what they 
thought their conducting gave the choir. Responses to this question helped 
to shape the concept of the role of the director. Directors agreed that while 
it would be possible for the choir to perform without a conductor, in 
general, the choirs preferred to have a conductor, and that the conductor 
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was able to lead the group through a unified performance of a song. This 
included providing focus, energy, reminders of musical and emotional 
dimensions and a capacity to adjust musical elements (tempo, dynamics 
and balance). 
One director reflected that while there have been instances where choirs 
have not had conductors, “it just takes a lot longer to come to a consensus” 
and “all the members would need to take a lot more responsibility…they 
would have to do the thinking”. Instead, “if a conductor just sort of 
exercises his autocratic right to wave his arms around and expects a kind 
of response, that’s a shortcut to getting there faster” because “the 
conductor kind of does the thinking for them and by that I mean, they 
know what to do but the conductor reminds, they don’t have to think 
necessarily that much about what’s happening because they know that the 
conductor’s going to lead them where it needs to go”. 
Others said, “conveying whatever the song’s about and getting the feel 
happening [is what] they seem to depend on me for” and “a certain 
flexibility in a performance, that you can only get when you’ve got a single 
director who can listen and adjust as she goes”. A director reflected that 
having a conductor provides confidence for the singers as well as “more 
musicality”. She noted, however that “it doesn’t necessarily give it more 
cohesion, because if I’m not there it forces them to listen to each other, 
rely on each other”. One director said members of her choir would tell her 
when they needed a visual reminder of a particular cue. 
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One director felt it important to state,  
I count myself lucky to be in this position of responsibility and I 
really feel when you’re a choir director it’s a position of 
responsibility and you’re the kind of servant to the choir, 
really…So it’s a privilege and it’s a really wonderful form of 
expression you know, to have the choir do your bidding and be 
able to play them like an instrument, yeah it’s a fantastic gift. 
Director style 
Through my observation, the styles of different directors became readily 
apparent. This included differences in choice of repertoire, teaching styles, 
personalities and philosophies. One director reflected on the importance of 
the director’s personality and charisma as a significant part of their role. 
A wide range of repertoire was observed across the rehearsals in the 
study. Various different teaching styles have been discussed above, and it 
is likely that the different personalities of directors have come through in 
the fragments of interviews and rehearsals I have quoted throughout. One 
director observed, “I’ve sort of come to the conclusion that the community 
of people that I end up with in a choir are the people who can put up with 
me, who like my choice of repertoire and for one reason or another like the 
kind of venue”. His choir rehearsed at a club, and the singers “didn’t want 
to move because they loved having a drink”. 
One director reflected on himself and others, “I think force of personality 
is very important in a community choir director. Some of the best ones 
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that I’ve seen combine technique with personality, almost charisma”. He 
spoke of two different directors who are 
chalk and cheese, they’re completely different from each other. 
But they’ve both got that charisma. People are drawn to them, 
they love coming. Other choir directors who don’t have that, 
you’ll find people dropping off, not nearly so much looking 
forward to coming every week. That’s the problem. That’s 
basically what you’re aiming for. You want people to want to 
come every week. 
He added, “there’s nuts and bolts aspects of technique which all the 
charisma in the world won’t fix up. But that’s when it doesn’t matter, 
because people are there because they like being there”. In association 
with this, he identified that “different directors have different strengths 
and weaknesses”. He said, “I think my particular strength is pitch. And I 
tend to go for that. And I have a reputation for that” but that another 
director “is second to none with blending and timbre” and “The actual 
quality of the sound that he gets from his choirs is better than any other 
community choir that I’ve heard. That’s largely to do with his work on 
blending which he’s very good at”. In spite of these differing strengths, he 
argued, 
Whatever the exact issues of technique are, the exact skills 
which you’ve either got or you haven’t got, often it all comes back 
to personality. And your, as a person, your own groundedness 
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and your own self-respect, and all the things that make you a 
good or not a good person, that are a part of your character are 
going to be there on show. And they’re going to be there. And if 
you’ve got confidence about that, that’s a very large part of it... 
He also stressed the importance of the need to “at all times, be seen to 
know what you’re doing” because of the way the director’s confidence is 
reflected onto the choir.  
Low energy of choir or director 
Connected to the way the director above described the transfer of 
emotional energy between the choir and the director, several directors 
spoke about this relationship when I asked them how they motivate the 
choir when the singers’ energy is low. They also spoke of the inverse, when 
their own energy as director is low. 
While members of her choir enjoy coming to rehearsal, one director 
described how challenging it can be for members to make it to rehearsal, 
and how this affects their energy at choir: 
The group are all workers so there’s always that difficulty to get 
there with every single group I’ve got (except the kids). It’s hard 
for them. They love it, they love singing, they want to be there 
but to get there, they feel so exhausted from their day job so 
that’s what I get all the time. If I’m like that too, there’s no hope. 
It just is a really slow night.  
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She also said that there are certain times of year, like the middle of 
winter, when there is low attendance and everyone is very tired when it 
can be especially hard. While she said, “I haven’t had many nights when 
the mood has been so appalling that we’ve just said, ‘okay, let’s just give 
up’”, she articulated how difficult it is to lift the choir’s energy, 
particularly when her own energy is low: 
Oh, that’s hard. It’s so hard. This is not meant to sound 
egocentric. Every single group is directly related to how I 
feel…There was a period when my mother was dying and I was 
really scraping myself to choir and other groups and there was 
no way I could pick myself up, I was just operating at a certain 
level and so the choir operated at that level. I’ve come to really 
understand that it has 90% to do with how I am and how I 
reflect to the choir. It’s a huge responsibility so that’s been 
fascinating, realising my responsibility and my moods and how 
that affects the group.  
She said, “I think their mood is often directly related to how I am. 
Whatever they’ve got, and whatever I’ve brought. It sounds much more 
complicated than it is but that is there, that stuff is definitely there.” She 
continued, “There’s a lot of humour and there’s a lot of sort of just trying 
to love these people.”  She went on to say, 
It’s hard, it really is directly related to how I am. And can I 
change that mood within the choir? I can, when I realise that. I 
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work really hard, really, really hard at keeping people supported 
and happy, really hard because it’s really important to me. But 
any single person can really sink a choir and you get to know your 
members and stuff like that but there’s only one in each choir I 
reckon. If you’ve got two, you’re really pushing shit uphill…if that 
person’s not going to budge, you’ve just got to ignore 
them…because you’re going to lose the group and you’re going to 
lose your rehearsal. But there’s a lot of humour. Generally 
speaking, it’s bloody hard work. Isn’t it? People don’t understand, 
they just go, ‘Oh, you’ve got a great job. Oh, you’re doing what you 
love’ and you go, ‘Yeah, you’ve got no idea’. 
Describing the way she deals with these situations she said,  
It’s really weird, like there’s these two [of me]. There’s the [me] 
that is almost anti-social, incredibly private and just doesn’t 
want to crawl out of the cave and then there’s the [me] that has 
to deal with thousands of people, so it’s me, but it’s me 
performing too.  
She communicated that for her “sleeping in is really important” after an 
evening rehearsal because “you’ve got to conserve that energy because 
you’ve just got to put it [energy] out there”. 
Another director spoke about the need to be responsive to the choir’s 
energy levels. He said, 
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Sometimes I’ll get a sense that it’s not going the way that I want 
it to go and I used to get frustrated and irritable when that 
happened but now I realise that hasn’t got to do with me, it’s got 
to do with them and I might go, ‘so it seems as though there’s not 
much energy around tonight’ or something; ‘maybe we should do 
something fun, or do something quiet or do something slow or do 
something in English’. I might think of some way of changing 
the activity that can shift the energy a little bit. ‘Maybe you 
should all go home early’.  
Troubleshooting 
One director identified that “good, rapid diagnosis of problems and not just 
diagnosis, but problem solving of those things” are “the real hallmarks of 
expertise”. Directors were observed troubleshooting a wide variety of 
issues in rehearsal. One director observed that choirs often “don’t know 
when they’ve made a mistake”, so it is therefore the director’s job to be 
able to hear and address errors or places of improvement for pitch, 
rhythm, tuning, blend, vowels, vocal technique, phrasing and more. 
Directors often told their choirs what needed to be changed, and 
demonstrated how to do this. For example, one director said, “rather than 
[sings individual notes] you’re not pushing it forward as a whole sentence. 
You have to use your body more. Energetic force.” At another time, she 
coached, “That’s how music can fall flat. You haven’t thought enough 
about having enough breath left. You have to have some spare air when I 
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want to finish the note.” Vocal technique often featured in troubleshooting: 
“That was a bit bleugh. It was tight. Did you hear it tighten? Open up the 
back of your throat. Imagine there’s a door here [back of neck] and open it 
up”. Sometimes a director tried an assortment of different strategies to try 
to fix a particular problem. One director identified some notes that needed 
to have a brighter sound. She demonstrated the vowel sound, then 
suggested thinking “honey cow” for the word “honeycomb” and then 
offered, “I don’t know if it helps to think of your teeth” as she smiled to 
brighten her sound. 
Some problems were multifaceted, such as this example where a rhythmic 
problem was connected to the relationship between the different parts: 
You’ve got to be able to do your part and listen to what else is 
going on. They say ‘we’ then you say ‘we’. Have a listen. 
Sometimes you get so caught up in what you’re doing you have 
no idea how it relates. If you understand the relationship, you 
can be more musical. 
A different director encountered a problem with pitch, saying, “we’re all 
going really flat really quickly there”. She got the choir to do a vocal 
exercise singing the interval of an octave to help with this. When the 
problem persisted, she tried an assortment of things including mixing the 
sopranos and altos up physically, singing it softly and singing it very 
quickly. The tuning was still problematic, but when she told them to 
breathe, it improved and she said, “I can’t stress how important that is”.  
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Another director outlined a strategy to address pitch issues. 
I got the tenors to sing just the one note, just the tonic, so they 
could actually hear the harmonies against the tonic. Then they 
could hear that, how it all sort of worked, you know? Until 
then…they didn’t hear the scale, possibly because I sang it badly. 
They didn’t quite hear the fifth. They’d make it real sharp but 
once then tenors were in there, they could hear the relationship 
with the tonic and it fell into place. 
The relationship between repertoire choice and subsequent problems was 
raised by one director. He recounted the way a fellow director had enlisted 
his help, saying, “She came to me a few months ago saying she’s got this 
horrible problem with the basses, they just can’t keep in time, they can’t 
sing the notes. They’re driving me crazy. There’s nothing I can do. I said, 
‘Have you tried giving them some arrangements where they sing the 
tune?’ You write for your instrument. Give your choir what they can deal 
with.” 
One director identified that there is a limit to what she is able to do in 
terms of troubleshooting: 
I cannot be a choir, I’m only one person. I can teach you these 
parts, I can beg you to do your homework and I can conduct you 
and I can hold you, but I can’t sing in four parts. Why do you 
think I can? They look at me like they hadn’t thought of that 
before. 
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Maintaining interest 
Directors discussed several strategies for maintaining interest in 
rehearsals, especially when teaching parts of a new song. These included 
teaching in small sections to minimise the time people were not singing; 
teaching everyone all of the parts; asking singers who knew their part to 
sing softly while another section learns their part; encouraging singers to 
identify similarities between parts; and use of humour.  
Several directors referred to maintaining interest while teaching separate 
parts as an “age-old problem” and indicated that they were very conscious 
of this in rehearsals. Some mitigated this by teaching each voice part in 
small sections before combining the voice parts, as this minimised the 
time singers were left waiting for their turn.  
Sometimes directors encouraged singers to sing parts other than their own 
in rehearsal in order to keep them focused, give them something to do, and 
support singers learning the part. Similarly, it was common for directors 
to ask people who already knew their part to “sing their part sensitively 
and supportively” while another section was learning. 
When there were similarities between parts, directors often drew singers’ 
attention to them in order to sustain their attention, but also to aid their 
learning. For example directors would identify when all singers had the 
same lyrics, had identical rhythms, or other relationships of interest. One 
director said, “a lot of the time when I’m giving notes to a part, the notes 
are applicable to the whole ensemble” such as pronunciation and 
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breathing. Sometimes directors would identify commonalities for their 
choristers, but at other times they would challenge them when they are 
teaching another part to “see if they can actually pick out where their 
parts link up with that part, you know like are there any octaves or fifths”. 
This director stated that he would be more likely to do this with an 
experienced choir rather than in workshop situations because “there’s not 
a lot of people there who are going to really be bothered with that, they’re 
there to have fun”. 
Humour was identified as an important strategy to ensure people were 
enjoying themselves in rehearsal. Several directors stressed its 
importance in rehearsal for several reasons including overall enjoyment, 
relaxation and group cohesion. One director speaking about humour said 
“it’s important” because “it makes it more fun, and also it makes you 
breathe: laugh, breathe”. He went on to say “I would sort of argue it’s 
mostly important because it affects the cohesion of the group and makes 
them breathe and makes them relax as well”. The director of the women’s 
choir said, “we usually have at least one baby at every rehearsal, often 
three. That helps. The people that aren’t doing their part are often making 
faces at the baby”. 
Single gender choirs compared to mixed gender 
choirs 
Two directors in the study worked with single-gendered groups – one 
female and one male. I asked them to identify any differences they 
perceived working in this context compared to groups with both genders. 
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The director of the women’s choir in the study said, “I think there is an 
element of self-doubt and self-esteem that comes with a women’s choir in 
particular. And then, I mean in some senses with only women in the room, 
sometimes that’s helpful, so…we have more babies in the room than when 
there’s mixed gender”. 
In a musical sense, she said, “certainly a big difference with a single-
gendered choir is just the range, so when I’m arranging things, there are 
pieces where I’ve had to bring it down to three parts or even two because 
there’s just no more you can get out of it in the treble range”. The flip side 
of this, however means 
if I have a balance issue, I can just move people 
around…Because when you’re writing in four parts and they’re 
all treble, obviously each part doesn’t have a very big range…I 
have people who are happy to do that, it depends if people want 
to learn another part, it won’t stuff them up…if you haven’t got 
enough basses, there’s nothing you can do about that. If I don’t 
have enough altos, I’ll just haul somebody down from the mezzos. 
The director who works with a group of all men said the main difference is 
the humour, saying, it’s a “different kind of humour if there's just men”. 
He also said, he will “Tend to be able to be a bit more direct with men. 
Just go up to a guy and go like, [bluntly] ‘you’re flat’. Seems to be okay”. 
He also identified that musically, “You’re obviously going for a different 
sound because men are naturally in their voices more homogenous”.  
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Given that these are the reflections of directors regarding their respective 
choirs, these observations may or may not apply more broadly to other 
groups. For instance, it is entirely likely the issue of self-doubt resonates 
in groups that are not all women, and different groups develop their own 
sense of humour. 
Workshops 
Several of the directors were observed directing choir workshops, which 
took place over a single day or weekend. It was clear that while there were 
a lot of commonalities with directing a choir on a weekly basis, there were 
a number of differences in the way directors worked in this context. One 
workshop that was observed was organised by a director for the purpose of 
introducing a large amount of new repertoire to her regular choir. Some 
workshops involved choirs inviting a guest director to lead a workshop, 
meaning many singers knew each other, however other workshops were 
one-off events with a group of singers that came together for the workshop 
but did not sing together as a group. One director spoke in her interview 
about instances where she was brought in to run choirs in workplace 
situations where people may never have sung before. Issues of importance 
in the workshop context were the need to unite the group, choristers’ 
willingness to explore new things and the focus on musicality rather than 
perfection due to shorter timeframes. 
I discussed with one director the way in which a particular annual 
weekend workshop has a unique atmosphere, and how activities 
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undertaken there could not be done in other contexts. We talked about a 
warm-up activity she did where “we were putting our ears against men’s 
backs [while they sang] and it was sounding so fantastic”. She said, “It 
seems to be more of a process that people will enter. When they say I’m 
coming to a weekend of singing, in a way, they’re preparing their mind to 
step into the unknown a little bit more.” I asked if she would do this kind 
of activity with her regular choirs and she replied that “there’s not as 
much time involved to go deeper” so “it doesn’t go as deep on a weekly 
level”. She described the way the nature of a weekend workshops means 
“we can get a little bit less inhibited”. She said, “Over the weekend, those 
kind of things break down and so we’re able to touch each other a bit and 
go there. You can’t do that with a fresh group of people straight up, 
necessarily. Although you could try, but some people would freak out.” She 
also identified that because this particular workshop has been running 
annually for many years now, “people kind of understand it and have been 
quite a few times” and “it’s got its own life if you like” which makes it a 
different environment to running a workshop with people who have never 
worked with you before.  
Another director identified that for workshops, “we can’t do anything that 
involves [sheet] music on the first night, you just have to do something 
that’s by ear because it’s all about us making relationships with each 
other. So it’s crucial that you’re not lost in the music.” This identified a 
crucial part of the structure of a successful workshop, which is facilitating 
group cohesion early on. 
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Many of the teaching approaches observed in workshops were similar and 
transferrable to ordinary choir rehearsals, however due to the time 
constraints, the focus was often on allowing singers to experience as much 
of the spirit of a song as possible without striving for perfection. The 
nature of the workshops meant that in most cases, the entire repertoire 
was new for everyone, and in many cases, also new for the director. This 
meant directors were teaching songs from the ground up and trying to 
teach a whole song in a matter of hours. For one director this meant that 
his philosophy was, “don’t let the perfect get in the way of the good”. 
Interestingly in this context, several directors were observed spending 
some time initially making sure the overall feel of the song in terms of the 
groove and musicality were achieved by the choir. Time was spent on this 
in favour of drilling parts to ensure the pitch was entirely correct. This 
was an interesting contrast to the approach of some directors in weekly 
rehearsals, who would make sure the ‘notes’ were learned before turning 
to elements of expression. This focus on musicality reflected the goal of the 
workshops to allow singers to experience as much of the entire song in as 
short a time as possible. 
While workplace choir workshops are different to community choirs or 
public singing workshops where singers decide they want to partake in a 
singing experience, these types of workshops came up in the professional 
conversation with one director and are similar and different in interesting 
ways. A director who runs choir workshops for workplace leadership 
training spoke of a number of issues facing the director in that situation. 
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She relayed how she would meet a room full of people who may never have 
sung before and how she had a limited amount of time to successfully turn 
them into a choir. She spoke about the fear that the participants have, as 
well as her own fear. Of the participants she said, “it’s really frightening 
for people to breathe deeper than below their neck and utter something 
that has emotional content. It’s really baring your soul.” She recounted the 
process she undertakes to gently guide the participants, 
If I say to them, ‘I’ve got you. I've got you. I’m not going to let you 
fall and just trust me and come with me’. And just little bit by 
little bit…‘If it’s confronting, stop and listen because that’s really 
joyful too but come back in’. At the end of it, I think they realise 
that yeah, it’s not this massive kind of uncontrolled thing, you 
know, I’ve got them like this [holds hands up as if holding 
something up], it’s all within a scale and then it’s within a song 
and it’s okay, you know. So, even if you ask people to breathe, 
often they’ll collapse into tears especially in those work 
situations where everything’s so stressful and they’re not used to 
breathing. So I said, ‘it’s not a yogic breath’ I’ll say ‘it’s along the 
same lines but even the breath is controlled so it’s okay’, you 
know so they go like, ‘argh…’ you can see the terror in their eyes 
in those workshops. 
Speaking of her own emotions, she described how stressful it is for her at 
the start of a workshop, “I’m also in terror, I don’t know who I’ve got…And 
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I’m always loathed for that first 10 minutes by at least more than five 
people in the room”. She described the process of the first few minutes of 
walking into a room with a new group of people: 
You’re an absolute barometer. I walk into rooms and I scan, not 
meaning to, but this is what you do. You scan the room. You’re a 
sponge, you’re sucking up people. It’s like, the sharp ones, the 
soft ones, the scared ones, the ones that are going to give you a 
hard time. And you've kind of got it scanned. You’re a bloody 
barcode. Okay, got it. And you’re always right. You know that 
woman in the strong purple jacket is going to give you a hard 
time. 
The personnel shape the atmosphere of the group and she recalled, 
“there’s been groups with social workers and Boeing engineers in the one 
group so you’ve got a wall of alpha males who are just looking at you and 
going, ‘what?’ It’s not in their world to sing.” She said this directly impacts 
on her choice of repertoire, saying, “I never know what I’m going to give 
them so in my mind I need to find out who the group is first and where 
they’ve come from”. She said certain individuals can be difficult too, 
saying, “I had one woman that was extreme a couple of weeks ago. She 
went, ‘I didn’t sign up for this. I can’t sing, I’m not doing it.’ It threw me so 
much but anyway she hung in there, she nearly broke me a couple of 
times. It’s like, ‘Oh my God’. She was pretty tough.” 
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In spite of these challenges, the workshops have successful outcomes 
where after an hour, the group is singing as a choir and “mostly people are 
stunned. They’re really like, ‘wow, how did you do that?’” She said, “at the 
end of the day everybody has to drop their ego and produce something as a 
whole team. So it’s quite an amazing tool”. 
Some of the situations described by this director would apply to choir 
directors running public choir workshops or starting or directing a 
community choir for the first time. The experience of both the singers and 
the director not knowing what to expect of the experience and the 
individuals in the room applies across these contexts. The need to ensure 
singers have a successful and positive choir experience, and to facilitate an 
environment where people feel safe and comfortable is also common. 
Working with a group of individuals who are required to participate in a 
choir workshop, and with participants possibly all from the same line of 
work, and even the same workplace, brings with it a very different 
atmosphere to individuals from all walks of life coming to a choir for 
leisure. 
Managing and organising 
Some issues relating to the managing and organising dimensions of choir 
directing surfaced, including dealing with people, using a committee to 
make decisions, drawing on the professional expertise of choir members, 
and managing musical and non-musical dimensions of the role.  
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One director said, “dealing with people is a big issue with community 
choirs”. He described the ways in which this has played out, saying, 
One of the biggest things with adults is that they’re incredibly 
difficult to get along with a lot of the time. Everyone has a sense 
of entitlement. It’s not like kids, you expect them to sit down, 
behave themselves and be quiet. Adults don’t behave like that. 
So they’ve got this big sense of entitlement and they want 
everything, especially because they’re paying for it. And they’ve 
got lots of opinions and some of them aren’t helpful.  
He said, “gradually over the years I’ve worked out lots and lots of 
strategies” for dealing with people and “One of them is, quickly organise a 
central committee so that they can take all the representations from 
people and you don’t have to. Somebody else can field all that, all those 
issues”. This director also identified other ways in which members of the 
choir can contribute to organisational aspects, describing another director 
who has “got a photographer that comes to all of her rehearsals. She’s got 
a web designer that’s fantastic. These are invaluable these kinds of 
people”. 
Another director spoke eloquently about the way the musical and non-
musical elements of directing a choir is absolutely exhausting and 
draining: 
Performers get it. I think anybody involved in that side of things, 
dancers…They see what you do, they know what you do because 
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they’ve got to do it. It is like injecting heroin from your own veins 
into people for a short amount of time. Two hours is like an 
eternity in a cappella world. You just kind of go, ‘oh my gosh.’ 
And you’re just shooting that out every time. 
Significance of singing in a choir 
While investigating the significance of singing in a choir was not part of 
this project, this was an issue that came up repeatedly in interactions 
with choristers and choir directors throughout the study.  
One director described the role of choirs in terms of the Indigenous 
Australian concept of songlines, where elements of culture and wisdom for 
traversing the Australian landscape are passed down the generations 
through song: “That whole idea of songlines is really beautiful, a beautiful 
thing. I think this community has lost its song lines. I think that that kind 
of re-emergence of choirs was about re-finding that connection”. This re-
emergence is what was described in Chapter 4 in relation to community 
choirs in Australia. 
The role that singing plays in creating community was apparent with one 
director describing, “there is a real sense of us pulling together as more 
than just a community choir, but there’s no question in my mind that it’s 
the singing that keeps us centralised as a community”. She provided an 
example of the group’s strong connection, saying, “all our kids are growing 
up and thankfully still interested in coming along with us when we go 
away [for choir weekends], which is lovely. To the point where one of them 
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is saying, ‘I’m getting married and I want you all to come and sing at my 
wedding’”. This director also spoke of the way the choir replenishes her: 
There’s always that phenomenon, I’ll often, more times than not, 
90% of the time, arrive on a Thursday night thinking, ‘oh I’m so 
tired, I just want to go home to bed’ and invariably, you spend a 
few hours with a glorious bunch of human beings and you sing 
and make music and you think, ‘god, gee I’ve got a good life’ and 
you come out feeling fantastic. So the rewards are far greater 
than the efforts.  
She spoke of her own difficulties and wondering if she should give the 
choir up when life gets difficult: 
…there’ve been times when I’ve kind of thought, ‘I could just 
close up shop on this. We could just say we’re not going to do it 
anymore’. I’ve come close to feeling it’s just too hard, but 
invariably, I mean I keep trying to look and say you know, ‘are 
you just doing it because you don’t know how to not do it?’ 
There’s that question that comes up for me sometimes too. 
She went on to describe how she is always convinced otherwise: 
And yet, after an hour, they’re making these goddamn beautiful 
sounds and we’re all going, ‘oh my god, that’s beautiful!’ And you 
go away and you think, ‘I don’t want to walk away from that.’ So 
I don’t know the answers to all of those questions other than that 
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they’ve been a central part of my life for 20 years and I don’t 
know that I want to not have that happening. And I think when 
you’ve been in community for a long time, too, they flow with the 
knocks. They understand when I’m overwhelmed and I need time 
out. So there’s not that kind of thing of, ‘when are we going to get 
together? What’s happening with choir?’ There’s very much a 
sense of deep understanding of where my life is and what’s going 
on and there’s a gratitude. I think that’s a really, that’s a big 
word I would put out for community choirs. The sense of 
gratitude for sound and the communion of spirits together. That 
embodied sense of what it is to be a part of a community. I think 
that’s huge. That I have enormous gratitude for them and I know 
they do for me too. And that counts for a lot. 
A different director said, “one thing that still surprises me sometimes is 
how much my singers get out of it. Like I know how much I get out of it 
but how valuable it is to them” both musically and socially. She reflected, 
I think for some of them it is purely in a musical sense because 
you know, once you get to be a grown-up, if you haven’t become a 
professional singer, you go and you get your regular job and you 
do your thing and you grow up and the majority of my members 
are like ‘I sang and I used to enjoy it and I used to play flute’ and 
just being able to find a way to do that again and they 
enjoy…actually that’s the other thing that surprised me is that 
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they enjoy being challenged and being stretched and being 
extended musically - having that as a regular thing. I often think 
I should try harder to make it more fun, if I shouldn’t try to push 
them too hard but actually, no, they want to be pushed, they 
enjoy it when I do and they enjoy the way they feel when they’ve 
done it. 
Likewise another director stated, “people come to a community choir for 
all sorts of reasons. And sometimes, music is not number one. A lot of 
people talk about the social aspect, and the coming together every week”. 
He recalled the way he used to get annoyed when the singers would start 
chatting in the middle of rehearsals. He said this turned around when 
there was 
something I learned about adult education that people come into 
a group and wanting to talk about things that were nothing to do 
with why you’re actually there at the moment. It’s actually 
important glue. It’s important that that actually happens. Not 
only should you not discourage it, it’s actually important that it 
happens. 
Summary 
The strategies explored in this chapter reveal that the directors of 
community choirs undertake work that involves technical musical and 
vocal skills (pitch, rhythm, blend, vocal technique and arranging), 
pedagogical skills (teaching parts, vocal technique and musicianship), 
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communication skills, interpersonal skills (ability to identify personnel 
issues that may affect the music or group cohesion and successfully 
navigate them), emotional intelligence (awareness, sensitivity and 
responsiveness to the director’s own emotional state, energy levels and 
anxiety as well as those of the choir members, and the capacity to 
successfully manage these in the choir context to produce a musical 
outcome), leaderships skills (leading the group to realise the artistic 
vision, and guiding them to achieve it through continually monitoring the 
group’s state) and management skills (organisation and non-musical 
factors). This skill set aligns very strongly with the skills Price (2010) 
identified as pertinent for community musicians (communication, 
interpersonal, social political, administrative, organisational, animatory, 
musical tastelessness, technical musical, facilitation and technological 
skills). While community choir directors require all parts of this very 
broad skill set, there is a great depth of specific technical understanding of 
vocal and choral technique and pedagogy that sets it apart from other 
community music workshop situations. The context of Australian 
community choirs also distinguished aspects of the approach from models 
used elsewhere due to the level of music literacy amongst choristers, choir 
culture and repertoire in circulation. 
For repertoire selection, emphasis was placed on appropriate topic and 
choosing engaging musical styles. Directors who composed and arranged 
highlighted the importance of musicality, vocalistic lines in all vocal parts 
and the capacity to tailor an arrangement precisely for the ensemble. A 
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thorough knowledge of all of the vocal parts, the relationships between 
them and how best to teach them formed the bulk of director preparation 
for teaching at rehearsals. Background information about songs included 
translations of lyrics in foreign languages and relevant cultural 
information about songs from different cultures. This was usually 
presented at the same time the song was introduced. Warm-up procedures 
in most cases were in line with the well-established practice of choral 
warm-ups documented in the literature, including physical, mental, and 
vocal warm-ups and the inclusion of vocal technique in the warm-up. The 
improvisatory approach used by one director in the study appears to be 
much less commonly used. Directors highlighted the need for the teaching 
of parts in rehearsal to be an enjoyable process. Demonstration was a 
powerful strategy and thoughtfulness about the order parts were taught in 
resulted in a smoother teaching process. Both male and female directors 
successfully taught singers of both genders, however, both male and 
female directors experienced difficulties teaching tenors when the tenor 
section consisted of both men and women. This was due to the differing 
tone of male and female tenors because male tenors use a high tessitura 
and female tenors use a low tessitura. A combination of both physiological 
understanding and phonetic symbols was an approach used by one 
director for teaching parts in foreign languages. Discussions of pitch were 
typified by discussions of pitch falling flat. Work to address flat pitch 
emphasised the need for mental effort rather than physical effort, as well 
as posture. Strategies used by many directors indicated that the pursuit of 
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staying in tune was an intellectual one that all choristers needed to take 
responsibility for. The tone of choirs consisting of diverse untrained 
singers was addressed through vocal technique, stylistic use of vocal tone 
and requiring choristers to form an identity of themselves as singers, 
therefore taking responsibility for their vocal sound and technique. 
Teamwork and listening were the two key strategies for improving choral 
blend. Directors taught elements of musicianship including notation, 
terminology, harmony and solfa. Directors identified their own role as one 
of an interpreter of the music, leader of rehearsals and performances, 
adjuster of musical elements like dynamics and tempo and manager of the 
group’s and their own energy. The style of each director differed on the 
basis of repertoire, teaching style, personality and philosophy. Discussions 
about how directors manage their own energy and the choir’s energy 
revealed a direct unintentional relationship (if the director is low on 
energy, this can make the choir low on energy, or the opposite, if the choir 
is low on energy, this can make the director low on energy) or an 
intentional inverse relationship (if the choir is low on energy, the director 
can work to lift their energy, or the opposite, if the director is low on 
energy, the choir can attempt to lift the director’s energy). Successful 
troubleshooting requires the director to be able to hear and address 
problems in all aspects of the music (pitch, rhythm, tone, blend, vocal 
technique or style). In order to maintain interest throughout the rehearsal 
directors teach in small sections, ask singers to hum or sing their own part 
and use humour. Differences between choir workshops and regular choir 
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rehearsals included the need to unite the group who may have only just 
met, a willingness on the part of choristers to explore new things and a 
focus on musicality rather than perfection due to the shorter timeframe of 
workshops. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
Introduction 
This chapter begins by discussing how a novice choir director learned to put 
approaches and strategies used by professional community choir directors 
into practice with community choirs. In addressing the research questions, 
the chapter categorises the approaches and strategies from both the 
literature and participants in the study and discusses them in relation to 
how they were applied in my own practice. Aural, visual and physical 
transmission approaches are discussed first, as these significantly shaped 
my analysis and my practice, followed by discussion of other strategies and 
issues that arose. The study followed three successive years of my choir 
directing practice from 2012-2014 so the following discussion will refer to 
each of the three years in order to track my development. Finally the 
chapter will discuss the use of the design-based research methodology as a 
frame for shaping the self-learning of choir directing. 
Approaches to choir direction 
Aural transmission 
Following its identification in the literature, the aural transmission 
approach became a key focus of the research due to its strong relevance to 
directing community choirs. In spite of community choir directors using an 
alternate term (preferring to call it “teaching by ear”), the approach 
described in the literature was prevalent in community choir pedagogy 
observed in the research. There were four main reasons for using an aural 
transmission approach with a community choir: the inclusiveness of the 
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philosophy (Chadwick, 2011); the commonalities with oral teaching 
traditions (Campbell, 1991; Shelemay, 2008); the loyalty to music from 
different cultures (Campbell, 1991; Chadwick, 2011; Dunbar-Hall, 2005; 
Nettl, 1976; Ross, 1986; Sheridan et al., 2011); and increased participant 
capacity for aural awareness (see Table 7.1.). 
Table 7.1: The aural transmission approach 
What 
strategy? 
Why? – purpose Who? 
Aural 
transmission 
! Terminology  (Chadwick, 2011; 
Kennedy, 2009; 
Townsend, 1996) 
 ! Inclusive philosophy (Chadwick, 2011) 
 ! Corresponds to oral teaching of 
songs which has occurred around 
the world for generations 
(Campbell, 1991; 
Shelemay, 2008) 
 ! Culturally appropriate – many 
cultures transmit their music this 
way 
(Campbell, 1991; 
Chadwick, 2011; 
Dunbar-Hall, 2005; 
Nettl, 1976; Ross, 
1986; Sheridan et 
al., 2011) 
 ! Changes often unintentionally take 
place when “diverse cultural music” 
is interpreted or translated for 
Western ensembles to perform. 
(Goetze, 2000) 
 ! Singers will listen better if they are 
not concentrating on scores. Scores 
are unnecessary unless the music is 
very complex. 
(Backhouse, 2010) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 
Early in my candidature the term “aural transmission” in the literature 
(Chadwick, 2011; Kennedy, 2009; Townsend, 1996) resonated with me as it 
seemed to represent what I had observed many community choir directors 
do and what Backhouse (1995, 2010) had described. I also became excited 
about the use of the strategy in my practice. While I was nearly ready to 
abandon the use of scores for community choirs altogether, my supervisors 
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cautioned me not to disregard the score as a useful tool. In my first year I 
experimented quite a lot with the aural transmission approach with the 
high school and primary school choirs with whom I was working. It was very 
effective with these groups as they were not strong notation-readers. The 
aural transmission approach was engaging and meant the singers were 
looking at me the whole time rather than being distracted by scores, which 
for very small children (aged 6-7) seemed to be difficult to manage. In my 
second year I found aural transmission to be very effective in workshop 
situations with adults due to its inclusivity. In my experience it was very 
encouraging, especially for first-time singers. During the workshops I ran 
with undergraduate music students, many of whom had told me they had 
never sung or that they were bad singers (either in their own opinion or the 
opinion of others), an aural transmission approach without musical scores 
allowed these students to realise they could sing. At the same time, 
however, I was observing the way many community choirs used scores even 
though the teaching was mostly aural and I came to understand that 
singers often preferred to have a score. In my third year and beyond, I have 
used a combination of aural teaching and providing scores. 
Aural transmission was found to include directors singing, whistling, 
playing instruments, using body percussion, playing recordings and 
speaking. 
Director singing 
An important component of aural transmission was the director singing. 
Ten strategies involved the director singing: introducing the song aurally 
(Backhouse, 2010); using call and response teaching (Backhouse, 2010; 
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Holst, 1973; Kennedy, 2009; Townsend, 1996); demonstration (Townsend, 
1996); cueing entries; keeping the song going; giving starting notes; singing 
instructions; additive part-teaching (Townsend, 1996); memory devices; and 
the use of falsetto (see Table 7.2). 
Table 7.2: Aural transmission: Director singing  
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Aural transmission   ! Director singing   
o Introduce a song 
aurally to get a 
sense of the feel 
and groove of a 
song even if scores 
will be used 
! Singing is a better 
representation of feel and 
groove than a score in 
most cases. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Call and response 
teaching (singing 
parts) 
 
! Teaching approach for 
those who don’t read 
music. Singers are also 
able to copy tone, 
articulation, dynamics 
and expression as well as 
pitch and rhythm. 
(Backhouse, 
2010; Holst, 
1973; Kennedy, 
2009; Townsend, 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Demonstration  
 
! Model the required 
aspects of the music 
including pitch, rhythm, 
tone, dynamics, 
placement, register, vowel 
production, articulation, 
style, and groove. 
(Townsend, 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Cueing entries ! Sing the first few notes of 
a vocal line. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Keeping a song 
going while 
navigating 
through different 
sections of a new 
song 
! The choir doesn’t have to 
stop and start if the 
director can keep the song 
going by singing different 
parts. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Starting notes 
 
! Singing starting notes (Participants, 
this study) 
o Singing 
instructions 
! Joint purpose of giving 
starting note and 
instructions. Keeps the 
flow of the rehearsal by 
maintaining the pulse. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Additive part- ! Singers hear their part in (Townsend, 
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teaching 
 
relation to another part 
immediately. 
 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Memory devices 
for pitch 
! Help singers remember 
particular intervals. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Falsetto ! Men to model female vocal 
lines. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
I used all of the strategies in the above table except for falsetto singing (as I 
have not required a falsetto tone) and have found that I have used them 
with increasing nuance. Small changes can have a significant impact on the 
effectiveness of these strategies. For example, the order in which I sing the 
starting notes has changed. In my first year I would sing the notes in order 
from highest to lowest or lowest to highest, but from my second year I would 
ensure that the last note I sang before I started a song was the note of the 
voice part that was least confident and which part it was would vary 
depending on the choir I was working with and the song we were 
rehearsing. This is often the harmony part, but in some cases, those singing 
the melody have been placed on the melody line because they are not 
confident holding a part.  
Whistling, instruments and body percussion 
Three other sounds made by the director in the aural transmission approach 
were whistling, instruments and body percussion (see Table 7.3). The 
pitched instruments were mostly used to help with pitch, while body 
percussion helped with rhythm and pulse as well as dynamics and energy. 
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Table 7.3: Aural transmission: Use of whistling, instruments and body percussion  
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Aural transmission   ! Whistling 
 
! Men to give pitch for female 
vocal lines. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Instruments played 
by director or others 
  
o Keyboards !  Starting notes, playing parts. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Pitch accurate. !  (Participants, this study) 
 ! Teaching members of the 
opposite gender. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Pitch reference point – aural 
awareness. !  (Participants, this study) 
 ! Accompaniment. (Participants, 
this study) 
o Pitch 
pipe/harmonica 
! Pitch reference (Participants, 
this study) 
o Ukulele ! Help singers understand the 
harmony while learning 
parts. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Help maintain pitch. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Aural/visual connection – 
visual dimension to playing 
ukulele. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Body percussion 
(clapping, clicking, 
stamping, tapping) 
! Keep beat or indicate tempo. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Indicate rests. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Maintain sense of pulse 
through sustained passages. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Indicate subdivisions. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Communicate feel of song. (Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Loud body percussion to build 
dynamics and/or energy. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Visual dimension of body 
percussion conveys the pulse 
and feel. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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I have not had a use for whistling, as I have always been able to sing the 
notes of the female parts, though I have pondered its usage for when I am 
sick. Before I had a pitch pipe, I would often play starting notes on a 
keyboard and sometimes guitar, but since the end of my first year when I 
got a pitch pipe, I have found it much easier than walking to the keyboard 
or picking up a guitar. I regularly use a pitch pipe for pitch reference for a 
cappella work as it is convenient to carry around, use indoors and outdoors 
and therefore keeps the flow in rehearsal. I also use a keyboard if it is 
available and it can be very helpful to play tenor and bass parts. If working 
with an accompanist, it is most helpful to have them play notes or parts 
where needed so I am able to focus on the singers. I have not tried the 
ukulele, mostly because I have not owned one until recently. I have at times 
used a guitar to provide harmonic support while learning parts, but the 
lower pitch does not seem to be effective. Body percussion is a strategy I 
have employed regularly since my first year for all of the reasons presented 
in Table 7.3. It is particularly useful to keep the choir in time early in the 
rehearsal process when they are looking at their scores more than at me. 
Recordings 
Choir members have greatly appreciated when I have recorded vocal parts 
for them to practise at home. There are two main ways of using recordings 
in choral direction: recordings of voice parts and recordings by other artists 
(J. B. Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 2016; Townsend, 1996) (see Table 7.4). 
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Table 7.4: Aural transmission: Use of recordings  
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Aural transmission   ! Use of recordings   
o Recordings of 
voice parts 
! Recordings of director’s 
voice, MIDI files from 
notation software. 
(Phillips, 2016) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Recordings of individual 
voice parts and/or all voice 
parts and/or 
accompaniment. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Singers make their own 
recordings. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Recordings of 
other artists 
! Communicate overall 
elements of style. ! Hear examples of good 
choral singing. 
(J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Phillips, 
2016; Townsend, 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Starting in my third year, I have used my smart phone to record during 
rehearsal when we have been going through individual voice parts and 
when we have put all the parts together, then emailed them via a Dropbox 
link so that singers were able to listen and practise along with the 
recordings at home. I have also used software on my computer to do multi-
track recordings of songs, meaning I could isolate individual parts and 
different combinations of voice parts. I was grateful for my studio training 
when I was completing the multi-tracking because I was able to avoid many 
time-consuming small mistakes (such as not using a metronome, or not 
using the headphones for playback when recording additional tracks) as a 
result. That said, it is still a time-consuming process to record all the parts.  
On occasion I have played recordings of other artists (either other choirs, or 
the original artists of a popular song) when I have felt that would be able to 
communicate to the group some elements of style that I alone was not able 
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to otherwise. In one instance in my third year of the research of my practice 
I found it really helped the group to understand the feel I was aiming for. 
The choir was singing Dan Walker’s arrangement of Kate Miller-Heidke’s 
Our Song. Walker’s a cappella arrangement has rhythmic accompaniment 
lines that imitate the guitar accompaniment of the original recording. It was 
helpful for the singers performing those parts to hear where their part came 
from, which helped them understand the role of their part in the a cappella 
arrangement. Listening to the recording also allowed the singers to hear 
that the song is essentially a simple, gentle melody and without me having 
to draw their attention to this, the choir began singing the song in that way. 
In another instance, however, I played the same choir a recording of the 
group Polyphony conducted by Stephen Layton (a very high-calibre British 
choir) performing Morten Lauridsen’s Dirait-on, which they were also going 
to perform and said, “They are so good; we can’t sound like that” and were a 
little discouraged. I do, however, still think it was useful for them to hear 
the recording because it challenged them to improve their tone, articulation 
and expression. 
Speech 
Speech was used to give verbal directions and verbal visual imagery in order 
to address all aspects of singing and choral technique (Table 7.5). 
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Table 7.5: Aural transmission: Use of speech 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Aural 
transmission 
  ! Speech   
o Verbal 
directions 
! Troubleshoot pitch, rhythm, 
vowel production, energy, vocal 
technique, and feel of the song 
by describing and explaining 
what they wanted singers to 
do. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Describe the pitch of notes in 
relation to each other (e.g. 
higher or lower). 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Draw problem to the choir’s 
attention (e.g. if ahead of or 
behind the beat, if note too long 
or too short). 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Describe the desired vowel 
sound and how to achieve it. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Motivation and enthusiasm to 
raise the group’s energy. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Identify structural elements of 
the music verbally (e.g. if two 
phrases are the same). 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Musical expression. (Participants, this 
study) 
o Verbal 
visual 
imagery 
! Communicate visual images 
relating to the overall feel or 
atmosphere of a song or 
individual vocal part. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Phrasing, style, musical 
expression. 
(Bartle, 2003; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Articulation. (Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Vocal technique. (Freed, 2000) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Tone. (Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Pitch. (Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Rhythmic feel.  (Participants, this 
study) 
 ! Troubleshooting. (Gonzo, 1977; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
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The use of verbal direction is definitely my default strategy for all 
situations. Having read about limiting the use of speaking in rehearsal 
(Gumm, 2010), I have worked hard to speak only when absolutely 
necessary. While confident speaking in front of a group, I sometimes find it 
challenging to be direct and articulate when I am reacting on-the-fly to the 
choir. I am capable of being much more articulate when I have had time to 
think about what I want to say. I knew this to be the case, but watching 
videos of myself speaking in rehearsals and workshops in my first and 
second years showed me how much this was the case. Members of the choirs 
didn’t seem to mind, however I know I will achieve better results if my 
communication is clearer.  
Observing expert community choir directors revealed the effectiveness of 
verbal visual imagery. I have struggled with this as a strategy because my 
own tendency is for technical language and physiology rather than imagery. 
Realising the strength of being able to use imagery as well as direct 
instructions, I sought to improve in this area. I have had some success in 
using other directors’ images or thinking of imagery for a particular 
outcome in advance of the rehearsal. One example where I used another 
director’s imagery in my third year was asking singers to “imagine that you 
are actually about 15 kilo bigger than you actually are”. The sopranos were 
singing with a light and airy tone when I needed the melody line to be 
strong and punchy. While this imagery helped a little, it was not a complete 
solution to the problem. I have also used imagery suggested in books, such 
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as Nancy Telfer’s (1995) image of a spinning orange for improving tone 
quality. She suggests singers “think of the sound as an orange spinning at 
forehead level” and “spin the sound directly to the conductor” (p. 36) which 
worked effectively for me and my singers.  
In my third year, when teaching Karl Jenkins’ Adiemus movement from his 
Songs of Sanctuary, I needed the children’s choir I was directing to sing 
with much more legato. I proposed the image of “imagine you’re moving 
through water” and to “hold onto the note as long as you possibly can before 
moving onto the next note”. To my delight, the combination of these images, 
along with smooth, flowing gestures that reflected this also, greatly 
improved the choir’s use of legato. I was struck that I had managed to use 
impromptu verbal visual imagery. I hope with more practice I will be able to 
use spontaneous verbal visual imagery effectively. 
Visual transmission 
Following the identification of aural transmission in the literature, I used 
the term “visual transmission” to describe elements of community choir 
teaching that did not strictly involve an aural component. Some of these had 
appeared in the literature but had not been identified as such. Visual 
transmission included visual references, teaching gestures, visual modelling 
and movement of the director.  
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Visual reference 
Four main forms of visual reference for the choristers were identified: 
scores; lyric sheets; a large cardboard sheet; and phonetic transcriptions of 
lyrics in foreign languages (see Table 7.6). Surveyed choristers reported 
preferring to have a visual reference available to help their learning. 
Table 7.6: Visual transmission: Use of visual references 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Visual transmission   ! Visual reference   
o Scores ! Useful reference for the lyrics 
and pitch contour, especially 
if not singing the melody. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Develop notation-reading 
skills – singers acquire skills 
organically. 
(Kennedy, 
2009) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Helpful for remembering 
longer or more complex songs 
and arrangements. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Some choristers reported 
preferring to learn by using 
both their eyes and ears. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Can see where your own part 
fits in relation to the context 
of the other parts. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Visual representation of the 
overall structure of the song 
is helpful. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Lyric sheets ! Less confusing for non-
notation-readers 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Large cardboard 
sheet 
! Singers can look up at the 
director rather than down at 
individual scores 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Phonetic 
transcription of 
lyrics in foreign 
languages 
! Assist singers unfamiliar 
with the language. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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I have used scores with most choirs I have worked with because in most 
cases, at least some choristers seem to prefer it. At one point in my first 
year when I was getting excited about the merits of aural transmission, I 
resisted providing a score to singers because I wanted them to listen to me 
and to each other more than using their eyes. The choir had previously 
always used scores, and the lack of blend and poor intonation indicated to 
me that they needed to learn to listen more. I taught the South African song 
Somagwaza without distributing scores. The song has three parts, and each 
part is only three bars in length, so I thought this would be relatively 
straightforward and a good choice for a song to learn aurally. What I had 
underestimated, however, was the extent to which the singers would feel 
insecure without a score or lyrics. They were so unsettled by a different 
approach to what they were used to, and worried that they would not be 
able to remember the words or music, that they did not listen well at all, 
which defeated the purpose. After realising the score made the singers much 
more comfortable, I provided them with copies. That experience caused me 
to reflect on my use of scores, and how I could best use both approaches in 
tandem. There are now times when I prefer singers to learn part of a song 
before I give them a score for a variety of reasons: reading a foreign 
language from a page can be more difficult than hearing the sounds aurally 
first (due to singers’ unfamiliarity with the language in spoken and/or 
written form); some rhythms need to be felt rather than read to be the most 
effective (due to singers’ unfamiliarity with rhythm notation); singers learn 
differently when learning by ear compared to from a score (because they use 
their ears rather than their eyes); and timbre (which may not be notated) 
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can be more important than pitch and rhythm for some pieces. If I have a 
score available and the singers request it, it is now provided by the end of 
the first session because managing the anxiety of singers usually outweighs 
my preferred teaching process. I will also now usually tell them that I will 
give them a score, just not yet, and sometimes provide them with a reason 
for this. At other times, however, I do not provide a reason because I don’t 
want them to overthink my process. 
I occasionally provide the lyrics rather than a score if no score is available or 
the score is unmanageably long. I have not used a large cardboard sheet, 
but at times have used a whiteboard for the whole choir to see the lyrics and 
using a data projector for the score or lyrics can be effective also. 
Teaching gestures 
Teaching gestures were those used by directors to assist with teaching 
music to the choir, rather than standard conducting gestures such as 
beating time. The most prevalent gesture was where directors conducted the 
pitch contour in rhythm to show singers how high or low a note was and 
when to sing it (Kennedy, 2009; Roe, 1994). Other gestures included: a 
raised eyebrow; gestures instead of verbal instructions; gesture as 
communication (Beattie, 2004; Garnett, 2009; Goldin-Meadow, 2005; 
Kendon, 2004); idiosyncratic gestures; conducting the words and choral cues 
(Townsend, 1996); gestures for abstract musical concepts (Garnett, 2009); 
technical, musical, physiological and sensation-related dimensions of vocal 
pedagogy (Nafisi, 2010); and physical metaphor in the form of conductor 
gestures (Wis, 1999) (see Table 7.7 for details of the teaching gestures).  
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Table 7.7: Visual transmission: Use of teaching gestures 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Visual transmission   ! Teaching gestures   
o Conducting the 
pitch contour in 
rhythm 
! Dynamic visual depiction 
of the music in terms of 
pitch and rhythm. 
(Kennedy, 2009; 
Roe, 1994) 
 
 ! Two-handed pitch contour 
technique where two 
hands represent the pitch 
contour of two different 
voice parts 
simultaneously. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Raised eyebrow ! Often used to indicate 
semitone movement or a 
difficult interval. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Various non-verbal 
instructions 
! Instead of verbal 
instructions. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Gesture as communication 
– to communicate 
something different to 
what can be 
communicated verbally. 
 
(Beattie, 2004; 
Garnett, 2009; 
Goldin-Meadow, 
2005; Kendon, 
2004) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Idiosyncratic 
gestures 
! Express/communicate as 
many dimensions of the 
music as possible. ! Embody the music. ! Focus the choir’s energy. ! Encourage singers to 
reflect the director’s 
physicality (such as 
posture). ! Gestural language that 
develops between choir 
and director 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Conduct words of 
the song and choral 
cues, rather than 
traditional beat 
patterns. 
! Beat patterns and formal 
conducting gestures are 
not necessarily as 
meaningful to untrained 
singers as words and 
choral cues. 
(Townsend, 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Abstract musical 
concepts 
! Gesture can be more 
effective than words for 
abstract concepts. 
(Garnett, 2009) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Technical, musical, 
physiological and 
sensation-related 
dimensions of vocal 
! To elicit a vocal response 
from the singers  
(Nafisi, 2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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pedagogy 
o Physical metaphor 
in the form of 
conductor gestures 
! Gestures to achieve 
musical outcome 
(Wis, 1999) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
I have extensively conducted the pitch contour in rhythm since my first year 
and choristers have informally told me that it is very helpful to them in the 
same way the surveyed choral participants in the study said it helped them. 
I have attempted to conduct the pitch contour of two parts simultaneously, 
one with each hand, but found it very difficult. While I found I was capable 
of doing it, depending on the complexity of the parts, I had to concentrate so 
intently on the score and the movement of the parts that I was unable to 
really listen to hear if the parts were being sung correctly while I did it. I 
need more practice at home to develop this skill. I do, however, often sing 
one part and conduct the contour of a different part at the same time which 
is tricky, but for me more manageable and perhaps more helpful. Likewise, I 
sometimes use Curwen handsigns for warm-ups in canon, with one hand for 
each part of a two-part canon. 
I have used raised eyebrows in my practice much more than I had expected. 
For me it is often to indicate for the choir to sharpen the pitch, keep the 
pitch bright through a descending passage, or to animate the face for a 
brighter tone. This is almost always accompanied by a smile, which 
encourages a bright tone as well as confidence. As a result of my training 
with VOX, I have almost always conducted beat patterns, but I also mouth 
words and give choral cues, which seem to be beneficial for the singers. As 
with my use of visual imagery, I am very conscious that my repertoire of 
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gestures is somewhat limited and not as open to the spontaneity and 
idiosyncrasy of the director participants. In my first two years I found it 
helpful to plan gestures in advance for certain things I observed in my score 
analysis. In my third year I was less likely to plan specific gestures in 
advance, but found myself using the same repertoire of gestures. In one 
way, this was progress, as I could access a bank of gestures I knew to be 
effective for certain circumstances intuitively, but I still have not developed 
a flair for spontaneous gestures. Many of the gestures I use regularly relate 
to vocal technique and physiology, such as dropping the jaw, tall vowels, 
using breath support and phrasing. The gestures I use are usually effective, 
so I do not feel the need to implement different gestures unless the current 
gestures do not prompt the desired result. 
As I mentioned in relation to verbal directions, I have sought to improve my 
proficiency in non-verbal communication. Similarly to the other gestures, I 
have developed an array of gestures for particular purposes, such as 
pointing to myself to indicate my turn in call and response teaching, and 
indicating the choir’s turn by gesturing to them. 
Visual modelling and movement of the director 
Visual modeling, such as mouth shape and eyebrow position (Manternach, 
2012), and movements made by the director (using parts of the body other 
than the arms for gestures) were two components of visual transmission. 
Four types of movement by the director were identified: movements 
associated with playing an instrument; movements associated with body 
percussion; whole body movements or body language; and embodying the 
song in movement (see Table 7.8). 
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Table 7.8: Visual transmission: Visual modelling and movement of the director 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Visual transmission   ! Visual modelling ! Modelling mouth shape, 
eyebrow position, 
posture etc 
(Manternach, 
2012) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Movement of director   
o Playing an 
instrument 
! Movement while playing 
an instrument can 
communicate rhythm, 
breath, phrasing and 
feel. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Body percussion ! Movement dimension of 
body percussion can 
communicate rhythm, 
breath, phrasing and 
feel. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Body movements or 
body language 
(jumping, stepping 
forward, crouching) 
! Breathing, dynamics, 
energy. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Embodied 
dance/embodying the 
song 
! Physicalisation of the 
music can help singers 
with rhythm and 
expression. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
I have found visual modelling to be one of the most effective strategies for 
influencing singers’ vocal technique. If accompanied with a verbal 
explanation, it can be even more powerful, but people’s ability to copy my 
modelling yields great results for mouth shape and vowel production and 
their effects on blend.  
I have used all four forms of director movement with success. This has 
included playing djembe, playing guitar, clapping, stamping, clicking, 
tapping, swaying, and bouncing. Moving to the music seems to help 
particularly with groove-based popular songs. 
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Physical transmission 
Physical transmission (getting singers to feel musical or vocal elements in 
their bodies to aid understanding) was used for rhythm, embodied singing, 
breath support, tone, pitch, vocal placement and technique, feel and 
movement. 
Rhythm 
Rhythm was the primary focus of the physical transmission approach. Four 
strategies using physical transmission to address issues of rhythm included: 
stepping to the beat; embodying the rhythm; dancing to the music; and body 
percussion (Backhouse, 2010) (see Table 7.9). 
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Table 7.9: Physical transmission: Teaching rhythm 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Physical transmission   ! Rhythm   
o Stepping ! Physicalise the rhythm. (Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Establish a common 
“internal beat”. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Feel rhythm (especially 
syncopation) against the 
beat. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Embody the groove and feel 
of a song. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Create focus. (Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Support other singers 
learning or rehearsing 
parts. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Subdivisions. (Backhouse, 
2010) 
o Embodying rhythm ! Feel rhythm of the vocal 
part in the body. 
 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Letting singers 
dance while singing 
or listening to a 
recording of the song 
! Gives singers a new 
appreciation of the 
rhythmic feel or groove. 
 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
o Body percussion ! Keeping singers aware of 
where the rhythm is in 
their bodies. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
 
Using physical transmission strategies to work with rhythm has been 
challenging for me. Factors that have made it difficult have included 
creating an atmosphere where people are comfortable to move their bodies 
to music and helping people who are unfamiliar with movement to develop 
this skill. I was teaching the South African freedom song Freedom is 
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Coming to an adult choir in my third year. I had given them the score for 
the reasons mentioned above (many singers feeling more secure with a 
score) and I had taught the melody and two harmony parts which operate in 
call-and-response fashion. The groove was not sitting comfortably, so I 
thought the solution to this would be to get everyone to move, stepping in 
time with the beat. I got everyone to stand up and started to lead the group 
in a stepping motion, carefully indicating which direction we would all move 
to first. I was completely astonished at how uncoordinated the group was. 
Some people were going in the wrong direction, others were not moving 
vaguely in time with the beat at all. Needless to say, it was not helping the 
groove, and the singing was getting worse as people were concentrating on 
the movement. In that moment I felt simultaneously that these people 
really needed movement work, to learn how to move with music, but that it 
wasn’t helping the music at that time. 
Body percussion has been less difficult than stepping in time to music, 
perhaps because it is a more subtle movement. I have had greater success 
asking singers to clap or click in time with the music than I had with the 
instance where I asked singers to step in time with the music. 
Physical transmission for non-rhythmic purposes 
Seven other applications of the physical transmission approach were: 
embodied singing; breath support; tone; pitch; vocal placement and 
technique; feel; and movement (Crosby, 2008; Daley, 2013b; Gilbert, 1995; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995; Nafisi, 2010; Phillips, 2016; Wis, 1999) (see Table 7.10). 
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Table 7.10: Physical transmission: purposes other than rhythm 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Physical 
transmission 
  ! Embodied 
singing 
! Use bodily sensations for vocal 
technique. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Breath 
support 
! Physical sensations in the body that 
are required for breath support. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Ask singers to feel the musculature of 
the director’s breathing mechanism. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Tone ! Physical sensations to achieve a range 
of tonal colours. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Ask singers to perform gestures to help 
them embody a particular tone. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Explore the physicality of different 
vocal resonators and their effect on 
tone. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Pitch ! Communicate which tessitura to use, 
particularly for singers of opposite 
gender to director. 
(Participants, 
this study) !  ! Feel resonance in the body in relation 
to a tonal centre – having a bodily 
awareness of the placement of notes. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Vocal 
placement 
and 
technique 
! Enable singers to feel different vocal 
placements. ! Sensation for different vocal 
techniques. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Feel ! Feel the song in the body. (Backhouse, 
2010) ! Movement 
(asking 
singers to 
perform 
specific 
movements) 
! Movements associated with visual 
images to achieve vocal or musical 
effects. 
(J. B. Hylton, 
1995) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Physical metaphor in the form of 
singers executing movements 
(physiological or sensation-related 
gestures) 
(Nafisi, 2010; 
Wis, 1999) 
 ! Dalcroze “Eurythmics” approach – 
movement to help teach 
musicianship, especially internalising 
rhythm and expression. 
(Crosby, 
2008; Daley, 
2013b; 
Gilbert, 
1995; J. 
Hylton, 1987; 
Phillips, 
2016) 
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Asking singers to perform certain movements to achieve musical effects has 
been of interest to me. In particular, I regularly ask singers to point their 
index fingers and move them in an upward direction as they sing a 
descending passage. I find physical transmission to be the most successful 
way to instil an understanding of breathing technique – singers need to feel 
the breath in their own bodies in order to understand how to use it properly. 
To do this, I ask singers to feel different parts of their bodies (abdomen, side 
of the ribs, back of the ribs, chest) as they breathe in different ways, which I 
have done since my second year. 
Aural, visual and physical transmission 
approaches 
Categorising strategies that fall under the aural, visual and physical 
transmission approaches has been a useful way for me to conceptualise my 
practice. It has helped me to critique which approach(es) are most suitable 
for certain situations. Experimenting with a wide variety of strategies 
across several approaches has allowed me to broaden the strategies used in 
my practice considerably and has meant I have tried several strategies for a 
single purpose (such as tone). 
Strategies for choir direction 
Repertoire selection 
Twelve factors impacted director decisions regarding repertoire selection: 
difficulty (Collins, 1993; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Roe, 1994); range and tessitura 
(Brinson, 1996; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Kemp, 2009); audience appeal (Collins, 
1993); educational value (Brinson, 1996; Collins, 1993; J. B. Hylton, 1995); 
director liking the song (Brinson, 1996); chorister suggestions; struggle to 
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please everyone; choir membership (J. B. Hylton, 1995); styles; variety 
(Brinson, 1996; McGill & Volk, 2007); text (Brinson, 1996; Kemp, 2009); and 
accompaniment (Brinson, 1996) (see Table 7.11). 
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Table 7.11: Repertoire selection 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Repertoire selection   ! Difficulty ! Rhythmic, harmonic, melodic, 
texture, voice leading and text 
features determine whether a 
piece is suitable. 
(Collins, 1993; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995; 
Roe, 1994) ! Range and 
tessitura 
! Community choirs often have 
reduced ranges compared the 
ranges found in much choral 
repertoire. It is important to 
ensure each part is 
comfortably within the range 
of each voice part. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Kemp, 
2009) 
! Audience appeal ! If the song is to be performed, 
it should be appealing to an 
audience, and the particular 
audience that will be 
attending or the particular 
occasion of performance 
should be considered. 
(Collins, 1993) 
! Educational 
value 
! Choose music to support 
educational goals for the 
group. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Collins, 1993; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995) ! Director liking 
the song 
 
! Will be spending a lot of time 
arranging and teaching it. 
(Brinson, 1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Chorister 
suggestions 
! Sense of ownership for 
singers. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Struggle to 
please everyone 
! Everyone has a different 
opinion about song choice. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Choir 
membership 
! Each choir is different and 
strengths and weaknesses 
change from year to year as 
personnel change. ! Number of singers impacts 
repertoire choice. ! Need to accommodate 
members who come and go 
(often travelling retirees). 
(J. B. Hylton, 
1995) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Styles ! Mostly popular music, songs 
from various cultures around 
the world, and songs written 
by the director (or another 
local director). 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Variety ! Different styles, 
accompanied/a cappella, 
tempi, textures and languages 
result in greater learning and 
sustained interest from 
(Brinson, 1996; 
McGill & Volk, 
2007) 
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singers, as well as variety for 
performances. ! Text ! Appealing to and able to be 
performed by the group. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Kemp, 2009) ! Accompaniment ! What accompaniment is 
available? 
(Brinson, 1996) 
 
When I first started with my small choir of peers, I had no idea where to 
find repertoire for choirs or how to choose appropriate repertoire. I asked a 
university lecturer, the conductor of the choir I was singing in, and a music 
teacher friend for advice and they recommended a few things. I looked 
through this small collection and found what I thought would be the easiest 
and most interesting songs. Luckily for me, they had made informed 
suggestions of relatively simple arrangements, and these mostly worked 
well. Some, however, were difficult for the group to learn, primarily because 
I hadn’t prepared sufficiently due to not knowing what I needed to do to 
prepare (I subsequently learned that preparation meant ensuring I had a 
thorough understanding of: each of the parts; the harmonic function of each 
note in any given part; the language, meaning and pronunciation of texts in 
foreign languages; the origin of the song; phrasing and breathing decisions; 
articulation decisions; diction decisions; timbre decisions; how I would 
conduct the song; and my planned teaching approach). 
I now have a better understanding of many of the repertoire selection 
criteria identified in the literature and these influence my choices, which 
are now very deliberate. It is rare that all of my choirs will learn the same 
song, as I choose repertoire for each choir based on those criteria (lyric 
content; number of parts; melodic, harmonic and rhythmic difficulty; length 
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of song; access to funding for purchasing copyrighted material; contrast with 
other songs being learned, the choir’s willingness or capacity to learn songs 
in foreign languages; and whether the choir is a cappella or accompanied). 
It took me some time to learn what features of an arrangement would pose 
problems to the group (aside from the easily quantifiable issues of range and 
voice parts) and how to identify those features in a score. The relationship 
between parts and transitions between sections presented difficulties. There 
were several occasions when I had sung through all of the voice parts (in 
order to find difficult intervals) and decided a song would be suitable, but 
when I taught it, realised that the relationship between the parts and 
transitions between sections made it challenging when we put parts 
together. For example, if there were large interval leaps between the end of 
one section and the start of the next for all voice parts rather than stepwise 
voice leading. Similarly, learning exactly which musical characteristics 
make it difficult for a choir to maintain pitch when singing a cappella is an 
ongoing learning process for me. 
I have experienced the difficulty of selecting songs that all choir members 
like, though this is an interesting operation because it has happened many 
times that singers have complained about disliking a song during the initial 
learning, but later once they are familiar with the song and it is no longer 
difficult, they decide they like it. I have found this to happen quite often 
with songs in foreign languages or rhythmically difficult songs – once 
singers overcome the difficulty of the unfamiliar language or rhythm, they 
appreciate the music of the song.  
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The difficulty of songs I select varies significantly depending on the group I 
am working with. For small children, short songs that can be easily taught 
by ear work best. Oftentimes similar short songs that can be learned in a 
short time without needing to refer to sheet music are great for boosting the 
confidence of an adult community choir group with limited experience, or for 
workshop situations. I have introduced many songs to adults that I have 
also introduced to small children, particularly rounds. I will often choose a 
song for the purpose of teaching a particular element of vocal technique or 
musical skill. 
The funding structures of different choirs will influence my ability to choose 
copyrighted material. If funding for purchasing new scores is limited or the 
choir does not have an existing library of music, I will often use music from 
the public domain. The converse is also true, in that if funding is available 
to purchase music, I will take the opportunity to purchase interesting 
scores. 
I enjoy singing and teaching songs with origins from all around the world, 
as I believe it adds colour to our experience, is a fun challenge and is 
consistent with the ethos of the aural transmission approach. I have, 
however, like other directors in the study, encountered choirs that have 
been quite resistant to learning songs in languages other than English. This 
has therefore influenced my repertoire selection for those groups. Other 
groups, however, love music from diverse cultures as much as I do, so I take 
the opportunity to share as many songs from around the world as I can with 
them. 
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Composing or arranging for community choirs 
Directors identified five factors they take into consideration when 
composing or arranging for community choirs. They were: all vocal lines 
should be fun and satisfying to sing; each line should “hook” the singers of 
that voice part by being memorable; arrangements should honour the 
original songwriter’s intention; compositions or arrangements should be 
tailor made for the specific ensemble; and the lyric content should be 
appropriate for a group to sing (see Table 7.12). 
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Table 7.12: Composing or arranging for community choirs 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Composing or 
arranging for 
community choirs 
  
! All vocal lines 
should be fun and 
satisfying to sing 
! Arrangements are written for 
the enjoyment of the singers, 
not just for the way they 
sound. ! Arrangements can be simple 
and still musically rewarding 
(avoid unnecessary 
complexity or awkward 
intervals). ! If singers really love the parts 
they are singing, it makes for 
a better performance.  ! Melodic contour in all parts 
rather than static or jagged 
contours. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Each line should 
“hook” the singers 
of that voice part  
! Singers will be able to 
remember and hold their part 
and not stray to the melody 
line. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Arrangements 
should honour the 
original 
songwriter’s 
intention – an 
“orchestration” for 
voices 
 
! Some commercial 
arrangements change the 
style or feel so much that it 
does not seem like the 
original song. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Writing 
compositions or 
arrangements for 
the specific 
ensemble 
! When an arrangement is 
made to measure for the choir 
at hand it can accommodate 
the voice types, vocal ranges 
and style preferences of the 
individuals at hand. This can 
include writing lines for 
female tenors rather than 
male tenors. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Appropriate lyric 
content 
! Songs a group of people can 
sing together authentically. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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I realised early on that it would sooner or later become important for me to 
arrange material for choirs, not least because it seemed that most 
community choir directors I encountered were arranging and/or composing 
their own material. The first arrangements I attempted were for my first 
community choir, only months after I had started learning to direct choirs. I 
did this out of necessity. The makeup of the choir had changed significantly 
in recent years. For decades it had been a strong SATB choir singing an 
assortment of classical repertoire. As such, the choir had an extensive 
library of music that had been built up over many years. When I was asked 
to direct the choir, the group mostly consisted of women, with a couple of 
men, which meant it was no longer possible for the group to be singing 
SATB repertoire with a balanced sound. This made virtually the entire 
library of music redundant to the current group. There was no money 
available to purchase new music, so I resorted to making some 
arrangements of folk songs (Down By the Salley Gardens and The Last Rose 
of Summer), as they were in the public domain. The group did not have 
strong sight-readers, so I decided to write some simple arrangements in 
three parts where the men could join the women on the lower part. I wrote 
as best as I knew how at the time, which was to have one part singing the 
melody and the two other parts filling in the chords in harmony. Looking 
back upon these arrangements knowing what I have now learned about 
arranging for choir, these were fairly dismal attempts. The transitions 
between parts were not as easy as they could have been. The harmony parts 
were uninteresting and the overall arrangement lacked a sense of vision. 
While I now know a lot more from analysing many arrangements by choir 
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directors in this study and discussing the process of arranging with them, I 
still feel I have many hours of arranging practice ahead of me before I will 
be able to write effective choral arrangements.  
Early on in the study, I had planned to incorporate writing arrangements or 
compositions for choir as part of the project, however it soon became 
apparent that the project was already large enough as it was and that this 
would need to wait for another time. Some of the concepts the directors 
discussed, such as making sure the vocal line “hooks” singers in by being 
memorable was not something I had ever been aware of previously. 
Director’s preparation for teaching 
Seven strategies for directors to prepare for teaching were identified in the 
literature: score study and preparation (Michael Brewer, 2004; Brinson, 
1996; Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Kemp, 2009; 
McRae, 1991; Neuen & Bonamico, 2002; Phillips, 2016); mood and meaning 
analysis (Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998); playing and singing through voice 
parts (Brinson, 1996; Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998; Kemp, 2009; Phillips, 
2016); listening to recordings (Brinson, 1996; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Phillips, 2016); familiarity with score and musical decisions prior to 
rehearsal (Brinson, 1996; Collins, 1993; Fredrickson, 2004); familiarity with 
voice parts and relationships between them; and rehearsal planning 
(Backhouse, 2010; Brinson, 1996; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Kemp, 2009; McRae, 
1991; Neuen & Bonamico, 2002) (see Table 7.13). Three additional 
observations arose from the data: directors who have arranged the song 
have a thorough understanding of the parts and relationships; the second 
teaching of a song will be more effective than the first if the director reflects 
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on the teaching approach; and the director should plan the way they will 
teach a particular song (see Table 7.13). 
Table 7.13: Director’s preparation for teaching 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Director’s preparation 
for teaching 
  
 ! Score study and 
preparation (style, 
text analysis, tempo, 
texture, structural 
analysis, and 
additional markings 
such as cues, 
articulation and 
phrasing). 
 
! Detailed understanding of 
the music including the 
composer’s intention is 
important for a successful 
realisation of a piece. 
(Michael Brewer, 
2004; Brinson, 
1996; Collins, 
1993; Garretson, 
1998; J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Jones, 2012; 
Kemp, 2009; 
McRae, 1991; 
Neuen & 
Bonamico, 2002; 
Phillips, 2016) 
 ! Mood and meaning 
analysis. 
 
! For vocal music, the mood 
of the text and meaning of 
the piece overall are 
important. 
(Collins, 1993; 
Garretson, 1998) 
 ! Play through voice 
parts on piano and 
sing through each 
line  
 
! To acquire a sense of 
awkward intervals, 
challenging sections or 
tessitura. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Collins, 1993; 
Garretson, 1998; 
Kemp, 2009; 
Phillips, 2016) ! Listening to 
recordings. 
! Get an overall sense of the 
piece and hear other 
musicians’ interpretations 
of the work. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Garretson, 1998; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995; 
Phillips, 2016) 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Be very familiar 
with the score before 
taking it to 
rehearsal and have 
already made 
decisions about all 
technical aspects. 
 
! Learning the piece along 
with the choir will not 
result in the most effective 
teaching. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Collins, 1993; 
Fredrickson, 2004) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Directors who have 
arranged the parts 
inherently know all 
the vocal lines and 
the relationships 
between them very 
! Able to teach from their 
“whole being” rather than 
from “notes on a page”. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
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intimately.  
 
! Directors teaching 
existing 
arrangements need 
to spend a lot of 
time learning the 
vocal lines and 
relationships 
between them 
! It is important to know all 
parts thoroughly before 
teaching them to a group. 
This includes things like 
the harmonic function of 
each note. This 
preparation may influence 
the musicality of the 
teaching approach. 
(Kemp, 2009) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Once you have 
taught a song once, 
you will know what 
worked and what 
didn’t work and this 
will enable you to 
teach more 
effectively the next 
time. 
 
! Reflecting on one’s own 
teaching is important for 
improvement. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! It is important to 
plan the way you 
will teach a song. 
 
! Different songs require 
different teaching 
processes. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Rehearsal planning ! Planning rehearsals 
results in a superior 
outcome. 
(Backhouse, 2010; 
Brinson, 1996; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995; 
Kemp, 2009; 
McRae, 1991; 
Neuen & 
Bonamico, 2002) 
 
In my own practice, I have found it important to have a thorough 
understanding of an entire song before teaching it to a choir. I have been 
caught out in a cappella situations where I have forgotten the first couple of 
notes of a phrase, or confused it with another part. While the uncertainty 
was brief, it had lasting ramifications on the confidence of the voice section 
of the choir I was teaching, and took a lot more effort to correct it. It seems 
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that the memory imprint when teaching parts is very early, so the first 
presentation of each part is crucial. I usually try to sing through all the 
parts so I know how it feels to sing, where it sits in the voice and where 
difficult sections are, as is described in the literature. I try to play or sing 
parts against each other, but my keyboard skills often falter in trying to 
play four parts at once from an open score! I have also found it essential to 
be able to pitch each of the starting notes from a single pitch (for example if 
I am using a pitch pipe, I need to be able to play the tonic and then sing the 
starting notes of each part based on the tonic), particularly if working a 
cappella. It is also important for me to be able to switch between parts mid-
phrase for situations where I am putting several parts together, perhaps for 
the first time, and a voice part gets lost. I need to be able to pick up their 
part from any point in a phrase to stop it from falling apart. For example, I 
might be singing with the basses, and the tenors lose their part. I must be 
able to instantly switch to the tenor part. 
There have been some rehearsals where I have been less prepared than I 
should have been, such as when I have been given music to teach at short 
notice. While it was possible to make it through the rehearsal by playing 
parts on a keyboard, I have found that the teaching of parts was much less 
dynamic, engaging and effective if I am not sufficiently familiar with the 
music and have not planned out a logical teaching sequence. This has 
resulted in low energy from the choir, and has even resulted in the choir 
deciding they didn’t like the song because I had not presented it in an 
engaging way. Although I am able to prepare in a much shorter time frame 
than I previously could, preparation is essential to my practice. 
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Background information about the song 
Background information about the song was an important part of the 
directors’ preparation and was identified as important to pass on to 
choristers when teaching a song. Five facets of information were identified: 
contextual information about where, when and by whom the song was 
written (Brinson, 1996; Kemp, 2009; Terry, 1991); translation of lyrics in 
foreign languages (Brinson, 1996; Terry, 1991); context about when and 
where a song is sung; where the director learned the song; and other 
relevant information (see Table 7.14). 
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Table 7.14: Director’s preparation for teaching: background information about 
the song 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Director’s preparation for 
teaching 
  ! Background information 
about the song 
  
o Contextual 
information about the 
music 
! The musical period 
and context may 
inform 
interpretation. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Kemp, 2009; 
Terry, 1991) 
o Translations of lyrics 
in foreign languages 
! Word-for-word literal 
translations as well 
as poetic translations 
to help singers 
understand the song. 
(Brinson, 1996; 
Terry, 1991) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Context about where 
and when a song is 
sung 
! When singing songs 
from different 
cultures, it is 
important to know 
the cultural 
significance of the 
song e.g. children’s 
song, women’s song, 
funeral song, 
welcome song. ! This helps singers 
with their 
interpretation and 
performance of the 
lyric also. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Where the director 
learned the song 
! When teaching 
aurally, this is 
important 
information. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Other information that 
may help with how to 
approach the song, 
such as details about 
the songwriter 
! To help singers with 
their interpretation. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Comments from directors in the study, about the importance of knowing the 
origins of songs and whether or not it is appropriate to teach them to a 
group, have shaped my own practice. I make sure I have done my research 
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in advance and relay this information to the singers. I was, however, caught 
out a couple of times in my first and second years where someone asked me 
what a song was about and I had forgotten the translation completely or 
partially. I now make sure to refresh my memory on these things before 
introducing a song to a group. There have also been occasions where I have 
found a song online, or amongst my vast song collection, and wanted to 
teach it because it is a great song, but have decided not to because I have 
been unable to determine the origins of the song. I feel a strong sense that it 
is my responsibility as a disseminator of songs to ensure I am teaching 
appropriate repertoire. 
Warm-up 
Physical, mental and vocal warm-ups were identified as three parts of the 
warm-up process (see Table 7.15). Physical warm-ups prepare the body for 
singing by releasing unnecessary tension and focusing on posture and 
alignment (Moore, 2013; Neuen & Bonamico, 2002; Phillips, 2016; Smith & 
Sataloff, 2006; Telfer, 1995). Mental warm-ups focus the singers’ attention 
and vocal warm-ups warm up the vocal mechanism and develop aural and 
technical skills (Backhouse, 2010; Bartle, 2003; Brinson, 1996; Ehmann & 
Haasemann, 1982; J. B. Hylton, 1995; McRae, 1991; Moore, 2013; Phillips, 
2016; Smith & Sataloff, 2006). 
Table 7.15: Physical, mental and vocal warm-ups 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Warm-up   ! Physical warm-up ! Eliminate 
unnecessary 
tension, improve 
body alignment 
and posture. 
(Neuen & 
Bonamico, 
2002; Phillips, 
2016; Smith & 
Sataloff, 2006; 
Telfer, 1995) 
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(Participants, 
this study) 
o Stretches, massaging, 
slapping 
!  Release tension 
and prepare the 
body to sing. 
(Moore, 2013) 
o Step in time to beat and 
perform various gestures, 
body percussion and 
sounds. 
! Connecting 
physical warm-up 
to other musical 
skills 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Release jaw tension ! Free jaw assists 
diction and tone. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Mental warm-up ! Focusing singers’ 
concentration and 
bringing them into 
a mindset for choir. 
 
o Challenging singers 
mentally by introducing a 
series of actions they have 
to remember and perform 
sequentially in time. 
 
! Singer alertness 
and concentration.  
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Vocal warm-up ! Warm up the vocal 
mechanism. 
 
o Vocal exercises ! Gently warm-up 
the voice. 
(Moore, 2013; 
Phillips, 2016) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Breathing ! Activate and 
develop the 
breathing 
mechanism. 
(Backhouse, 
2010; Ehmann 
& Haasemann, 
1982; McRae, 
1991; Smith & 
Sataloff, 2006) 
o Design an exercise to 
address a problem 
! Isolate difficult 
passages in 
repertoire or 
specific vocal 
techniques. 
(Bartle, 2003; 
Brinson, 1996; 
J. B. Hylton, 
1995) 
o Improvisatory call and 
response 
! Alternative to 
formal vocal 
exercises. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Imagery for different vocal 
sounds 
! Different ways of 
achieving different 
vocal sounds. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Using songs to work on 
breathing and tuning 
! Singers resistant to 
warm-up exercises, 
so use songs 
instead. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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o Solfa syllables and 
handsigns in several parts 
! Aural training 
combined with 
vocal warm-up. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Since learning of these three dimensions to the warm-up, I have sought to 
incorporate them all into my choir warm-up process as much as possible. 
The greatest difficulty I have experienced with this is keeping it fresh and 
not resorting to the same exercises each time. 
In addition to physical, mental and vocal warm-ups, six other types of 
warm-ups were identified. These were warmups to teach vocal technique 
(Phillips, 2016; Rosabal-Coto, 2006), explain physiology, work on the breath 
(Backhouse, 2010; Ehmann & Haasemann, 1982; McRae, 1991; Moore, 2013; 
Phillips, 2016), address issues in the repertoire (Bartle, 2003; Brinson, 1996; 
Ehmann & Haasemann, 1982; J. B. Hylton, 1995), apply later in rehearsal 
and develop aural skills (Phillips, 2016) (see Table 7.16). 
Table 7.16: Other dimensions to warming up 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Warm-up   ! Vocal technique ! Skills from warm-up can 
be applied later in the 
rehearsal. 
 
(Phillips, 2016; 
Rosabal-Coto, 2006) 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Physiology ! Helping singers to 
understand the physiology 
of their vocal mechanism 
in terms of anatomical 
function and terminology. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Breath ! Warm up the muscles 
involved in breathing for 
singing to prepare to sing. 
(Backhouse, 2010; 
Ehmann & 
Haasemann, 1982; 
McRae, 1991; Moore, 
2013; Phillips, 2016) 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Related to ! Warm-up can be used to (Bartle, 2003; 
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repertoire isolate and address 
technical problems in 
particular pieces. 
Brinson, 1996; 
Ehmann & 
Haasemann, 1982; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995) ! Skills from warm-
up can be applied 
later in the 
rehearsal 
! Technical skills developed 
in the warm-up can be 
referred to where they 
apply in rehearsal.  
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Ear training ! Aural acuity and pitch 
discrimination. 
(Phillips, 2016) 
 
While the more improvisatory, playful and imagery-based warm-up 
approaches immediately appealed to me, I have had difficulty implementing 
them into my own practice. My background is not grounded in a strong 
practice of improvisation, so my own confidence in this is lacking. My 
general approach is usually quite planned and structured, so I struggle to 
embrace the freedom of improvisation. My experience is more in the realm 
of that covered by a lot of the choral literature, which prescribes certain 
vocal exercises to address certain vocal and musical problems. I have had 
considerable success in selecting vocal exercises relevant to the challenges 
faced by any given choir with a particular song. Similarly to preparing to 
teach a song, I have also found it important to plan my warm-up in advance, 
because this has meant I can use the warm-up time most effectively. My 
plan has sometimes changed depending on the state of the choir (for 
example, if they were particularly sleepy, I would do an energetic activity to 
wake them up), but if I have arrived at a rehearsal without a plan for the 
warm-up, it has often been lacking in direction in spite of ensuring I have 
chosen exercises to warm up the body, breath and voice in an appropriate 
order. In these cases the warm-up is simply a warm-up without serving a 
dual purpose of working on a particular technique, but this can also detract 
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from the overall energy and focus of the rehearsal. I have noticed that the 
choir will sense if I start the rehearsal with an obvious purpose and this 
seems to result in the most effective rehearsals. 
Teaching parts 
When I first started learning about directing choirs, I was surprised and 
disappointed that choral directing textbooks provided next to no advice for 
teaching parts. They assumed the choir would more or less sight-read the 
repertoire, and the director would help refine it. Thirteen principles related 
to teaching parts emerged from the study (see Table 7.17). 
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Table 7.17: Teaching parts 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Teaching parts   ! To begin with, don’t 
talk; just demonstrate 
through singing, facial 
expressions, gestures 
and movement 
! There is no need to talk – get 
straight to the music. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Consider the order of 
teaching parts 
! Teaching the melody first 
gives a sense of the structure 
as a whole, but if the melody 
is not strongly related to the 
other parts, it may be better to 
teach the bass part first to 
impart the structure. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
! Teach phrase by phrase 
or a whole section at a 
time depending on the 
complexity of the song 
! If sections are too long, people 
will not be able to remember 
all of them. 
(Townsend, 
1996) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! When teaching a song, 
sing what you want the 
choir to sing the way 
you want them to sing 
it (such as with 
dynamics, articulation, 
timbre, etc) 
! People are readily able to copy 
these dimensions of the music. 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Nuance can be included 
immediately when 
learning aurally: 
include aspects of style, 
musical expression and 
tone right from the 
start. 
 
! Including nuance straight 
away makes for a more 
musical experience. 
(Chadwick, 
2011) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Everyone should be 
singing when learning 
parts: either everyone 
learns all of the parts, 
or hum their own part 
while another part is 
being learned. 
! This gives everyone something 
to do, so people don’t get bored 
and learn the music more 
thoroughly. 
(Backhouse, 
2010; Collins, 
1993) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! If a section starts to 
struggle, go back and 
sing their part with 
them until they feel 
secure again. 
! You do not always need to 
stop and restart if you are 
able to do this. 
 
(Backhouse, 
2010) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Make it enjoyable, as 
teaching parts forms a 
large part of 
community choir 
! Notation-reading choirs are 
able to read the pitch and 
rhythm from a score, however 
non-notation-reading choirs 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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rehearsals. cannot do this, and it is the 
director’s role to teach this. ! People learn differently 
when looking at a score 
to when learning by 
ear. 
! People learn the song in terms 
of the musicality of the 
particular song rather than 
thinking about it in terms of 
“notes”. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Singers are responsive 
to the way in which a 
director demonstrates a 
part and will reflect the 
musicality they display 
! Singers will mirror the 
nuances demonstrated by the 
director. Instead of singing 
parts loudly so people can 
hear, greater musicality can 
be achieved by demonstrating 
with the nuances of the 
desired outcome. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Strong singers ! Need to make sure strong 
singers have learned the part 
correctly as other singers will 
rely on them. ! Strong singers can support 
less confident singers. ! If less confident singers rely 
on strong singers all the time, 
it will be problematic if they 
are absent. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! The order in which to 
teach parts is 
dependent on the 
arrangement, as well 
as the ensemble’s 
strengths and 
weaknesses and energy 
and concentration in 
rehearsal. 
! Different arrangements call 
for different teaching 
approaches, however the 
pacing of a rehearsal will 
often dictate teaching 
decisions. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Repetition ! Need to repeat enough times 
so that every member of the 
choir feels comfortable with 
their part. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
The approaches described by the directors in this study, therefore, have 
played a significant role in forming my own approach. My approach has 
varied significantly depending on the choir I have been working with. In a 
community choir setting, I have tended to prefer teaching by demonstrating 
and using call-and-response for the reasons outlined in Table 7.17 – the 
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capacity to imbue all elements of the music simultaneously. I have often 
distributed scores, but have sometimes been reticent to if I thought the 
score would be more confusing (for reasons of layout, or if we were not 
performing it as transcribed) or if I thought the visual depiction of a song in 
a foreign language would detrimentally affect pronunciation or ease of 
learning (which has happened on several occasions). With more advanced 
choirs, learning more challenging repertoire, I have found it invaluable to 
have a professional accompanist assist with playing parts while the choir is 
learning, even if they can sight-read to quite a high level. With choirs of 
young children, I have found that a paper score can be a distraction, and 
they have been very quick to learn aurally anyhow. Most importantly, I 
have needed to ensure I demonstrate correctly the first time, as if I have 
made an error, this has stuck in the children’s memories and has been very 
difficult to change! 
I have considered the order of teaching parts very carefully over the last 
three years. In my first year I had no idea what informed the order in which 
directors taught parts and I could not determine the rationale from 
observation either. It wasn’t until the professional conversations where I 
could ask the directors about their strategy that I came to understand the 
philosophy and could apply it in my own practice. There are still times when 
I am unsure where to start, but it is likely that I will start with the melody 
or bass line. 
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Female director teaching men or male director teaching 
women 
Two issues arose relating to teaching singers of the opposite gender: men’s 
use of falsetto to sing women’s parts; and female directors can find it 
difficult to teach tenors, particularly if there are both male and female 
tenors (see Table 7.18).  
Table 7.18: Female director teaching men or male director teaching women 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Female director 
teaching men/male 
director teaching 
women  
  
! Male directors 
can sing all 
parts if they 
use falsetto 
! The ability to sing all vocal parts 
at pitch is useful, though the 
tone of a falsetto voice does not 
model desired tone to female 
singers as it has a thinner 
timbre. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Female 
directors 
teaching tenors 
! Some female directors can sing 
tenor lines at pitch but it does 
not have the brightness and tone 
quality they are seeking in a 
male tenor line. ! If there are female tenors (either 
singing with male tenors or not) 
this range can be difficult for 
women to demonstrate in. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Due to the low numbers of men in community choirs, I have not had a 
significant amount of experience teaching men. I have found, however, that 
if there was a reasonable number of men singing together, issues of which 
part of the voice they should be singing in seemed to be resolved by some 
more experienced singers finding the correct register and others matching 
them. I have also had similar difficulties to the female directors in the study 
regarding teaching tenors and determining which octave to sing in and 
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depending on the circumstances, I have used both upper and lower 
registers. 
Teaching songs in foreign languages 
Three strategies were used for teaching songs in foreign languages: 
combining physiological understanding of different vocal sounds with a 
system of phonetic symbols, consulting a native speaker, and teaching 
sounds by rote (see Table 7.19). 
Table 7.19: Teaching songs in foreign languages 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Teaching songs in foreign 
languages 
  ! Combine physiological 
understanding of different 
vocal sounds with a system 
of phonetic symbols 
(“kinaesthetic phonetics”) 
 
! Two-pronged 
approach proves 
effective for people 
with differing body 
awareness. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Consult a native speaker of 
the language regarding 
pronunciation, translation 
and the history of a song 
 
! This is the most 
effective way to 
ensure accuracy. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Teach sounds by rote – 
saying the words slowly in 
call and response and also 
say the words in rhythm. 
! Speaking the lyrics 
in rhythm means 
“the rhythm gets 
inherently built into 
the language”. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
As I mentioned above in relation to repertoire selection, I enjoy teaching 
songs from many different cultures, though not all choristers enjoy this. As I 
have sung in many languages in an assortment of choir situations, I have 
come to develop an understanding of the sounds of a number of languages. 
This has meant, for example, that I can confidently pronounce most of the 
sounds encountered in Zulu songs. I studied some Japanese at school, so 
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again, I am familiar with the sounds of the Japanese language. There are 
some languages (such as Russian) that I am not confident with, and 
therefore do not teach songs in those languages. In other cases, I have 
consulted a native-speaker of the language and recorded the pronunciation 
to ensure I am teaching it correctly even though I may not be completely 
confident with the whole language. I have also found recordings of songs 
useful for this purpose, provided they are from a reliable source. 
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Rehearsing 
The literature raised five issues regarding rehearsing: rehearsal structure 
(Brinson, 1996; Brunner, 1996; Gorelick, 2001); “chunking” (Kennedy, 2009); 
the “sourdough method” (Kennedy, 2009); off-book rehearsing (Kennedy, 
2009); and specific rehearsal targets (Terry, 1991) (see Table 7.20). 
Table 7.20: Rehearsing 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Rehearsing   ! Rehearsal structure   
o Synthesis-
analysis-synthesis 
! Start rehearsal with a 
familiar piece, followed by 
challenging material and 
conclude with a piece the 
choir can execute 
successfully. 
(Brinson, 
1996; 
Brunner, 
1996; 
Gorelick, 
2001) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! “Chunking” ! Teaching in manageable 
sections. ! Suitable pacing of 
rehearsals. 
(Kennedy, 
2009) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! “Sourdough method” ! Old singers supported new 
singers to learn the singing 
techniques, repertoire, and 
culture of the choir. 
(Kennedy, 
2009) 
! Off-book rehearsal ! Rehearsing and performing 
from memory. 
(Kennedy, 
2009) ! Specific targets ! Identify exactly which 
musical issues need to be 
addressed in each piece in 
advance of the rehearsal 
based on score study or 
previous rehearsals. 
(Terry, 1991) 
 
Pitch 
There were ten strategies for dealing with pitch issues: to identify the cause 
of the problem (Michael Brewer, 2004; Garretson, 1998; Holst, 1973; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; Kemp, 2009; Telfer, 2000; Terry, 1991); rehearse without a 
piano (Busch, 1984; Terry, 1991); remind singers to listen (Busch, 1984); 
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encourage mental effort rather than physical effort; use target notes; 
posture (Michael Brewer, 2004); identify problem intervals; vowel 
production (Telfer, 2000); singer awareness (Telfer, 2000); and semitones 
(Terry, 1991) (see Table 7.21). 
Table 7.21: Pitch  
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Pitch    ! Identify the 
cause of the 
problem 
! There are many causes of pitch 
problems including sliding or 
slurring onto a note, difficulties 
maintaining accuracy when 
repeating a note, the tendency to go 
flat on descending and ascending 
scalic passages, poor vowel 
production, poor breath control, 
forcing the voice, fatigue, room 
acoustics and incorrect voice 
classification. 
(Michael 
Brewer, 2004; 
Garretson, 
1998; Holst, 
1973; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; 
Kemp, 2009; 
Telfer, 2000; 
Terry, 1991) 
! Rehearse 
without a 
piano 
! Singers can hear each other more 
clearly. 
(Busch, 1984; 
Terry, 1991) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Remind 
singers to 
listen 
! Reminding singers to listen to 
singers in their own and other voice 
parts will help with tuning. 
(Busch, 1984) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Mental effort 
not physical 
effort to keep 
in tune – 
alertness 
 
! Encouraging singers to concentrate 
on keeping pitch up, rather than 
using physical tension.  
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Target notes ! Pitch memory of particular notes as 
reference points. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Posture ! Poor posture can affect pitch 
through inadequate breath support 
and mental alertness. 
(Michael 
Brewer, 2004) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Identifying 
problem 
intervals 
! For example the third scale degree 
can require attention due to its role 
in determining the tonality of a 
piece. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Brightness of 
tone/vowel 
production 
affecting pitch 
! Vowel colour can affect pitch. (Telfer, 2000) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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 ! Develop 
singers’ 
awareness of 
pitch problems 
! Aural awareness is essential in 
rectifying pitch problems – if the 
choir cannot tell there is a pitch 
problem, it is very difficult for them 
to rectify the problem.  
(Telfer, 2000) 
! Semitones ! Require particular attention. (Terry, 1991) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
In my first year, I had many situations where I knew there was something 
wrong with the pitch but was unable to determine the cause, which was 
frustrating for me. Throughout that year, and also my second year, I 
experimented by trial and error with solutions to a number of possible 
causes discussed in the literature. Many of these did not work, but when one 
did it was like a revelation. I ended up finding that a large proportion of 
pitch issues were related to vowel production. These have, however, taken 
an assortment of approaches to address, depending on the cause – for 
example, if the vowels are not uniform across the group, if the vowels are 
not bright enough (because the singers are tired, or lazy, or don’t know how 
to brighten them), if the singers are trying to modify a vowel as the pitch 
goes higher or if the jaw is moving when this is unnecessary. I have found 
issues of pitch and tuning have required more troubleshooting than many 
other elements, and I have often used trial and error of strategies to address 
it, but am now more readily able to identify the cause. 
Tone 
Tone was addressed in twelve different ways: vocal exercises focusing on 
breath, deep-set vowels and high-forward resonance (Garretson, 1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 2016); a relaxed jaw, neck and throat (Garretson, 
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1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 2016; Roe, 1994); posture (Michael 
Brewer, 2004; Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995); breath 
support (Michael Brewer, 2004; Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 
1995); vowel production (Michael Brewer, 2004; Collins, 1993; Garretson, 
1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 2016); developing tone as a continual 
work in progress; a collective sense of tone developed over years of singing 
together; developing all areas of vocal technique (relaxed jaw, balanced 
onset, breathing); different tone issues for different voice parts (Neuen & 
Bonamico, 2002); asking choir members to think of themselves as singers; 
emotional investment in a song; and stylistic use of tone (see Table 7.22). 
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Table 7.22: Tone 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Tone   ! Vocal exercises 
focusing on 
breath, deep-set 
vowels and high-
forward resonance  
! Vocal technique is important 
for choral tone. 
(Garretson, 1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 
2016) 
! Relaxed jaw, neck 
and throat 
! Tension adversely affects the 
tone. 
(Garretson, 1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; Phillips, 
2016; Roe, 1994) ! Posture ! Good posture is important 
for effective vocal technique. 
(Michael Brewer, 2004; 
Collins, 1993; Garretson, 
1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995) 
(Participants, this study) ! Breath support ! Good choral tone is 
supported by breath control. 
(Michael Brewer, 2004; 
Collins, 1993; Garretson, 
1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995)  
(Participants, this study) ! Vowel production ! Individual vowel production 
affects individual tone, and 
vowel unification affects the 
tone of the ensemble. 
(Michael Brewer, 2004; 
Collins, 1993; Garretson, 
1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; 
Phillips, 2016) 
(Participants, this study) ! Developing tone is 
a continual work 
in progress. 
! Particularly for community 
choirs where many singers 
are untrained, directors 
need to work on developing 
vocal tone. 
(Participants, this study) 
! Choirs that have 
been together for 
many years 
develop a 
collective sense of 
tone 
! This is the result of 
developed vocal technique, 
vowel unification and 
listening skills. 
(Participants, this study) 
! All areas of vocal 
technique 
! Relaxed jaw. ! Balanced onset. ! Breathing and support. (Participants, this study) ! Different tone 
issues for different 
voice parts  
! “Honking” full-voiced alto 
sound. ! Sopranos above their 
transition “sound like cats 
crying”. 
(Neuen & Bonamico, 
2002) (Participants, this 
study) 
! Ask choir 
members to think 
of themselves as 
singers 
! Attention to technique that 
is associated with believing 
one is a singer. 
(Participants, this study) 
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! Emotional 
investment in a 
song 
! Tone changes when singers 
commit to the emotional 
content of the song. 
(Participants, this study) 
! Stylistic use of 
tone 
! Appropriate vocal production 
for the song, such as bright 
forward placement for 
African repertoire, 
demonstrated by the 
director. 
(Participants, this study) 
 
In my first year, I focused so much of my energy on ensuring the parts were 
learned that I didn’t have a lot of time or wherewithal to focus on things like 
tone and blend. That was probably a reflection on my lack of understanding 
of repertoire selection, as well as being a novice at teaching parts, and 
listening to all facets of the choir’s sound simultaneously. Over my second 
and third years I explored all twelve strategies in Table 7.22. I have found 
demonstration to be the most effective way to achieve the vocal tone I am 
seeking. This has often included me demonstrating both the tone I do want 
and the tone I don’t want so that singers can hear the difference. At times I 
have found it useful to describe the type of sound, such as a “bright calling 
voice” for an African chest voice tone. I have sometimes described the 
functioning of the vocal mechanism for a particular tone, but that has not 
always been effective. I think developing my use of imagery will be 
important as I continue to develop the choral tone of my choirs, as I often 
struggle to think of a good image to describe the sound I am seeking. 
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Balance and blend 
Balance and blend are closely linked, though the concept of blend has 
several contributing factors. Five strategies for achieving choral blend were: 
vowel unification (Michael Brewer, 2004; Collins, 1993; Smith & Sataloff, 
2006); intonation (Collins, 1993; Dehning, 2003; Garretson, 1998; Roe, 1994; 
Smith & Sataloff, 2006); vibrato (Collins, 1993); teamwork; and listening 
(Busch, 1984) (see Table 7.23).  
Table 7.23: Balance and blend 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Balance ! Balance between the different 
voice parts is closely linked with 
blend. 
(Busch, 1984) 
Blend   ! Vowel 
unification 
! Vowels need to be unified across 
the choir to achieve a blended 
sound. 
(Michael 
Brewer, 2004; 
Collins, 1993; 
Smith & 
Sataloff, 2006) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Tuning/ 
    intonation 
! Problems in this can be due to 
many factors including acoustics, 
temperature, inability to hear, 
fatigue, dynamics, boredom, key 
monotony, lack of confidence, poor 
musicianship etc. 
 
(Collins, 1993; 
Dehning, 2003; 
Garretson, 1998; 
Roe, 1994; 
Smith & 
Sataloff, 2006) 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Vibrato ! Excess vibrato can affect blend. (Collins, 1993) ! Teamwork ! Need for singers to be part of a 
whole, rather than individuals. ! Generosity of being part of a 
group. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Listening - Need to listen to and match the 
pitch, tone and vowel colour of 
other singers in order to blend 
successfully. 
(Busch, 1984) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Soft singing ! Enable singer to hear their own 
part as well as other parts.  
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Sing softly enough that you can 
hear the singer on either side. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Voice parts not singing the (Participants, 
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melody need to sing quietly 
enough so they can hear the 
melody. 
this study) 
o Combining 
two voice 
parts at a 
time 
! Hear individual voice part 
against one other part to hear the 
harmonic relationship between 
them. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Changing 
the physical 
placement of 
the singers 
can affect 
the tone 
! Ask singers to stand next to 
someone who is not in their voice 
part, to encourage them to listen 
outside their voice part. 
 
(Mike Brewer & 
Garnett, 2012; 
Collins, 1993; J. 
B. Hylton, 1995) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Singers to stand in quartets with 
one member from each voice part, 
which forces individuals to take 
responsibility for their part. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Alternate the sitting position so 
every second person is the same 
voice part. This changes the tone 
from one of two parts competing 
to a holistic tone. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! Voice part singing the melody 
stands in the middle of a circle 
made up of the other singers so 
everyone can clearly hear the 
melody. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Listening 
from the 
middle of 
the circle 
! Listening without singing so you 
can hear the whole arrangement. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
o Improvising ! Improvisation requires singers to 
listen and respond to each other 
vocally, and this practice can 
apply to other songs. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
As I gained confidence in teaching parts following my first year, I was able 
to turn my attention to other dimensions of the choral sound such as 
balance and blend. Exercises for blending were some of the strategies I have 
been most readily able to apply to my own practice with successful 
outcomes. Many issues I have encountered with blend stemmed from 
unmatched vowels (which has regularly affected pitch) or from singers 
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concentrating on their own part so much that they do not listen to other 
parts in order to tune to each other. Particularly successful approaches have 
included encouraging singers to achieve unity in vowel sounds (usually by 
matching my own vowel; using imagery for the desired vowel e.g. “your best 
Oxford vowels”; demonstrating both correct and incorrect vowel production; 
or unison singing); standing in formations to better facilitate listening and 
hearing of all parts (such as standing in a circle, walking around the room to 
mingle with other parts whilst singing, or placing melody singers in the 
middle of the circle); and singing softly. Perhaps these exercises were most 
effective because they do not necessarily rely on a particular personality 
type to ensure their success.  
I have found different challenges regarding blending with adult choirs 
compared to children’s choirs. I have overall found it easier to achieve a 
blended choir sound with children’s choirs, most likely due to the fact that 
children’s voices have a more homogenous sound than adults’ voices do, 
though I have found that the vocal production of children from varying 
cultures does differ significantly, and requires work to achieve blend. 
Perhaps my own soprano register has assisted me in this capacity also, as I 
am able to model the desired sound at pitch, and having a relatively young 
voice, my own tone colour is fairly similar to that of the children’s. I am very 
conscious, however, that my voice will not always have this quality, so it is 
important for me to not rely on demonstrating. With adult choirs, on the 
other hand, men are obviously not able to exactly match my sound, so I need 
to use different strategies instead of relying on modelling, such as those 
mentioned above. I have also found that many inexperienced adult singers 
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are less likely to experiment with different vocal timbres, or do not have 
significant vocal awareness to be able to access different vocal timbres. For 
example, I will demonstrate an African style vocal production with bright 
chest resonance for an African song, and while children will instinctively 
copy the sound, adults will more likely return to their default vocal sound.  
Diction 
Diction has been addressed significantly in the literature and a relatively 
standard model involving four key principles is presented. The principles 
are director awareness of vowel and consonant qualities and production 
(Collins, 1993; Dehning, 2003; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; Roe, 
1994); the use of predominantly long vowels and short consonants (Brinson, 
1996; Collins, 1993; Dehning, 2003; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 1995; 
Roe, 1994); durational stress on the primary vowel of diphthongs and 
triphthongs (Collins, 1993; Dehning, 2003; Garretson, 1998; J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Phillips, 2016; Terry, 1991); and a focus on the text so the meaning is 
understood (Collins, 1993). A slight deviation from this model appeared in 
the study for popular music where directors preferred to have a less formal 
approach to diction in order to keep the conversational tone of popular songs 
(see Table 7.24). 
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Table 7.24: Diction 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Diction   ! Choir directors should be 
aware of the different 
qualities of each vowel (dark 
through bright) and 
consonant (voiced, subvocal, 
voiceless as well as labials, 
labio-dentals, palatals, 
gutterals, sibilants, 
aspirates and nasals) and 
how they are all produced 
! This will result in 
informed decisions 
regarding the use and 
unification of these 
sounds for choral 
purposes. 
(Collins, 
1993; 
Dehning, 
2003; 
Garretson, 
1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; 
Roe, 1994) 
! Long vowels and short 
consonants in most cases, 
though sometimes this 
needs to be adjusted, often 
through the use of slight 
glottal articulation so the 
meaning is not confused 
(Roe refers to the phrase 
‘help you’ which can sound 
like ‘hell pew’ p93). 
! Pitch in most cases is 
sung on the vowels, 
however it is 
important to be able 
to clearly understand 
the text. 
(Brinson, 
1996; Collins, 
1993; 
Garretson, 
1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; 
Roe, 1994) 
! Durational stress on first 
vowel of diphthongs and 
triphthongs in most cases. 
! In most cases the first 
vowel is the dominant 
vowel. For unification 
across the choir, it is 
important both 
vowels are executed 
by all singers 
simultaneously. 
(Collins, 
1993; 
Dehning, 
2003; 
Garretson, 
1998; J. B. 
Hylton, 1995; 
Phillips, 
2016; Terry, 
1991) ! Focus on the text ! Diction is essential to 
the text being 
understood. 
(Collins, 
1993) ! Less formal diction for 
popular music in some cases. 
! Formal diction is not 
always appropriate in 
the popular style. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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As a result of my training with VOX, I practice all four principles 
highlighted in the literature in my choral practice. Similarly to tone, I 
usually demonstrate what I want choristers to do with regard to their 
diction in order to teach them these four principles. There were a couple of 
circumstances in my third year, however, where I found it difficult to make 
decisions regarding the diction of popular and gospel songs. For Otto 
Mortensen’s Since You Went Away I knew traditional choral diction would 
not be appropriate, as the text is written in the style of an African American 
gospel song but it was important for the audience to understand the lyrics. I 
decided the choir should articulate the start of words so the text could be 
understood, but use softer diction on consonants like “t” and “d” at the end 
of the words in keeping with African American vernacular. 
Conducting 
Extensive literature on the art of conducting has provided thorough 
theoretical discussion of conducting, as well as some practical advice (W. 
Bailey, 2009; Boult, 1968; Bowen, 2003; Erdmann, 2001; Garofalo & 
Battisti, 2005; Hunsberger, Ernst, & Schindler, 1992; Kohut & Grant, 1990; 
Labuta, 2010; McElheran, 1978; Nowak & Nowak, 2002; Phillips, 1997; 
Rudolf & Stern, 1994; Saminsky, 1958; Scherchen, 1989; Schuller, 1997; 
Thomas, 1998; Wiens, 2002; Wittry, 2007) (see Table 7.25). The participants 
corroborated the philosophy to a large extent, in spite of many of them not 
using traditional conducting beat patterns and gestures (see Table 7.25).  
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Table 7.25: Conducting 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Conducting ! Use conducting gestures 
to communicate elements 
of the music and to 
encourage the choir 
towards your 
interpretation of the 
music. 
 
(W. Bailey, 2009; Boult, 
1968; Bowen, 2003; 
Erdmann, 2001; 
Garofalo & Battisti, 
2005; Hunsberger et al., 
1992; Kohut & Grant, 
1990; Labuta, 2010; 
McElheran, 1978; 
Nowak & Nowak, 2002; 
Phillips, 1997; Rudolf & 
Stern, 1994; Saminsky, 
1958; Scherchen, 1989; 
Schuller, 1997; Thomas, 
1998; Wiens, 2002; 
Wittry, 2007) 
 ! Provide focus, energy, 
reminders of musical and 
emotional dimensions 
and to adjust musical 
elements (tempo, 
dynamics, balance). 
 
(Participants, this study) 
! Performing 
gestures differ 
from teaching 
gestures. 
! Rather than being about 
the fundamentals of pitch 
and rhythm, performance 
gestures seek to reflect a 
big picture sense of the 
music. 
(Participants, this study) 
 
Learning conducting beat patterns, and then the coordination of the right 
and left hands was a time-consuming process. Once I had mastered the beat 
patterns, I felt like I was starting again each time I tried to introduce a new 
left hand gesture, such as cutting off on an offbeat, which would make me 
feel as uncoordinated as when I started. Now that I have been conducting 
regularly for a number of years, I am finding my right hand is able to 
operate on autopilot for the standard beat patterns, giving me more freedom 
to explore expression with my left hand. As I described in relation to 
gesture, I feel I still have a lot of growth to do in terms of my repertoire of 
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conducting gestures and my capacity to reflect the music in an embodied 
way to the choir.  
Teaching musicianship 
The teaching of musicianship was approached in six ways: systematic 
teaching of music literacy through solfa pitch syllables (as developed by 
Sarah Glover and used and refined by others over the years including John 
Curwen and Zoltán Kodály) and rhythm syllables (French Time-Names 
used by Pierre Galin, Aimé and Emile Chevé, adapted by Carl Orff, Curwen, 
Kodály and others, and later developed into the Takadimi system); 
explaining symbols on musical scores; providing scores; explaining musical 
concepts as they arise in the rehearsal or on the score, such as describing 
time signatures and identifying them on the score; using musical 
terminology; and aural skills through teaching scale degrees or solfege 
(Collins, 1993; Garretson, 1998) (see Table 7.26). 
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Table 7.26: Teaching musicianship 
What? – strategy Why? – purpose Who? 
Teaching musicianship   ! Systematic teaching of 
music literacy through 
pitch and rhythm syllables 
! Effective music 
literacy method for 
choral context. 
(Collins, 1993; 
Garretson, 1998) ! Explaining symbols on 
musical scores 
! Demystifying the 
musical score. 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Providing scores ! Singers become 
more familiar 
through exposure 
to scores. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Explaining musical 
concepts as they arise in 
the rehearsal or on the 
score, such as describing 
time signatures and 
identifying them on the 
score. 
! Gradual 
accumulation of 
knowledge. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Using musical terminology ! Exposure to 
musical language 
and concepts. 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Aural skills through 
teaching scale degrees or 
solfege. 
! Greater awareness 
of pitch in the 
choral context. 
(Collins, 1993; 
Garretson, 1998) 
(Participants, this 
study) 
 
While I have taught a lot of musicianship to school-age choirs through pitch 
and rhythm syllables, Curwen handsigns, and notation-reading skills, I 
have not tended to include intentional musicianship skills in community 
choir rehearsals. I have sometimes pointed out features of a score if it was 
necessary for understanding the structure of a song, such as repeat marks, 
but not a lot more than that. 
The role of the director 
The role of the director was described in eleven facets: qualities of 
leadership, conducting technique, vocal pedagogy, musicianship, good 
organisation, sense of humour, eye contact with choir, facial expression, 
cheerful businesslike manner, commanding posture, and sincerity (Roe, 
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1994); to interpret the music and lead the ensemble towards achieving a 
realisation of that interpretation; a responsibility to hold the group gently 
as you guide them through the song(s) and give them as much guidance as 
you can; sensitivity to bring the group with you by leading and to negotiate 
individuals’ needs in the process; adjusting the group in terms of their 
progress in achieving a musical outcome by drawing them gradually 
towards the goal rather than demanding it immediately; keeping the group 
together even when they do outrageous things; awareness of energy transfer 
between choir and director; motivating (Neuen & Bonamico, 2002); ability to 
gauge the rehearsal and make appropriate decisions; a spectrum of 
leaderships styles; and teacher (Neuen & Bonamico, 2002; Terry, 1991) (see 
Table 7.27). These include a combination of both hard skills (musical) and 
soft skills (personal/interpersonal) (Blom & Encarnacao, 2012). 
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Table 7.27: Role of the director 
What? – strategy Why? – purpose Who? 
The role of the director   ! Leadership, conducting 
technique, vocal 
pedagogy, 
musicianship, well-
organised, sense of 
humour, eye contact 
with choir, facial 
expression, cheerful 
businesslike manner, 
commanding posture, 
and sincerity. 
! To lead the group in choral 
music endeavours. 
 
 
(Roe, 1994) 
! Interpret the music and 
lead the ensemble 
towards achieving a 
realisation of that 
interpretation. 
 
! To achieve successful music-
making and/or performing. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Responsibility to hold 
the group gently as you 
guide them through the 
song/s and give them as 
much guidance as you 
can. 
! In order to bring out the best 
in people. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Sensitivity to bring the 
group with you by 
leading and to negotiate 
individuals’ needs in 
the process. 
! To successfully manage the 
group and maintain group 
cohesion. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Adjusting the group in 
terms of where they are 
at in regard to 
achieving a musical 
outcome by drawing 
them gradually towards 
the goal rather than 
demanding it 
immediately. 
! A sequential teaching 
approach to ensure success. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Keeping the group 
together even when 
they do outrageous 
things (such as starting 
at a tempo much faster 
than the director 
counted in). 
! Ensemble technique. 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Awareness of energy 
transfer between choir 
and director 
! If the director is energetic, 
this will give the choir 
energy and if the director is 
(Participants, 
this study) 
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lethargic, the choir will lack 
energy, however either party 
can choose to disrupt the 
energy level of the other and 
this is a constant exchange. 
This applies to an 
assortment of emotions 
including anxiety, elation 
and sadness.  
 ! Motivator ! Motivate singers to strive to 
achieve and to perform to 
their best. 
(Neuen & 
Bonamico, 
2002) ! Gauge the rehearsal 
and make appropriate 
decisions 
! For example it may be 
necessary to put a song aside 
for the day if certain factors 
are unfavourable (personnel, 
energy, concentration, 
emotion, etc). 
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! A spectrum of 
leadership styles is 
possible from autocracy 
through to democracy.  
! Use professional judgement 
to decide what is best for the 
group. Several directors 
spoke of taking chorister 
ideas and opinions into 
account, but the director 
making final decisions. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Teacher ! Teach musical, vocal and 
choral skills. 
(Neuen & 
Bonamico, 
2002; Terry, 
1991) 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
My self-concept of my role as director in my first year was very much 
focused on the music and the technical things I had to do in order to achieve 
a successful musical outcome: how would I teach the parts, improve the 
tone, fix the pitch, make the rhythm sit comfortably? While these are clearly 
important parts of the role, through observation of and conversations with 
directors, as well as experience in my own practice, I came to realise that 
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interpersonal factors were just as significant. This realisation has led me to 
place greater significance on interpersonal skills.  
Director style 
Director style was formed from three dimensions of practice: repertoire 
choice; teaching style; and personality (see Table 7.28). 
Table 7.28: Director style 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Director style   ! Repertoire 
choice 
! Singers may choose the choir 
by the director’s repertoire 
choice. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Teaching style ! Singers find a director whose 
teaching style they are 
comfortable with. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Personality or 
charisma 
! People are drawn to them and 
love coming to rehearsal with 
them. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
As a beginning director, I did not have a clear style, as I was still learning 
what did and didn’t work for me. I always knew I was good at connecting 
with people and as I had hoped, this appears to have put me in good stead 
for this career. I have no qualms standing in front of a group and speaking 
or leading proceedings, and I enjoy interactions with individuals. It has also 
become apparent to me that members of my choirs enjoy my company and 
my approach, which tends to be gentle, patient, energetic, good-humoured, 
and encouraging but challenging and demanding nothing but their best. I 
have also gained confidence as I have become more secure in my practice, 
which has helped the choirs to feel more confident as well.  
I have also realised through observing the many different directors in this 
study, as well as others along the way, that while there are traits I admire 
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in different directors, not all of these are going to be traits that fit well for 
me. For example, a persona of creative eccentricity, which attracts many 
singers to one director in the study, is very different from my own 
personality. I have also learned, however, that there is a need for different 
personalities and styles. I learned this most clearly while watching the two 
very different directors running a workshop together and how these 
differences complemented each other beautifully. This taught me that it is 
important to have a practice that is true to myself rather than trying to be 
something I am not. 
Working with low energy of choir or director 
Energy levels of the choir and the director are in many cases closely linked 
and if the director or choir are lacking energy, this can affect the rehearsal 
unless the director is aware and takes actions to counter it (see Table 7.29). 
Use of humour, changing activity and sensitivity to the needs of the group, 
were used in cases of low choir energy (see Table 7.29). 
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Table 7.29: Working with low energy of choir or director 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Working with low 
energy of choir or 
director 
  
! Be aware of the 
energy level of 
the choir and 
yourself as 
director 
! If both the choir and director are 
low on energy, it is very difficult.  
 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 ! The energy level of the rehearsal 
is a combination of whatever 
energy the choir has and what 
the director has brought along. If 
the director is aware of this, 
he/she can work to counter the 
energy in the room if required. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Use of humour 
and “trying to 
love these 
people”. 
! To achieve a positive outcome in 
spite of energy levels. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Change the 
activity 
(something fun, 
in English, 
familiar, quiet 
or slow). 
! To shift the energy. (Participants, 
this study) 
 
My own experience has reflected those described by the directors in Table 
7.29. The choir’s energy has clearly been affected on days when I am not 
feeling 100% and even if I sit instead of stand for a rehearsal, the choir’s 
energy is considerably less. I have also found that directing a choir takes an 
enormous amount of energy, because I have to give energy (in my voice, 
body and presence) to the choir in order to get energy back from them 
musically. If I am feeling tired, unwell, or emotionally drained, it has been 
really challenging to summon that energy. On days when the choir has 
lacked energy I have sometimes used strategies to lift the energy levels, 
such as an energetic warm-up. Sometimes this has worked, but sometimes 
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the energy would not be shifted and I had to embrace a more low-key 
rehearsal. 
Troubleshooting 
Troubleshooting was addressed in six ways: hearing and addressing errors 
or places of improvement for pitch, rhythm, tuning, blend, vowels, vocal 
technique, phrasing and more; drawing the choir’s attention to the problem 
and demonstrating how to fix it; vocal exercises; aural exercises to address 
pitch issues; identifying whether particular arrangements are causing 
problems for the group; and teaching the group that they need to take 
responsibility for their parts (see Table 7.30). 
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Table 7.30: Troubleshooting 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Troubleshooting   ! Hear and address 
errors or places of 
improvement for pitch, 
rhythm, tuning, blend, 
vowels, vocal 
technique, phrasing 
and more 
 
! It is the director’s job to 
hear and address 
problems. It can be 
difficult for singers to do 
this while they are 
singing. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Draw the choir’s 
attention to the 
problem and 
demonstrate how to fix 
it. 
! There is no point 
identifying a problem if 
you do not give the tools to 
solve the problem. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Vocal exercises  ! To isolate and address the 
problem before applying 
the same principles in 
situ. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Aural exercises to 
address pitch issues. 
! Aural awareness is 
important for secure pitch. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Identifying whether 
particular 
arrangements are 
causing problems for 
the group 
! Sometimes aspects of a 
particular arrangement 
may be causing problems, 
such as a bass line with 
awkward intervals if the 
bass section are not 
confident with such 
intervals. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Teaching the group 
that they need to take 
responsibility for their 
parts 
! The director cannot be 
everything for them. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Troubleshooting forms a large part of the choir director’s job and I have 
found it to be very complex, consisting of three parts. The first part of the 
process involved identifying that there was a problem by hearing an error or 
inaccuracy (a skill on its own which often eluded me early on). The second 
part was identifying the cause of the problem, the third determining how to 
fix the problem. As a beginner, the cause was not always readily apparent, 
so I experimented with various possible solutions to what may have been 
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the cause in an endeavour to find out what the problem was and fix it. Once 
the cause was identified, a strategy had to be implemented in order to fix 
the problem. This was not straightforward, however, because a solution that 
had worked previously with a different choir did not always work for the 
choir at hand, so there were times when I needed an array of strategies for 
working with one problem in order to find which one would resonate with 
the current group. The other factor in this situation is that the 
troubleshooting process usually had to take place in a very short timeframe 
– the identification of the problem, finding the cause and executing an 
appropriate solution needed to take place immediately. There were times 
when I was unable to completely resolve a problem on the spot and had to 
go away and think of a solution to bring to the next rehearsal, but this was 
not ideal, as too many occurrences like this are disheartening for the choir.  
Maintaining interest throughout the rehearsal 
In order to maintain the interest of singers throughout the rehearsal, five 
strategies were used: teaching in small sections; teaching everyone all of the 
parts; asking singers who know their part to sing softly while another 
section learns their part; encouraging singers to identify similarities 
between parts; and humour (see Table 7.31). 
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Table 7.31: Maintaining interest throughout the rehearsal 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Maintaining interest 
throughout the rehearsal 
  ! Teach in small 
sections.  
! To minimise the time 
people are not singing. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Teach everyone all of 
the parts. 
! Everyone gets to sing 
most of the time. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Ask singers who know 
their part to sing softly 
while another section 
learns their part. 
! Keeps singers occupied, 
develops aural skills and 
allows singers to hear the 
relationship between 
parts. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Encourage singers to 
identify similarities 
between parts. 
! Keep singers mentally 
engaged and develop 
aural skills. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Humour. ! People sing well when 
they are having a good 
time because they are 
relaxed. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
Observing the directors in this study managing chorister interest in 
rehearsals has influenced my own practice. I have used all of the strategies 
in Table 7.31 in my own rehearsals and have found the most important 
thing is for me to be conscious of the group’s concentration and to respond 
appropriately in order to keep them engaged. This has involved keeping 
each part busy enough so they don’t get bored, and also sometimes moving 
on more quickly than I had planned if I sense attention is wavering. I have 
found there is a small window between when chorister attention starts to 
waver and losing the energy and momentum of a rehearsal altogether.  
Single-gender choirs compared to mixed-gender choirs 
Differences between single-gender choirs and mixed-gender choirs were 
identified: the need to handle self-doubt in a women’s choir, capacity to 
move singers to voice parts that need more singers in single-gendered choir, 
different humour for men’s choir and the acceptance of being more direct 
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with men (see Table 7.32). Although this study only included one director of 
a women’s choir and one director of a men’s choir, and these comments have 
only been made by individual directors, it raises the issue of gender 
differences that directors need to be aware of and able to address. 
Table 7.32: Single-gender choirs compared to mixed gender choirs 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Single gender choirs 
compared to mixed gender 
choirs 
  
! Need to handle self-
doubt in women’s 
choir. 
! Self-doubt appears more 
prevalent. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Capacity to move 
singers to voice parts 
that need more singers 
in single-gendered 
choir. 
! Mixed-gender choirs 
cannot do this as readily 
due to the typically 
differing vocal ranges of 
men and women. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Different humour for 
men’s choir. 
! Men respond to different 
types of humour. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Can be more direct 
with men. 
! Being blunt is not always 
effective but seems to be 
more appropriate with 
men’s groups. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
I have not had experience with single-gendered choirs in order to make a 
comparison in my own practice. 
Teaching workshops compared to rehearsing regularly 
with a choir 
Five differences between teaching workshops and regularly rehearsing 
choirs were identified: the capacity to go more deeply into different 
activities; preference not to use sheet music for the first session; striving for 
a musical experience over perfection; making first-time singers feel 
comfortable; and gauging the personality types in a room so you can respond 
appropriately (see Table 7.33). 
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Table 7.33: Teaching workshops compared to rehearsing regularly with a choir 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Teaching workshops 
compared to 
rehearsing regularly 
with a choir 
  
!  Go more deeply 
into different 
activities. 
! People can be more willing to 
step outside their comfort zone, 
lose their inhibitions and try 
something different in a 
workshop environment.  
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Don’t use sheet 
music for the first 
session. 
! It is important to build 
relationships between 
workshop participants. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Strive for a 
musical experience 
over perfection. 
! There is not time in a workshop 
situation to get everything 
perfect. It is more important to 
achieve a sense of the 
musicality of the song. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
! Make first-time 
singers feel 
comfortable. 
! Experienced singers will not 
need as much encouragement 
to feel comfortable. 
(Participants, 
this study) ! Get used to 
gauging the 
personality types 
in a room so you 
can respond 
appropriately. 
! Different personalities can 
shape the atmosphere of the 
group and the director should 
be in control of this. ! This can impact repertoire 
choice. 
(Participants, 
this study) 
 
The workshops I taught at university had a lot of similarities to those 
described by directors in the study, although perhaps a larger proportion of 
the university students would not think of themselves as singers, in spite of 
all of them being musicians. I very much related to the director’s description 
of not knowing who will be in your workshop because this has played out in 
various ways for me both musically and socially. In these situations, I had 
to plan a wide array of repertoire as I did not know the skill level of the 
group (several strong members have drastically impacted on the repertoire a 
group has been capable of) and I did not know what social situations would 
be at play (one or two members not wanting to participate has had a huge 
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impact on the group dynamic). I have used a plan that normally enables me 
to explore these parameters quite quickly and has involved rhythmic 
activities first, followed by simple songs (usually interesting rounds from 
around the world in different styles so I can gauge interest for a particular 
type of song) and then a series of more complex songs. In workshop 
situations, it has been important for participants to have their interest 
piqued immediately, and to follow that up by a successful musical outcome 
in a short space of time. This has given them confidence and 
encouragement, and won me their trust, which was important because I was 
unable to rely on an ongoing relationship. 
Managing and organising 
Managing and organising formed another dimension to the choir director’s 
role (Backhouse, 2010; Michael Brewer, 2004; Brinson, 1996; Busch, 1984; 
Collins, 1993; DiFrances, 2006; Durrant, 2003; Fredrickson, 2004; 
Garretson, 1998; Gorelick, 2001; Gumm, 2010; Holst, 1973; J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Kemp, 2009; McGill & Volk, 2007; McRae, 1991; Neuen & Bonamico, 
2002). This included: dealing with people and their opinions; using skills 
from within the group for purposes of the choir; and managing one’s own 
energy levels (see Table 7.34). 
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Table 7.34: Managing and organising 
What strategy? Why? – purpose Who? 
Managing and 
organising 
! Extra-musical roles 
often assumed by the 
director, including 
concert planning, 
recruiting singers, 
budgeting etc. ! Activities undertaken 
outside of rehearsal 
time, such as planning 
rehearsals and 
repertoire selection. 
 
(Backhouse, 2010; 
Michael Brewer, 
2004; Brinson, 1996; 
Busch, 1984; Collins, 
1993; DiFrances, 
2006; Durrant, 2003; 
Fredrickson, 2004; 
Garretson, 1998; 
Gorelick, 2001; 
Gumm, 2010; Holst, 
1973; J. B. Hylton, 
1995; Kemp, 2009; 
McGill & Volk, 2007; 
McRae, 1991; Neuen 
& Bonamico, 2002) 
(Participants, this 
study) ! Dealing with people 
and their opinions 
effectively, perhaps 
through establishing 
a committee. 
 
! People’s opinions are 
heard and valued, and a 
committee means the 
director can focus on 
musical issues rather 
than organisational 
ones. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Use skills from 
within the group for 
things like 
photography and web 
design. 
! Can be cheaper than 
hiring someone 
externally and will have 
inside knowledge of the 
group. 
(Participants, this 
study) 
! Manage one’s own 
energy levels because 
it is a draining role. 
! Avoid burnout. (Participants, this 
study) 
 
The longer I have worked with choirs, the more I have come to realise that 
perhaps the largest part of the role involves managing people. This has even 
outweighed the musical dimension in most cases. There are a number of 
different ways in which the people in a choir need to be managed. In my 
community choirs I have had one or two members who have liked to express 
their opinions or suggest a different way of doing things on a regular basis 
and I have needed to handle this diplomatically. Someone recently said to 
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me “gosh you handle those two people really well” and my only thought was 
“it is my job to make sure the choir operates as a cohesive group working 
towards a common goal, therefore it IS my job to manage them well”. 
Another way in which I have had to manage people is to manage their 
energy. Under all circumstances the rehearsal must be sensitive to the 
energy of the group. I find this particularly relevant with young children – if 
they look like they are falling asleep, I get them standing up and doing a 
movement activity; if they are bouncing off the walls, I will sing lullabies 
with them – in order to regulate their energy. 
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Chapter 8 – Discussion and implications 
Responding to the research questions 
The first research question asked what approaches and strategies 
community choir directors employ. Various parts of the research addressed 
this question in different ways. Data from the professional conversations 
with choir directors shed light on director histories, choir demographics and 
the history and nature of community choirs in Australia, all of which have 
had a notable impact on the approaches and strategies used by directors. 
The combination of the evolution of Australian choir culture (a movement 
which aimed to make singing accessible to everyone) and the experience of 
choir members (varied, but usually including many members with limited 
experience) have contributed to a culture within community choirs where 
directors teach aurally. 
The research has revealed an extensive taxonomy of approaches and 
techniques used by community choir directors. While many of these overlap 
with the literature, the study presents many strategies that have not been 
previously identified or documented, and these are named as such in the 
tables throughout Chapter 7. As was the aim, a large volume of those 
strategies was derived from the tacit knowledge of professional directors. 
The study also provides the beginnings of a discussion about the ways in 
which strategies for community choirs as defined in this study (not 
auditioned and not requiring singers to be able to read music) differ from 
those choirs that are represented in the literature. 
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Similarly, while the concept of “aural transmission” appears in the 
literature, visual and physical dimensions were noted in what was described 
as aural transmission, resulting in new definitions and classifications of 
approaches in the literature and this study into the categories of aural, 
visual and physical transmission. Not all strategies fit under these 
classifications, however, and an array of others was also discussed. It is not 
purported that the classification of strategies into aural, visual and physical 
transmission approaches is ideal, but the process of classification assisted 
the analysis, discussion and self-learning process. Further discourse about 
the categorisation of choir directing skills, particularly those that are not 
discussed in the literature, would be useful in future studies. 
The second research question asked how a learning choir director could 
employ these approaches and strategies with a community choir. Accounts 
from choir directors in the study confirmed the hypothesis that directors 
undertake self-learning, though this was not documented or formally 
structured by any of the participants. The self-learning approach that was 
adopted at the outset of the project aligned with this. 
Design-based research presented an interesting and useful methodology for 
the exploration of the ways in which a learning choir director could apply 
approaches and strategies to her practice. My learning within this 
framework was both systematic (through cycles of design, reflection, 
reflexivity and evaluation) and haphazard (applying strategies as they came 
to mind, and as they emerged through the research). The ongoing cycles of 
reflective practice and reflexivity led to a highly scrutinised practice where I 
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question and evaluate everything I do as a choir director in order to improve 
in my practice. This process alone has altered my practice permanently.  In 
the absence of formal training, this methodology has allowed me to seek out 
and learn from expert professionals in my field in a self-directed way. While 
this process facilitated deep and valuable learning, following the completion 
of the project, there is one main change I would make for future iterations of 
the process. The literature highlighted the value of tutelage from skilled 
directors and while the project placed a strong emphasis on the experience 
and practice of professional choir directors, the one feature missing from the 
process was close mentoring where a professional director observed and 
offered feedback on the learning director’s practice. This would have been 
valuable and I would recommend self-learning choir directors engage an 
experienced director in a mentoring relationship if possible. Participant 
directors in the study were keen to share their knowledge and acknowledged 
the lack of training options for community choir directors. Future work 
could examine possible mentoring options for Australian community choir 
directors.  
Referring to Dreyfus’ (1982) levels of skill acquisition, I would argue that at 
the beginning of the project I fitted under Dreyfus’ classification of “novice”. 
Throughout the course of the study, my development has progressed 
through the stages of novice and advanced beginner, and now lies in the 
“competent” range (see Table 8.1). While I would classify all director 
participants as “expert”, three directors were identified by other 
professional community choir directors as exemplars in the field and are 
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directors they admire. In this case, directors may self-identify as proficient 
and consider those exemplars to be experts. 
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Table 8.1: Dreyfus’ stages of skill acquisition applied to the self-learning choir 
director and participants in the study 
Stage in 
Dreyfus’ 5-
stage skill 
acquisition 
model 
Definition of stage Participants Me 
Novice “decomposing the task 
environment into objective 
attributes which the beginner 
can recognize without benefit 
of experience” (Dreyfus, 1982, 
p. 141) 
 
N/A 2012 
Advanced 
beginner 
“Marginally acceptable 
performance…the performer 
notes, or a mentor points out, 
recurrent meaningful 
situational components” 
(Dreyfus, 1982, p. 141) 
N/A 2013 
Competence “sees the performer 
recognising and becoming 
consciously aware of the 
relevance of a whole situation 
to a long-term goal” (Blom & 
Poole, 2015, p. 159) 
 
N/A 2014 
Proficiency “after a performer has 
considerable experience in a 
certain area…a sense has 
unconsciously developed for 
the best plan in such a 
situation” (Dreyfus, 1982, p. 
144) 
 
 
Some 
participant 
directors may 
self-identify as 
“proficient”. 
N/A 
Expertise “immediately dictates an 
intuitively appropriate 
response” (Dreyfus, 1982, p. 
146) 
 
All participant 
directors 
N/A 
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Applying approaches and strategies to a learning 
choir director’s practice – a model for others? 
It has been useful to me as a choir director to be on a learning journey and it 
is hoped that sharing the findings would be both interesting and useful to 
existing and prospective choir directors. While this study was conducted in 
Australia, I anticipate that the issues faced by community choir directors 
abroad are similar and the relevance would reach beyond Australian shores. 
The question at the very heart of this study, however, is whether my own 
learning experience is relevant and transferrable to others – could it act as a 
model for others? This study has presented the journey of one person’s 
learning. This is limiting in that one person’s experience is not necessarily 
relevant to another person, however, the documentation of one person’s 
journey is surely more useful than none: if only one person benefits, then it 
has purpose. While the stages of a design-based research methodology may 
or may not be the ideal approach to self-learning choir direction, and 
therefore may or may not serve as a model for others, I would not hesitate to 
recommend the process of observing professional choir directors, speaking to 
colleagues about issues pertaining to practice and using reflective practice 
and reflexivity as a means to develop one’s own practice. In many ways, this 
parallels Lucy Green’s (2008) “informal learning”.  
While there is a place for formal education, and formal professional 
development opportunities in Australia would be welcomed, this has proven 
a successful approach for me. At the start of the study, I had limited 
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experience, having only worked with one small choir of peers and one 
community choir where I felt inadequate and unprepared for the role. This 
coming year I will be directing a total of eight choirs professionally. This 
includes a role as the Director of Music for New South Wales for a large 
national youth choir where I oversee a team of choir directors across the 
state and coordinate state performances. I will also be commencing a role as 
choral director at a private girls’ school in Sydney where I will be 
responsible for junior, senior and auditioned choirs. I will continue my role 
at another private school where I direct both primary and secondary choirs, 
and will also continue to direct my adult community choir for carers of 
people with mental illness. While I know I still have a lot to learn, I feel 
ready to take on these roles and prepared for the challenge ahead.  
Recommendations 
This study has been the first in several areas: documentation of the practice 
of community choir directors in Australia; documentation of the self-
learning process of one choir director; and application of the design-based 
research methodology to the self-learning of choir direction. These have 
been disseminated through scholarly publications as described in Appendix 
C. As such, there is opportunity for further documentation and research in 
all these areas. It would be interesting to explore the practice of other novice 
choir directors using different approaches. It may also be of interest to more 
thoroughly explore the stages of skill acquisition of the choir director. 
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Appendix A: Interview guide 
1. Describe the type of choir/s you work with – age, demographic etc 
2. What proportion of the members of your choir/s has experience 
reading music scores? 
3. Have you heard the term “aural transmission” and if so, what does 
this term mean to you? 
4. Do you have a sense of when and why community choirs started to 
boom in Australia? Do you think it is still growing? 
 
Beginning 
Introducing new repertoire 
5. What approaches do you use to introduce new material? 
a. How do you introduce a new popular song to the choir? 
b. How do you introduce a new world music song to the choir? 
c. Are there other styles you teach, and if so, how do you 
introduce this repertoire? 
d. Do you tend to teach the notes first and then work on 
dynamics, articulation, phrasing, tone, balance, etc or do you 
work on these elements from the beginning? 
6. How do you approach and teach songs in foreign languages? 
a. How do you teach the language to the choir? 
b. What sources do you use to guide pronunciation? 
c. What sources do you use for translations (both literal and 
verbatim)? 
7. When teaching a song aurally, what strategies do you use to help the 
choir learn the song quickly? 
a. How do you choose which parts to teach first? 
b. Do you use lyric sheets or a whiteboard, or try to avoid them? 
c. Do you teach the text before the melody, or learn a groove 
before the lyrics? 
8. Do you use recordings to demonstrate style or to help teach songs 
9. Are there aspects of the music you like singers to physically feel in 
their bodies? 
10. When teaching a song, what aspects of the music usually prompt you 
to use a gesture to communicate something to the choir? What things 
do you like to make visual? Are your gestures consistent or changing? 
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Refining 
11. When the group has mostly learned a song, how do you work to bring 
the piece up to the next level? 
12. Do your gestures change from the teaching phase to the refining 
phase? 
13. How do you work with and teach the layers of the piece (dynamics, 
articulation, phrasing, tone, balance, etc) 
14. What strategies do you use to develop the tone of your choir, 
particularly of untrained singers? 
 
15. How do you coax different vocal tones from the group for different 
pieces/styles? Do you work with stylistic tone of a piece in the first 
rehearsal, or later on? 
 
Working towards a deadline 
16. How do you polish a piece for performance? 
17. When you are conducting the group, are there things you do 
differently in the rehearsal phase to the performance phase? If so, 
what are these? 
18. Is it necessary to conduct the group in performance, or can they 
perform without you? If it is necessary, what does the conducting 
provide for the group? 
 
Holding the group together 
19. What strategies do you use to help the group maintain interest when 
you are modelling and other singers are learning their parts? 
20. How do you motivate the group on a day when everyone feels flat and 
low on energy? 
 
Arranging and composing for the group 
21. How much time do you spend arranging material for your choir/s? 
22. What are the key considerations for you when arranging for your 
choir/s? 
23. Why/how do you choose the material that you do? 
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Director-specific questions 
24. If you have worked with both single-gendered and mixed-gendered 
choirs, have you found any differences in the way you need to direct 
these choirs. If so, what were these differences? 
25. What strategies do you use to develop the beautiful tone of your men, 
particularly in the upper register of untrained men's ranges? 
26. What role does a score play in your directing? 
27. Do you usually teach without referring to a score? Why? 
28. Why do you like to teach with singers not looking at the music score?  
(or how do you handle the need for singers to look down when looking 
at a music score?) 
 
Learning choral directors 
29. How did you learn to direct choirs? What was your experience and 
what were the challenges you faced? 
30. What advice would you give a learning/novice choral director about 
how to learn the craft? 
31. What would you have liked to be available when you were learning or 
first directing? Eg courses, resources 
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Appendix B: Chorister questionnaire 
Profile of a community choir 
Learning a song: 
1. How do you learn your vocal part for a piece of music?  
(Prompts: Do you need to hear someone sing it? Do you learn it from a 
music score? Do you need the support of other singers around you? Do 
you learn when someone visually indicates where the music moves 
higher or lower? Do you listen to recordings? Do you play – or have 
someone else play – your part on an instrument?)  
2. When learning a song, which do you prefer to use and why: 
! Lyric sheet only 
! Notated melody line with words 
! Full music score 
! No music score 
 
3. Which of the following describes your music learning: 
! Learning by ear 
! Following general melodic contour/direction (e.g. leaps up and down, 
side-by-side notes, same note)  
! Reading melodic line fairly accurately 
! Following general rhythmic length/values (e.g. long and short notes) 
! Reading the rhythm fairly accurately (e.g. minims, crotchets, 
quavers) 
! Following general melodic contour and rhythmic length together  
! Reading melody and rhythm of a score accurately 
! Sight reading (e.g. unseen melody with no assistance from instrument 
or other singer)  
 
4. Which one of the following best describes you:  
! I am not confident singing my part solo 
! I am confident singing my part solo 
! I rely on other singers in my voice part to help keep me on track 
! I start relying on other singers but then feel more secure  
 
5. What strategy/ies does your director use that helps you to learn your 
part? 
 
6. What strategies would you like your director to use to help you learn 
your part?  
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Background: 
7. For how many years have you been singing in choirs? 
 
8. And how many years have you belonged to this choir? 
 
9. Describe your experience of singing when you were school age. 
 
10. What other musical experience/s do you have (e.g. playing an 
instrument as a child, playing in a band, music teacher, professional 
musician, a parent who sings around the house)?  
 
11. What hobbies do you enjoy and take part in? 
 
12. What occupation/s have you had (e.g. accountant, now retired; nurse, 
then stay at home mum/dad, now midwife)? 
 
13. What is your age? 
! 18-24 
! 24-30 
! 31-35 
! 36-40 
! 41-45 
! 46-50 
! 51-55 
! 56-60 
! 61-65 
! 66-70 
! 71-75 
! 76-80 
! 81-85 
! 86-90 
! 91-95 
! 96-10 
 
14. Please add any other information you think would be useful.  
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